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Abstract 
In 128 small companies in the West Midlands, the way staff are selected for 
development is explored is explored, together with the characteristics of staff 
and selector. Finding that some staff are repeatedly selected for 
development, a comparison is made between the attributes of those being 
selected and of those carrying out selection. This is an attempt to define why 
some staff are identified as possessing 'the 'right stuff while other similar 
staff are not. Variables such as gender, ethnic background, age and 
educational background are compared but relationships only found between 
the learning outlook of the CEO and that of his or her selected key 
worker(s). The learning outlook is described in terms of the preferred 
learning style and of the most preferred methods to learn. However, in 
some sectors very little selection of ethnic minority staff occurred. 
Part of the research reviewed the selection process, relating this to business 
planning and identification of training needs. Little evidence was found of 
the use of formal planning or of specific processes to identify training needs, 
selection resting firmly with informal mechanism often under the narrow 
control of the CEO. Given the investment by government in this sector of 
the economy, it seems important for those providing resources to recognise 
this lack of formal planning and to work to ensure that opportunities for 
education and training are widened to include more of those employed by 
the company. Similarly, where CEO ambitions are explored, it is clear that 
most CEO's are not committed to growth but have other varied, personal 
aims. Investment in all companies assuming that growth is a key factor may 
be an ineffective use of resources, which might be better specifically 
targeted rather than distributed uniformly across the whole sector 
In addition, the incidence of 'bending the rules' is identified when companies 
apply for funding to meet regulatory bodies' criteria. Questions are raised 
concerning the validity of funding 'blanket' training measures without a more 
detailed understanding of the requirements of different sectors and different 
sizes within the 'small firms' banner 
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The pressures of globalisation, the resulting importance of small 
businesses and of human capital formation in these orqanisations 
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Background 
This study has been carried out entirely within the small firms sector in 
the West Midlands area of Great Britain, with an emphasis on the 
concept of human capital formation within these companies. The 
importance both of small and medium sized enterprises and human 
capital has been stressed in the UK and further afield, in the European 
Community and the USA. Due to the rapid changes in the world's 
economy over the last fifteen years, the development of Human Capital 
and the expansion of small and medium sized enterprise sector, have 
been described as vital for the progress of the United Kingdom and 
other advanced industrialised countries into the next century 
The effects of Globalisation 
"Today's reality is that all countries have to take part in a world-wide 
process of profound structural change. New technologies, especially 
information and communication technologies, have already significantly 
affected the way that economies are organised and operate. 
Globalisation is replacing internationalisation as the key characteristic of 
the world market" (Rasmussen, 1996). Companies which could once 
rely on trading in relatively sheltered markets with the protection of 
trade barriers and without vigorous international competitors, have seen 
this situation change dramatically. Global competition has resulted from 
the reduction in trade barriers and the emergence of 'new economies), 
i. e., the dynamic nations of Southeast Asia and the emerging market 
economies of Eastern Europe. The resulting access to new markets 
and new investment opportunities is accompanied by the challenge of 
2 
new competitors, often with highly skilled and inexpensive labour forces 
and the influence of global multinational corporations without specific 
national allegiance. The development of information technology and 
telecommunications media has also led to countries increasingly 
becoming linked, especially through international investments. 
The interdependence of national economies is shown by factors such as 
the expansion of trade proportionate to GNP, the growth of 
trans-national associations, links between currency markets, and the 
importtOnce of thte, World Bank and IMF in brokering solutions to 
economic problems through concerted initlativess involving Cal number of 
countries. A recent initiative, caucs reported in the Financial Times 
&I- 
LI roughout August "1997, is the rescue packtige worth 16 billion U''S 
dollars PUIL together by the IMF for Thailand, which, includes, a billion 
doollars from their main competitor, China. in the past this might have 
L- 
been unlikely. Now it is in Chinas interests to participate since Thailand 
is also a market for Chinese goods, similarly, Thailand has invested in 
China's poorer areas in the past. 
The 1995 VVIOrld Bank- report Gtobal economic pir-os-pects- and the 
developirig countfies, comments that Globallisation is now so advanced 
i tions [m that "sales of, foreign a-IffiliCites o-Imultinational corporaLlU I lay now well 
exceed the -world's total exports ý) and that world merchandise trade is 
projeCted to grow by more than 6% per year, faster thian at any time 
since the 11 960's. Trade in sservicess is also texpected to grow rapidly 
driven by advances in information and C teslecommuni-CItions technOlogy. 
Globalisation has been described in various terms but it, is usually 
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defined as the Integ ration of world markets with at resulting rapid 
movement of capital. The force within the economy of all countries 
within the world - developing or industrialised - is the increasing 
integration of world trade and finance rather than national or even 
international -Itrade and finance. (World Ban'k, 1997) 
The report concludes, that Globbalisation offlers developing countries 
signilicant opportunities to increase trade and investment, as their share 
of world imports is anticipated to A% L grow from 24 in 1994 'to 30% by 
2010. However, it also suggests that mnajor challenges exist for the 
private sector and government policy makers within these countries if 
these opportunities are to be realised. Options are increased for private 
firms and individuals but diminished for policy makers. Where nations 
have a tradition of closed governim, ent or where the president 01- PM has 
always retained absolUte control over policy, exchange rates and 
interest rates, this Is not consistent with participation in global markets. 
In Malaysia's case, for instance, when currency traders "did not like .. 
they cashed in their ringgits The PM WCals then left These policies.. - 
without the flunds needed for infrastructure projects. (Steizer 1997) 
Where countries have very di'llerent practices, there must either be (I a 
willingness to countenance the erosion of domestic structures or the 
acceptance of a degree of harmOnisation or convergence" (Rafiq Haririi, 
1997) 
This opening up of the globall economy has brought other problems to 
the newly industrialised group of "Asian Tiger' economies, including 
SOUth Korea and Indonesia. The emergence of China as a major new 
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low cost competitor in Asia has forced down prices and ca-u. -.: jed the 
movements of money from one currenCy to another. The problems 
f laced by these Asian economies are subsequently felt by the rest of the 
world through the interdependence of world currency markets. 1, C'Phina 
itself, however, still has this same problem to face of allowing policy 
chainges to be forced by economic shifts. To date, it has avoidead this by 
keeping rigid controls over capital translers and over its exchange rate, 
despite 1-ising foreign exchange reserves which might have cauSed the 
currency to appreciate. Hadri concludes that China has 'Laken the first 
steps to its, place in the global economy but has not seen, the effects ol 
global trading. 
Thle position of western advanced il-Idustrialised nations is similar, intht-: 3t 
economic forces can also reduce the power of policy makers, since - 
world trade "unleaushes forces that III Zb I L* L ' undermine normsimplicit in domestic 
policies py - and so here the Integration of world markets is more often 
seen, as a threat. The inevitable coonce, mn is that Ithe progress of newly 
these nations.. developing countriess will, be at the expense Of L 
"Integration dcoess after all carry transitional costs cand will particularly 
a-flect those engaged in lalbouir-intensive and IU-w slfl-%Illed industries". 9 to 
Mcasood Ahmed ack, nowledges Ithat this force driving 'the progress of, 
developing countries could be seen as a threat by industrial nations but 
also claims that "greater integration can be a win-win outcome" through 
the competitive spur oflered to induStriCal Countries to maintain 
VW 1 
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comparative (advantage, kWoorld Bank ne s, " 991 
or comparative a vantage, is part of This maintenance of competl 
the problem the UK faces. From the 11989 CBIl report calling for a skills 
revolution which proposed a set of 'World class targets, through t1he 
establishment of the National Advisory Council for Education and 
Training in 191V '13, to the current emphasis on individucal commitment and 
learning (Individual Learning News 1997), the recurrent tli-leme iZP 
I- the 
2l- need for the UK "to maintain and iniprove competitiveness in the Z- I. )t 
century" (DfEE January 1998). This challenge is also faced by other 
developed nations within the rest Of the EC and the US/A-%. In each of 
these areas, 1human capital has been cited as the way to maintain this 
advantage, usually accompanied by an emphasis on the development 
ly j 
and expansion of the small firms sector as an "engine for growth kEdith 
Cresson; 1995). The idea ol human capital, the "sum of existing or 
potential skills possessed buy an individual, company, or nation" ( 
Becker 1993) has progressed since it was Ifirst described by Adam 
Smith in 1776 as the success of the firm depending in part on the 
"dexterity of, 'LlIhe workers" 
Historically industrialised countries passed through the process 
described by Adam Smith. 'in the case he described, the division of 
labour of pin makers increased their productivity "by a factor of 
hundreds 33 to "the increase of lexterit of the individual , owing lic IIu 15 LY IIv 
u lz C workman, the saving of time commonly lost in passing from one species 
of work to anOtIlher, and to the invention of matc-1hines which enable one 
man to do the work of many 71 
r- 
ki 
Refinements of these organising principles translated them into 
business organisations run on Fordist lines with a reduction in the 
"dexterity of the worker". He or she would il Istall a Single part in a 
prescribed manner as parts moved towards them on a moving acssembly 
line. Sloan carried this -iurther by applying Smith's principles to the L 
management function, creating smaller decentraliSed divisions, 
overseen by managers C1 Zo Irom m ail corporate headquarters, In the I. 
same -way that the more general Skills of workers had changed to meet 
Ford's vision of mass production, Sloan saw the manager's role in terms 
of their flinancial expertise (Smith PR 1978). Task rationalisation then 
dominated the -workplace, following Frederick Taylor's scientific 
management strategies and processes, o-, -' flunctional and task 
differentiation (Kern and Scllhlumann 19V3). In this way the work 
process was broken down into its component par'L. --; O, separating manual 
and intellectual labour. The fragmentation of tasks and of functions 
again reduced the generall skills, Cacquired and used by both work-florce, 
and management 
"O's, organisCitions In the penod between World War 11 and the mid 1961 
grew more complex to meet increasing conssumier demand. Firms 
supplied goods to an eager market quickly and in bulk, with a view to 
maximising output in the time available. "Rarely did the customer 
zo 9 cl , e1r, cl demand high quality and sservice. Any house any car, any refigerator, 
were infinitely better than nuone at all" 'Hammer and Champy, 4993" 
During this period in the USA, for instance, there were very few external 
compel. -litors lor US corporations, seeking a share in internal, or external 
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market for cars or other consumer goods. Goods were mass produced, 
in great numbers and of a uniform nature - the variety of speciatlisations 
va, a 'lable in smaller numbers seen in Japan did not feature in US or 
European manufacturing atthis time. 
However, from the 1960's to the 'll 990's industrialised countriesp began to 
evolve new pU-StL-TayloriSL modern iscantion processes to adjust to the 
changing economic environment, albelL at different speeds and with 
different degrees of success. The catallyst for this modernisation 
process was the precssure to adapt to the changing economic climate. 
These economic changes resulted a number ollf factors, including the 
removal of trade barriers, the development Of MUlti-national corporations 
and the wave of computer tech no llog icall advances and applications 
affecting all functions fi-01-11 sales, to process and production planning. 
These factors were coupled with the diffliculties of oil crises in the 1970's 
and the emergence of Asian economies competing across trade barriers 
for the firSt time. 
The removal of barriers to trade caused difficulty 111for traditional 
manufacturing industriess -: )in,, -, e neither national nor international market 
share were protected or sustained. An example of this was the staged 
removal of European Economic C. Oommunitytrade barriers bettween 1986 
and 1993, which had grave results for manufacturing industry across 
Germany, France, Italy and Spain. The German mechanical 
engineering industry, with 8% of the total work-force and exemplified by p 
the machine-tou, sub sector, socaw its - ernal marke", share plummet IL extu II Ick LI ICI 
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during a decline in world expUorts and production in the late p 1980's and 
early 1990's (Moldaschi and Schutz-Wild, 1994). 
However, while France, Spain and Germany all lost ground, Japan 
increased its market share. Kohler and Woodard (1997) attributed the 
success of the Japanese meal-laniCal engineering industry to its 
changing and develloping TI aylorism in advance of other countries. As a 
contrast, a ", 990 report by "the Commission on t1he Skills, Of 'the American 
I[, & Workforce found that the orgatniSation ol II LO 'America's workplace is largely 
modelled after the manufacturing system made famous by Hen, y Ford in 
the early 20th Century", since "nz? 5n-//o of US companies"... "still ding -to the 
old forms of work Organisation and although 35% Of those with over 50 
employees used flexible work organisation, these tended to be branches 
of iarger organisations. 
The uncertC2inties of the 1970's - the oil crises) and the temergence of 
new Customer demands for more variety and reliability ol p CI I product and for 
better customer service - had different reactions across the world. In 
japan horizontal flexibility beetvveen work stations and the; -predominance 
of group work, both aided problem solution and promoted quality with 
production, so that production Ilines provided a range of specialisations 
to meet a variety of customer needs. These products were then 
supported by llexible customer service. In Germany, manufacturers had 
focused on reliability and quality but even by the 1990's it was said to be 
"c model of highly differentiated functionss, ., till following the 
Taylorist 111U 11, 
weighty bureaut-Oracy and IIMI; tC-It-, on of individual problelmils-sollving 
activitiess. " (Hirsch-KreinStein, "19f9p, 41) This waus nOt supported by all 
9 
observers, however. By -the mid 1980's a series of cross-national 
comparisons found that Germany had adopted more flexible work 
practice in terms of production methods. -Ireams of highly sfl\-,; Iled 
wol kers made g0ods in small, numbers to accommodate specific 
CUStOmer requirements, whereas in the UK manufacturers, still produced 
goods in large numbers withOUt attempting to meet varying customer y 
needs. Efficiency was still highter in the German plant (in which "twice 
as many garments per employee were produceUc ... despite the work 
being more demanding and a greater range of skillIS) being required). 
(Steedman and Wagner 1989). 
The emphasiss 'in the latter study is on skills and knowledge which can 
be used flexibly and on the ability to work in groups. This is also y 
commented upon in European studies where projects require "technical 
skills as well as relattionall and entrepieneuriall skills i. e., human 
interaction and lknowhow" kEuropean Commission, 1998 2nd report on 
local development and employment initiatives; SEC (98) 25: p 24). This 
particular set of skills is also described by Abramowitz and David 
(1996). Defining knowledge as 'tClCit cand- codified, " couilied Irk-nowledge 
(I. C is then desCribed, as lundaimentally altering the form and stlructure of 9 
laboul- and ecconomic growth". Tihis statement is Justified by the CALil-Ig 
evidence that increases in labour quality have overtaken improvements 
in goods to produCtion o-If economik., growth. Incl-reasing labour quality 
L-Y p 
requires Investment, however. Mid 80's studies b F-iore and Sabel 
(1984) confirmed the claim of Kern and Schiumann (1984; pp 4121-4)'that 
the eclipse of Tayllorism and "the dawn of a common trans-national 
10 
impetus towards organisational and technological restructuring" have "... 
consequent implications for investment in training needs in highly 
industrialised countries. if 
improving labour quality -"Human capital our most precious 
asset. " 
In the last five years speeches (, such as Edith Cresson's 1995 keynote 
addrets-'s to the Impact of Technology (. 3jonference quoted above), 
tOgRt L ULher with successpive studiesP and policies have repeated the same 
recommendation. Due to miarket lorces and the progress of 
technological change, the industrialissed nations - and the UK in 
particular- need a 'highly motivated and well qualified workforce to 
compete internationally... Competing on costs of labour or raw materials i 
is no longer an option, the UK business community has been forced to 
realise that the only 'basis on which we can readistically compete iS the 
skills of our worklonce kBuse, 11995) This PC-Ittern is true for other 
indUStrialisedc countriess, since Human capital is recognised as important 
in the response to economic and technical change, across the 
indutstrialised world. "OECD Employment and growth in the kI 
knowledg e- based economy, 19196) in a cross national, analysis Yahr 
(1969) suggested that the stock of skill - generating power or of skills 
shape. so the production pat"Lluern within moanufacturing (and therefore p 
affleCtS a nation's foreign trade whereas Krueger (1968O)l emphasisted 
-that a very large portion of most income differences can be attributed to 
measured difflerences in nations' stocks of Human Capital. The role of 
skills or knowledge in determining national comparative advantage and 
11 
therefore the structure of external trade is also emphasised by Kenen 
(1970), reviewing research by Kravis and Leontieff and identifying the 
substantial use of skills in defining and measuring Human capital 
Drawing an analogy between the investment in physical and human 
capital, G. S. Becker (1993) defined Human Capital as the investment in 
training and development made by individuals themselves (or by others 
in these individuals), which increases the skills and possible future skills 
he'd by these individuals. Human beings "invest in themselves by 
meansp of education, training or other C-ICtIvities whiuch raises their fUture 
incomes by increasing their lifetimes' earnings)). Similarly Schultz ('1961) 
analysed educational expenditure as a -florm oil investment explaining 
LI IC2t the reason why employers continue to prefer eclutcated workers is tha 
that not only does 'the possession of an educational qucanlification indicate 
that an individual has certain abilities, aptitudes and attitudes but that 
the educational process helps to shape and develop these attributes. 
This seems to imply that education affeUts attitudes, motivation and 
other persona, characteristics as well, as providing knowledge and skills. 
9 Although Othier faCtors, n0tably the need lor grecater technological 
take-up by companies and the need for the greater development of the 
small business sector, are also cited cis importan't, in some countries 
Human Capital formation is seen as "the most vital single factor to 
,4 Towards a maintain national comparative advantage" (OECrD 1996,1 
knowledge based economy). In the USSA, White House directives and 
presidential speeches repeatedly emphasise the "current shortcomings 
of American Human ccapital" and 'the possible ways to measure and 
1') 
IL. 
reverse them, others affirm 'that human capita, will be the (I most 
important source of comparative advantage in the twenty-'llirst century)). 
(Herschberg, 1996). Explaining how this might work, Hayes and 
associates (1996; foreword) commentS that superior performance is 
ultimately based on the performance of' individual companies and that 
the success of these companies "is ultimately based on the people in an 
orgC-3nisationil. Although management principles, systems and 
procedures are essential, competitive advantage is expected to come 
from people, their "skills, discipline, motivation, problem-solving ability 
and learning capacity". Schemes such as the Baldridge Award in the 
US to promote employee development cite the need for employees to 
be enabled to Itexercise mo, e disc, etion and deCli%-, ýIion-making, leading to 
greater flexibility and more rcapid respol-Ise to the changing requirementS 
of, the maarketpl(ace" 
Similarly in Europe, the considerable effortcs Of the EEC both to form 
policies and to put them into action which promote human capita, as a 
-C V locus lor maintenance of comparative advantage, placing the need to 
L L. 0ý0 IuuII oject to upgrade 'Vocational Education and Tra-ning at the heart of its pr 
enhance the EU's competitivieness relative to its American and Asian 
riwals. 
A -4,990 European study found that skill shortlagess in terms of a lack of 
'sufficilently qualified workers 
threaten ifuture European technological and 
economic competitiveness as a result of rapid "Lech InIolog iC. C31 
developments changing working practice and blurring of boundaries 
between jobs. (IRDAC, Industrial Research and Development Advisory 
13 
Committee, EEC 1990) These changes mean that the 1950's view of a 
manager as someone who thinks whereas a non-manager is someone 
who does (the manage, 'thinks and leads' while the non-manager 
'follows and does"), has gone. Now the whole workforce is required not 
only to 'do' but also to think, recognise problierns, suggest Solutions and 
act on them (Jacobs and Steinberg 1995: Hay and Purves llz"71541,1953). 
Similar findings for the UK caused the C. 0131 to call for a "quantum leap 
t- in Britains education and training peirformankce to maintain and improve 
ritC2if I's positi Ba ; on in an incleasingly competitive wol-ld" wi-liCh would 
. re 61nothing less than a skills revolution" requi L 11 LI jowards Cal skills 
, evolution, 1995" 
This skills revolution resulted from the reaction to change required of 
business and ultimately of the workforce. Daly (1986) comments that in 
an, average industry our unskilled w0r, kers produce the same amount cus), 
that lowar skilled one skilled workei, while Worswick (1985) showed L 
workers required more overhead labour in the form of quality controllers 
and production planners. The same 1990 IFRDAC report quoted above 
found that whereas before the eighties, occupations had been sharply 
defined, these lhadd beconne more -1111exible, being redefined to suit 
ZIL CA tz; org(anisational need, (industrial Research and Development Advisory 
Committee, IRDAI%-', *, 1990). The 'average skills level' required for any 
activity had increased, since production and monitoring tasks were now 
combined. Similarly, more importance was attached to transverse 
qualifications comprising key skills designed to heighten that person's 
long and short term flexibility in the workplace (European Commission 
IA 
I -T 
1998, The era of tailor-made jobs; 2nd repoirt on local development and 
employment initiatives, SEC (98) January p 23-6) 
Restructu ring of the organisation often accompanied this process. In 
identifying t1he ways in which advanced industrialised nC-Itions can rise 4LO 
this challenge across Europe, the successful countries, eg here 
Germany in the 1970's and early 1980's, are described having "high 
proUcuctivity- high wage" economies. Concluding that a high 
prod uctivity-h igh wage strategy requires a qualified and flexible labour 
force with education and vocational training %systemS) geared towards 
meeting those demands, OECD reports also stress the needc for both 
individuals and enterprises to be encouraged to participate in a lifelong 
process of learning (in Lawrence, 1996: also OECD, 1996, Employment 
and growth in thle knowledge-bassed econom, y) 
Lifelong learning 
More recently, Ithe need lor lifelong Ilearning as a respo, se to c1hanges in v 
workplace practice 11-jass been widened to embrace the idea oil "forming y 
10 whole human being. -s" kliatcques Delors., '11996). The pr cess would 
enable partiLipants to develop awareness of themisseelvesso and of their 
environment so that the resulting inclividucall played a full role in society, 
not only at work but also fin the community. 111-1 the IUK this SOC-2me 
extended concept of, lifelong ! earning- is emphasised by DfEE reports 
throughout 1996 to the present (from 'Lifetime learning; a consultative 
iI; 41 document in March 1996 to "UR' in March 1,91991). Here it IS Stated that 
the demands Of the future would require that everyone leaves 
ltz I .i 
compulsory education with a, secure foundation for lifelong learning, 
wol-k and citizenship. Learning has escaped from the narrow confines 
Of traditional education and is a constant feature, thwoughoUt the 
working lile and beyond. 
The 1998 WEE reports 'The Learning Age' and 'National targets for 
Education and training' allso continue to stress 'employability. ' To 
remain employable, an individual must "tcontinue to develop their skills 
and knowledge throughout their lives'p. These 'transverse qualifications' 
would only represent an initial step on this road. The proportion of the 
types of skills developed and required would vary according to the field 
of activity but a person would need to possess all, skills and be prepared 
to develop them as their career changed and developed. Here a vC-Aned 
career background and a degree of vers2patility are regarded as assets, 
whereas, in the past, a sound technical training might be all that would 
be required, now other skills would be needeU- with 'the technical training 
as a focal point for development (European Commission, Accomplishing 
Europe through edUCation and training, Study group on Education anUc 
Training, icanuctry 11.998, pp 22.3-25). The individual must be prepared L 
"0 
learn t1hroughout life and in different ways. Similarly Evans (1996) calls 
L sr. 'lled' and to be prepared to regularly learn lor individuals to be LU tv 
new COmpetences throughouttheir working lifle. 
t; -Thev learning which an individual carried out might not always be 
; ob ication, bassedd, however. The udevellopment o', j -related or qualif, 
Employee Development and Assistance Programs by cU-mpC-: XniCs such 
as Rover and Ford enabled employees to "learn something thait 
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interests them.. In response to their own needs or pleansures". The hope 
underlying this is that Once the "learning bug has been caught" mC-2ny will 
Lhen go on to more vocational training or qualifications. The WEE 
consultation document ("Lifetime Learning: A Consultation Document, 
1995) Cites definite rewards from these programmes. "Experience 
suggests that these schemes bring business benefits and are very 
successful in promoting a culture of learning In employment, helping 
many non-learners to acquire a taste lor learning, or to revive a dormant 
interest ...... experience is showing that there is a significant payoff both 
for employers and employees. The learning encourages more thoughtful 
activity in the workplace. It allows a greater insight into what employees v 
are capable of achieving. Most importantly, it gives them the confidence 
to do more, to innovate and to assik more informed questions. " 
Since Ford began its EDAP in 1989, the Department for Education and 
Employment estimated that the number of schemes increased from 
ciround 50 in 1993 to 450 by the end of 1995, and the number is still' 
growing klilifEE, EDr", %Ps, 1996). Thesse zschemes ofler -,;, -Ilployeeb an 
opportunity to undeartalke a learning aetivity on a voluntary basis, 
normally in their own tim, ie but with financial help from the employer. 
Costs are in some cases shared jointly between inclividual employers 
and Training and Enterprise Councils (TECS) or Industry Training 
Organisations (ITO's). (DIEE, Meeting the national skills challenge 
1996' )- 
However, the rate at which this form of learning is adopted might C-IISO 
depend on potentiad 1earne; rs' existing skills. 11 hlose with -111ew wal-m 
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memories of school life are "less 'likely to participate and these are the 
attract)). DfEE repor edge that - very people we seek to 0 its also acknowlt: CI 
balanlce of requirements are to be met in promoting lifetime learning 
"Our policies for liletime learning must also secure that everyone has 
the basic skills of functional literacy and numeracy", ... "which are 
necessary lor living and working in today's complex and fast changing 
society". (1996 December Lifetime Learning: A Consultation Document: 
1998; The Learning Age) 
This idea oflifetime 'learning' as a way to describe the regular updating 
C, C1 and upgrading of skills across the whole workforce, appears in mCany 
reports both in 'the UFIIand across Europe, but despite support it has yet 
to be fully adopted. An opinion poll conducted throughout Europe 
(Cresson, 1995) showed that more than two thirds of Europeans accept 
the idea o, lifelong training but the same number of respondents declare L 
that they have not received any training over the next year. in the UK, 
the 1995 Skills Audit (DfEE) showed a similar pattern, with 35% of L 
c2dulL C2 ce leaving further edut.. ation and four ts having done no learning sin 
fifth. -:, of these unlikely to do so in future. " Finegold and Soskice (1988) 
also identified a lack of intermediate skills possessed by the British 
workforce and argued for emphasis to be given to enable all school 
leavers to attain what would now be equivalent to NVQ level 3. This 
echoes Other reports comparing German and British workforces 
(Campbell and Warner 1989)s 
Despite this, lifetime learning 11-1 some form been a recurrent fleature 
in many reports which have identified woorkfluorce improvements and in 
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reports on higher and further education, usually linked to the necessity 
of meeting industrial challenge through training and education. A 1985 
report found that 85% of employers saw adult education as an 'essenti, -: 11 
inveStment', with another 88% confirming that education would be 
'necessary to maximise productivity and profi"LS' and another 95% 
recognising that 'changing needs mean that their workforce must be 
trained to update old skills and learn new ones. " (Industrial Facts 
Forecasting Research Limited, 1985) The UK was said to need 'more 
educated people in every walk o, life', and there wass an Increasing 
emphasis on individuals taking greater responsibility for their own 
development and learning. The role of employers was to help and 
-empower them to do this .. 'SOo that learning can be developed which 
meetss the general needs of society and the practical requirements of the 
world of -work'. Key skills were identined as essential to this process. 
These were behaviouraI, allowing for problem identilication and solution, 
and ensuring information mancagemeant and commul-lication. (Metcalfe, 
Walling and Fogal-ILY, 1994". Current government emphasis is on a 
shared capproatch by all agenicies involved in promoting and carrying out 
this concept. Dr. Kim Howells commented in 1997 at a Learning to 
Work seminar (Individual Learning Nlews, 2) "Learning has never been 
more important. People have never been more important. " The 
Government's aim was "to create a learning CUlture in which all 
participate and from which all benefill't. We must find ways o-I working 
together to develop 'the potential of everyone, not jUSt the few. " 
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A "Our agenda to create a Ilearning nation As a 1996 report begins, 
capable of meeting global challenges and equipping individuals for the y 
11 1 world of work and to make a greater contribution to society kCouncil for 
Industry and Higher education, November). Similarly the basis for the 
IIL 
current Governmental emphasis on learning is that is Lhe key to 
prosperity" and that nvestment in humcan Ca , c, V CIL pital will be the lounclation 
of success in the knowledge-based global economy of the twenty-first 
)I f 
century kBIunkett, WEE 1 March 19198; pl). In 1996-7 successive 
editions of WEE 'Labour market and skills trends' stressed that 
I. L "li'lletime learning is incre si gly impo tanf, commenting that training 
"hadd grown since 11994 to achieve the samne levels seen in the late 
1980's". 
Skills and UK performance 
Others have also commented on the IUK's need to maximise human 
capital within the nation as a way to improve economic performance. 
'he neeUs Vocationallsm in Great Britain is described as a response to L 
of the econom y for skilled workers, technicians and m anagers... to meet 
the needs of employers requiring a COmpetent workforce to stay in 
business (C Campbell and rr"eltry, 199232). This 1S, a recurring theme for 
researchers. Even in 1964 the Industrial Training Act recognised the 
need for improvements in t1he nation's human capital, attributing weak 
e to low level sk Ils in the labour force and calling economic performant., I LI II 
for measures "to ensure an adequate supply oil com, petent workers for 
all sections of indU. ---)"Lry and commence. " These measuress included 23 
-)c) Ir- 
Industry training boards which were under the joint administration of 
members of companies, trade unions and the education e. -stablishment. 
Despite this however, individugal companies still seek to identify ways to 
improve their competitive advantage through development of human 
capital, identifying that not only current skills but potential skills are 
important. 
Whereas Kenen (19"170') -uC-es - : In ', eH A current skills directly With Huma 
capital as a way to provide a scale of measure it, . "assuming that the 
unskilled labourer has no skills and theiefore no human capital... ' 
different interpretations extend t1he idea of "human iccapital ais possession 
31 & of skills Lo include not only existing but also potentiCal skills. Recent 
rep0l"LS in 'Ciermany highlight this new interpretation of skills as a flexible, 
potential quality rCaltheir than a mteasurablue Current -Ifixed point, echoing 
0 
Bundespraesident Roman Herzog's comments that - 
S( 
passive 
knowhow is not enough" "knowhow.. also requires creativity, 
team work, personal innovation and risk management and 
decision-making (Suddeutsche Zeitung, November 1997" 
Knowhow was allso investigated' in an ecarlier sul-Vey by Fischer (1988), 
who defined it in term. 's) of the qu(ality of the labour force and of the 
enterprise itsell. I't has also been 11inked to the need for companies to 
operate in learning mode' rather than in 'production' mode. Rather than 
lo : ob mas ills acquisition, the limiting the focus IL j tery through specific ski 
wol-ker is encouraged to locus on learning, self im-provement anuc the 
t ýfer o, skills frorn, one setting to another (Boyatzis and 
Kolb 993; ran. 
Sitkin 1992). The beneirits of this approach are said to be that 
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organisations then become more successful in c., hanging conditionso by 
developing c2 range of approaches rather than relying on standard 9 
procedures). 
Links between the talents and skills Of the employees in a company and 
with their development through the company itself, were alsso examined 
by Von 'r-Xrogh and Roos (1995). In their review of competences In 
management theory. Having con-Ifirmed that the "firm'S competitive 
advantage represents its raison d'etre, " they stress the links between 
L "his advantage and the human capital wit, hin the firm, identifying the 
importance of the 
fU 
1-ther devellopment of skills often through the 
interaiction and communication between individuals within the company. 
Here competitive advantage is described in resource-based Iterms. The 
skills and knowledge of the individual in the company are linked with the v 
processes at work within the firm to enhance or diminish both existing 
and potential skills. The competitive position of a firm is defined in 
terms of the "bundle of unique resources and relationships" which make L 
up the portfolio of inner, human resources. )j 1, hey also comment that 
itable, , ore among competitors, such resources should be imper-Ifecttly im, 
without strategically equivalent substitutes and valuable, focusing on the 
those non-purchaseable, lintaingible, firm-specific and embedded tLypes 
of resources. This group of resources are then defilned in terms Of the 
competence of key individuals or of the whole group of individuals 
working within the compCany (pp 58--174). 
2- 
'Developing skill's for a successful fUture' (WEE; National Tacgets 
ýY-- 
for Education and Training, January 199M 1 
IdCentifying 'the wholle workforce as a resource to be maximised' has 
aol. so led to companies adopting and developing human resource 
strategies, described by Gennard and Kelly ('1997) as the integration of 
human resource policies and business strategy to achieve competitive 
advantage The idecan that "knowledge and skill's may be used as (-:, 
conduit for national and company success, " recurs in many other studies 
and in other countries. A recent US article comments that "Companies 
are realising that brainpower is the only asset that gives 'them an edge. " 
(Kelli 1996) Other studies have argued that human capital may have Y 
substantive impad on organ isationall performance in a completitive 
context. Boone and Witteloostujn (1996) also split Human '. '., *Papital in ILO 
the subjective cand objective, where 'subjeCtiVe' is defilnedd in terms of 
personality characteristics and 'the 'objective' HC is defined in terms of 
eduC. ation and work experience. 
r% 
Commentators frequently focus on objective Human Capital existing at a 
particular point, identifying grades of skills then present or lacking in the 
workforce. In one su%-.. h study, a comparative study of 'the UK and 
Germany, Prais (1995) reviews reports commenting on the comparative 
la- a se orkers within the UK. in 1CRIk of intermediCite skills pos. -; Pessed by wu 
another report C-It a local level in the UK, Boone andc W; lt'LeIU-OS'Lujn 
(1996) found that the outputs fi-om the local vocational education and 
Lraining system both determine - and are determined 'u - the locality's I. - -y 
stock of highly skilled workers. In turn, these highly skilled workers help 
to determine the competitiveness and hence the economic performance 
of the local economy (reported by Bradley and 11 aylor, February 1996). 
Without the existence of these highly skilled workers as a resource 
within an area, it is suggested that both potential, new resources and 
current economic performance will suffer a decline. 
Previous initiatives led buy the centraliSed system of Training and 
Enterprise Councils have run into di"Illiculty in the small firms sector (and 
in other areas, according to recent reports (Oldfield and Lorenz, 1998, 
February 22) To counter this the Labour government has an alternative 
emphasis on the promotion of, lifetime skills development (through the 
"University of Industry") and the tax incentive offlered by individuCal 
learning accounts with credit offlered for skills upgrading (Blunket, March 
4 
1998). 
ifetime learning and a 'it Seu-ms then, that there is great enthusiasm flol- 11 1 
growing recognition on sk-Als development as the route: to business (and p 
therefore national, success (1995, Update of National Targets, DfEE). 
Howic It also seems that this enthusiasm is not always accompanied wer, ;LI ZD I cl to III I 
by direct action. Matlay (19196) found a general lack of take up of 
training opportunities in his study of 2000 UK small companies in the 
West Midlands. Hyland and Matlay (199-17) flUrther call for a Small 
Business White Paper to address urgent problems in this spheric due to 
this failure of the official VIET policy for smial, firms), and to "the Past 
neglect of the specific needs of OSME's" This lack of focus is shown by 
the most recent reports and proposalcs -11for National targets, which 
include a reference; "to businesses 'With lubetween 10 and 49 emplUoyeCes' 
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for the first time. Whether these targets meet the needs of smaller 
companies is not examined, however. They are simply included as a 
L target group for the Investors in People standard. This contrasts with 
the emphasis given to the role ol this sector in future national success. 
The importance oil small businesses 
In his comment that "in the future new jobs care more lik-ely to come from 
a large number of small business than a small number of large 
11 r% businesses, %.:; ordon Brown sums up the hopes of current , and previous 
governments 111for the small business sector (July 1997). That this is not 
a new idea is demonstrated by a 1978 Expenditure Committee report 
which states confidently that if every small business would take on one 
more employee eatchI, the unemployment problem would be solved 
k (Hansar-u 13th report). Other work on industrial studies and economic I LI III 
development has borne out this claim to a certain extent. Successive 
annual reports from the European Network for SME Research comment 
cautiously that SME's have a relative stability in job generation. Despite 
criticism%, -) of Birch's 1979 study attributing two thirds o, all new jobs to 
Ll ie sr-nall business , sector (Storey 1994, the US SmCall Business 
Administration has now prooducced figures for the period 1976 - 11988 
those with leSSO thIC-21-1 20 employre-es), showing that -N-11all companies kfi. e., L 
provided 37% of ail new -obs (US Small Business Administration, 1996t 
r* 
cornmenting that SME's have accounted for the 
larger share of 
DJ Storey (1988) attributes manufacturing employment in most nation, UL 
this to the greater spatial dispersion of small, and medium sized 
4 
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industries. This enables SME's to make a greater contribution to local 
and regional development, especially in hinterland regions, than larger 
industries which are usually found in major metropolitan areas. He also 
identifies a difference in work practice which leads to greater 
employment growth in the small business sector - SME's are also 
'generally more labour intensive' and can therefore make a more 
significant contrilbution to both local and national employment. Similarly 
in other countries the role of the small business in inclustrial revival is 
also emphasISed, Louart (1983) desbcribing the flounders and managers 
of SME's as 'catalysts of economic redeployment in a review of US 
industrial revival'. 
It is interesting to note that small firms hicave been identified as a growth 
area even during extra -pressure. -> caused lby economic change and 
g1lobaliSation, de., spite comments that the natural Cadvantages of a small 
business are usucally linlked with thliS ability to react quickly to 'local 
changes. The 1301ton report in 1971 commented that small firms 
necessarily... have close links with their localities which are important to 
- network of their survival, by 4,989 Rainme was drawing a picture of CI 
small compC-2nies, ab)le to serve local maIrket. S becau-Se of thteir abillity to 
respond quic'r--. Iy ILO local demands because of local knowledge. These 
businesses would also be able to "exploit the economic advantages of 
being close to the local market" In fact, even the smallest businesses 
now expect to have markets overseas, according to the 19916 OECD 
report 'Employment and -rovvlh in the knowledge-bbased economy', Y 
citing Italy as an example of a country where SIVIE's are seen as "the 
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comparative cutting edge of the economy". TI his role is often linked to 
their part in creating employment and wealth, in a comment typical of 
many sutch, Frankel (1988* described small Hrms as the "engine of job L 
creationif. 
In the EEC, a 4,991 report described 880% offall organisations as SME's, 
and these were seen as 'a Priority for community action given their Y 
irinpoirtance as al predominant element for economliC growth' (European 
Commission, 1991, Education, Training, Youth, Task force). Similarly, 
A those 1 in 4 Ofthe 3.6 million businesses in the UK' employing lessiss than 
100 people are seen as crucial to job and wealth creation (Corney, 
February 1997). Given thie economic changes described already, small 
businesses are believed to have advantages over larger enterprises as 
they are believed to benefit from an entrepreneurial ability to 
understand market changes and to have a greater flexibility than larger 
-lirms to meetL these new development,, -D. 
However, some researchers cornmen't 01-1 the unreallity Of thi. -')p vision of 
the small business sector. 1994" comment S 'hat .. "small )L Zn 
businesses often lack the wide range of skills which are necessary not 
only to analyse the mcarket p IIC-2ce cicicurately but also to swiftly deploy 
their limited resources in oider to maximise -ouch advantages (as speed L 
and flexibility of output, ".. where training initiCatives do exist small a 
businesses are often unlikely to participate. Perhaps not surprisingly, 
Hyland and MC-2tlay (11996) also clestoribe the role played by small firm. 's) in 
determining policies connected with VIET in this sector as "blecak and 




often disputed by Small businesses themselves. SME's are cited by 
government reports as the "most likely growth arec, for graduate 
J) A employment - despite this however, SME's do not 'Lend to recruit 
graduates. This has been attributed to a focus on short term business 
needs and also to the background of owner-managers them,, selves. 
Those entrepreneurs who haive themselves not been through higher 
eduCation 'Lend tO regard Potential employees who are graduCatCes as a p 
'high cost and a high risk' (Hawkes and Winter 1996) 
In his revi&vv of, 'the UK small business sector and itss development since 
World War 11, Matlay highlights the importance of the Bolton report, 
emphasising the report's use of international comparisons to place and 
assess the role of small business in the UKS economic U-evelopment. 
The report charts the decline of the small business sector up to the early 
1970's and sets a new agenda to try to develop these companies 
Lhrough various initiaLives. 
Whether or noot the initiatives Sluggested in this. ) report were successful, 
R Matlay attributes the increase in the number ol small firms in parl to the 
economic policy-making and rhetoric of the (then) fk'. ýIonservative 
government. in a compCarative study Fischer (11988) i0entified a 
I substantical increase in the number of SOmall' firms since the 19710' sno tt 
only in Great Britain but allso in the Netherlands, and France. What iS 
certain iS that by 1198.3 Buriks and Coyne were able to confirm that small 
firms were found in most sectors of the UK economy, not concentrated 
in the spervice ssector bUt providing ca, high levr-z, *, of employment in 
manufacturing and distribution. Similarly Maillat (1998) comments on 
the essential role played by SME's in the revivall of production SyStems 
in industrial regions. 
However, other studies support the 'interventionist' view of the 
effectiveness of using support measuresto develop this -seCtor. Storey 
(1988) comments on the measures taken to st Cl I timulate growth in what 
hand previously been a neglected area. In this (and other works), the 
'typical characteristics of smaller companies with greater competitive 
edge' which might represent a role model for other enterprises, were 
described and promoted. These characteristics typically focused on 
responsiveness ('LO customers' changing requirements, to a changing 
market place with different financial factors) in play) through greater 
flexibility of work patterns. Similarly, these flexible work patterns 
depended in turn on the existence of a highly skilled workforce able to 
solve problems innovatively, work as a team supportively and develop 
new Skills easily. Thie emphasis on 'labour market flexibility' recurs In 
many fol-m. s, most' recently as one of the factoi-S leading to Britain's 
ecUonomy ranking as 'seventh in the world' (Segall, 1997) yk 
By 1996, this focus on change and innovation in work practice and to a 
growing recognition ol the "key role of SME's in innovation" had led to a 
number of schemes being put into operation to promote this dimension. 
V showed that in t However, an evaluation of these support programmeo- C2 L 
the UK 'these schemes had variable success rates. A 1996 OE%f. -. #D 
report found that although 1780 services were accessed for every 100 
corinpanies in TEC areas, only 8% of local small 'businesses accessed 
non- infol-mation services, (from a range also including business 
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counselling and consultancy, buzsiness skills training, buSines., s 
diagnostics and innovation products and services- all identified in earlier 
OECD reports as vital -11for small business support and development) 
(OE%'. ' #D, 11996 jowards a knowledge-based economy). in commenting 
on the performance of . 1small businesss in France, Finland, the UK, New 
Zealand and Japan, the report draws the conclusion that the 
performance of small businesses is strongly influenced by the human 
resources available to them since the 'soft factors' are the key influence 
upon whether the companyssurvives or not and upon the extent to which 
it will prosper and grow. It also describes the 'people gap' suffered by 
smaller companies which may be unable to recruit and retain key staff, 
as overtaking the 'finance gap' often quoted in the past about this 
, ector's failures in performance. 
Meeting 'the people gap' 
Human capitall as demonstrated by the people gap (above, is as 
important to the grawth of a small business (-: Is is fil-lancial capital. A v 
1996 US Small Bussinesss AdminI Lration report emphasisesthatfor most -1 
'S' 
L 
companies a key concern is 'ensuring that there is a sizeable and 
)f 
educated workfol-Ce kFiist annual report December 1996). Despite 
this, there is) considerable L evidence that human 
Ca -P itaI may remain 
undeveloped in this sector. Training was described as a "very disparate 
and inadequate activity on the part ol SME businesses" in a CEDEFOP 
report (Continued education and training and the labour mal-lKet system, 
Market Synthesis Reportt, "HE3885). Similarly Handy (198,38) commented 
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that "in no country, do small businesses take the long term view of 
development, nor are they prepared to spend time and money on al-ly 
form of training which does not have an almost immediate payoff. " This 
is also supported in more recent reports that "one of the most critical 
obstacles for further development of %r-: >ME's is the lack of talented 
persOnnell.., therelore support for SME's must now be focused on 
personnel training. " (OECD Towards a Knowledge based economy, 
1996' ) 
Despite this emphasis on t1raining, as Matlay's "1 994 study had 
concluded, SME's are still slowest to 'Lake up training, even during 
periods of expansion. Tht-:,, WEE Labour Market trends reports for 
1996/7 also concluded that smaller employers were less likely to provide 
training - only 21% of the smallest companies With less than 5 
employees provided off the job training, while 842% of -those with, 25 or PJLI if 
more employees had done so. The lack of investment by companies 
with Iless than 25 Staff, mcay be due to the difficulty oll proving t1he 
benefits of human capita, formation to small business management in 
terms of 'this protecting or developing competitive advantage. Smaller 
firms may identify quality as a source of this advantage but may not 11ink 
the need for increased and continuous training With the provision of, 
quality in products or service. (unattribUted report for International Small 
Business journal, '1997). "Competitive advantage in small firms is an 
elusive conce-pt, it consists both of the actions and, abilities of the 
principal, role players and of their persona, perception of satisfactory 
performantce and bussines)s directioni). 
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Westhead (1996) has termed this the 'ignorance' argument for ignoring 
training needs. He also describes a 'market failure' argument 
suggesting that there are a number of Supply (and demand 111factors which 
inhibit the incidence of workforce training. This might be the higher 
fixed costs of organising formal trainiing for smaller firm employees as a 
Supply limitation, while the opportunity costs associated With employees 
taking work time "LO undertake training is a demand limitation. 
However, despite Westhead's' emphasis on market forces as a cause 
of llower training in small firms, Curran and associates (1996) found that 
the most important reason cited in a survey of 751 small businesses 
was that the owner-managers did not perceive they had a 'problem'. 
Some owner- managers may not even identify 'know-how' as a real 
entity to be developed, as in the survey carried OUIL by Fischer (1 f%9788), 
where one third of thosse que., stioned held that 'know-11h, ow did not exi. St. ' 
Problems may also occur if COmpC-Iny managCers, cannot identify with 
those providing "Llhe informatiOn and support services. in Monder Ram 
and Sparrow's 1992 review oll support talken up by Asian businesses, 
75% III-lad neither ussed consultants, nor engaged in any form of externally 
linked managVementLlraining, only 6% had, ever used an external trainer 
because of 'lack of rellevance' to the firm as well Cis the extra expense 
entailed in releasing staff for training, The government however has to L 
provided substantial resources through various policy objectives, Skills 
for Small Businesses and 'the Skills Challenge being 'two of the most 




Despite this, small firms are least likely to be learning organisations, 
working towards a 'single all-embracing, continuous and cumulCitive 
communication process' in which the individuals own knowledge is 
brought to the surface, linked with, other knowledge and circulated (Boje 
and associates 1996). The levells of communication between staff often 
depend on the org(anisational Culture, this in turn is determined by the 
chief executive. According to the OECD report 'Best practice policies 
for SME's' (1996), the performance of the company is directly linked to 
the owner-manager's capabilities as a manager, perhaps not 
surprisingly. Other reports have also commented that the human capital 
of the small firm seems to be inextricably bourild up with that possessed 
by the founder. 
Hall (1995) and Bates) (1989) Confirm a posbitive correlation between the 
volume of 'human capitall embodied in the founder and any othersienior 
management and 'the firm's probability of suirvivall, where human capital 
is defined as 'encompassing all the capabilities of a person. Similarly 
Preispendorfer and Voss (l 990) comment that the performance of new 
firms increases with the Human Capital possessed by the founder in 
terms of his education and previous management experience (whether 
inside or outside the industry). Although Most Studies focus on the 
senior manager's education and experience, other studies have 
identi, fied links between organisational success and the personality 
characteristics of the Chief executive (Miller and Toulouse 1995) 
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Successful Entrepreneurs have been described as having a more 
internal locus-of-controll perssonality where internal locus-ol-control is 
defined as belief by the 'C#EO that he or she can controll their fate by 
their own efforts and skill. Thomas and associates (1991) lound that 
those with strong internal, locus-of control personality to be more 
ef flective managers and Boone and Wifteloostujn (1996) supported this, 
concluding that firms currently headed by a CEO with an internal locus 
of C., Ontroll perssonality were asSociated With higher financiCal performance 
(pp 347-364). Another area which is thought to depend upon the human 
capital possessed by senior management is the early adoption of 
effective newtechnology. Here the adoption of new technology depends 
both on the endowment of, humain capital and on how much effort is 
expended on finding Out about the new equipment. In a 11987 Journal of 
Human Resources report, the role of education, experitence and 
information acquisition is Canalysed during the process of decision 
malking whether or not to be an early adcopter of new technology. 
Previous education and information gathering -skills were found -to 
thereby raising the likelihu-ou-l of , edutce, adoption tcosts and uncerta, It IV 
early adoption of new technology. (Thoma. 's and C-ASSOCiates 1991; 
journal Humian ressiource 12/4,19K) 
Ficiencies in the senior managemen'ILL of smal Human capital, dell 1 11 11 
9: 
vErms 
Cooley and associatez-2 (1987), attempting to measure control by users 
4: 1 11V 11 UI zo LI over t, ei, cornputing needs,, found a strong need for support in training, 
planning and application development in small firms and -predicted that 
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financial constraints might prevent many small firms from increasing 
internal expertise levels. Whether "the UK small busineSs community 
has sufficient human capital in this area has been questioned in recent 
reports. Oldfield (june 1997), alithough commenting that businesses in 
Britain fare better than the European average, concludes that they Ore 
still slow -1LO use the Internet to gain information or to use it to buy and 
sell. One measure put into place to remedy this is thle Information 
Society initiative, which has a focus on small and medium sized 
enterprises providing Internet sites for prograimmes aimed at these 
companies, programme for Business or Trade UK. Recent reports 
identify a pattern of repeated use by a small number of companies of 
whom few are in the 'less than 50 employees' size group. (Business 
link-SO update, DfEE websitce; Aprill 1998) 
This reluctance to use new technology is also attributable to lack of 
uI cornmunlCaLion or trust between managers and staff. The importance of 
management attitudes is indicated by the 1997 European report, where 
small businesses are described cis 'reluctant to in, -,,, tall Internet 
technology' because they 'flear that staff may misuse it during company L 
f communication and 3rant Thornton). However, the lack ol time. ' (if. 2 
adequate management control this suggests may hide another problem, 
rel(ated to the IT skills possessed by managgers 
Managers may themselves avoid Iff skills development; even to access 
lp with ming problems. datca which imnight hV I'du IU A%-.. ross Europe, 
L ct, e c, IIIL c. arnpaigns have sought to prepar -11 categories of business 
for 'he 
Euro. One feature of this is the provision of Internet information home 
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pages to help small companies (who may not have time to attend 
meetings to help prepare companies for its introdUCLion), again with little 
take-up. In 1997, managers from British companies were "amongst the 
least aware of the IT implications ol, the Euro" according to the Grant 
Thornton. European Business Survey. Similar findings emerged from 
the 1998 Federation of Small Business survey which showed that 
despite 33% of the sample expecting the single currency 'to have a 
damaging effect on their business, only 180% have even considered 
preparing for the Introduction of the Euro. III senior managers in SME's 
lack IT skills required to access the Internet and avoid IT implications of 
the Euro, their business is predicted to suffer, not only by economists 
but by the small business community itself (Federation of Small 
4 Business, March 1998; Oldlield p26; April 26)) 
New targets'lOr UK human capital formation - attlitUddes to change 
i 
The small, business sector is seen as partkOulCall-ly IresliStant to change in 
terms of development of hum(an capital formation strategies but even, 
Othe, sizess of compainiesi, progress could be said to be relativelly with 
slow. In 1998 the DEE identified 22% oil firms with, '2200 or more 
_4 employees, and 10% of firms With 501 199 employees as being 
It recognised as Investors in people ", while only 514 organisations with 
over 2-100 employees lhad achieved the award (Nat'jonal TargetS for 
education and training, JC-3nuary 1998). 
The importgance of the Investors in people award, according to these 
reports, is that it represents a "standard to measure how well employers 
are developing the skills of their employees". Firms with less than 50 
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employees have not been part of this initiative but the new proposed 
Larget rolled forward to 2002, is expected to cover companies with 410-49 
employees since they are "liable to play an increasingly important role in 
the economy". At this stage 35% of those firms Should be "recognised 
as Investors in people" The measures taken to encourage small 
business involvement include the full range of options for larger 
companies, the emphasis on individual responsibility in personal 
development and sector snopecific schemes such as thie Skills for Small 
Business programme. Other new developments within the UK include 
the setting up of a network of, National training organ, ssation s whoSe 
stated role is to "identify skills shortages and training needs within an 
occupational siector, .. develop standards, advise on training and 
communicate ell"lectively with their employer base" (January 1999, 
Promoting sector skills). 
In Europe, success is I-CpOrted for "resource centresyl or service 
platforms which provide inform(ation, training, technical advice and 
sometimes project aid for mlUro-enterprises through test centres in Italy, 
Finland, France and Germany. (European Commission, January 1998 
p28, SEC (98) 25). The same report also emphasises the need for 
managers to change their role in ordertO guide employees through a 
changing work experience. Managerso would now act as "educational 
pilots 93. 
'in 
the local development Initiatives described by tLhi. S repuort, 
smiall businesses had rvesponded to the new approcaluch and had 
overcome the constraints of a smaill-scale base by forming netwOrks to 
organise their training on a regional or national scale so that workers 
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were able to equip themselves with the necessary skills and allso able 'to 
build on these skills. These initiatives were instigated in Spain and Italy. 
In the UK however, new ideas had calso been introduced to tryto meet a 
range of perceived problems. 
Despite hopes that these new concepts would meet the nee-us of, the 
small business sector, take up both ol advice and training provision, is 
often slow. Innovations such as National Vocational Qualifications, the 
range Of qualificrationss intended to meet employer needs and mea., sure 
skills and competences, - have also beel 1L cl I less well adopted in "he small 
business sector. In this case however, NVQ's have already caused 
separate controversy. 
The Beaumont report (reported by Ward, January 1996) found that 
National vocational qualifications have not proved successful in meeting 
employers' expeCtations, since they lhanve "too narrow a focus whi 11 icl- 
does not provide for the broader skills necessary to meet changing 
needs. " This system is expected to be cadapted to meetthese coriticisms. 
Other, different, changes include the move away from the centralised 
training system (put into place by the previous I L taonservative government 
through the network of Training and Enterprise %f. '*'ouncils) to an 
emphasis on the individuall through the University for Industry and 
Individual Learning Accounts. The targeting of a proportion of the first 
one innillion publicly funded Individual Learning Accounts is designed to 
help "low-skilled workers, people employed in small firms and others" 
and is seen as a "key mechanism for widening participation" (DfEE: 
Further Education for the new millennium p16): However, given the 
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track record of human resource development initiatives designed to 
meet the needs oi SME's and the research done so far to identify 
barriers to training cand developmentwithin these companies, a dramatic 
increatse still seems unlikely. 
However, whether or not the take-up of hurnan capita, opportunities 
improves within SME's remains to be seen, since underlying success 
depends on a change in (attitude. in terms, of lifetime learning this has 
been acknowledged as a problem and identified as a desired outcome 
by pollicy makers. "Lifetime learning is not a (3overnment programme", -4 
It nor is it the property of one institution. it is a shCared goal relating to 
the attitudes and behaviour of many employers, individuals and 
organisations. Government has a part to play but governments alone 
cannot achieve "the cultural changes involved in making a reality of 
filetime Ilearning" (Policy review meetings August 1997, based on 
Lifetime Learning: A Consultation Document (WEE, 1996)). Changing 
attitudes within the small business sector may not be a simple or easy 
process as other commentators have noted (Storey, 1988, allso Storey 
I. 
4 1'109',, thout specific measures designed to and associates : 10 Similarly, WIL 
address the nee-us of thiese companies as advocated by Hyland and 
Matilay (1997), success may not be achieved. 
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Defining the group ILO Study 
Having established the need ILO study the small business SRUCILUOr and 
human capital formation, it became necessary to deline the range of the 
research. 'in the last chapter, the importance of SME's to national 
economic performance was examined and can be summarised by 
Maillat's (1988; 'foreword) comment that SME's would meet 'current 
national economic needs' ... and 'solve current and future economic 
problems. ' Whether or not this view can be -supported, in reviewing 
t- 
I uman capital formation in these companies, the first step was to 
identify a suitable group for study. Since this was to be a StUUY With 
repeated visits to the same companies and interviews with more than 
one mem ber of staff, it would not provide icarge skca-le results. The task 
then was to establish which parL of the "smiall' business" world to focus 
upon, particularly Since Other research had emphasised the diversity of 
thesse organisations. 
Many commentators have stressed the importance of understanding 
how -varied the small business sector can be, emphasising the need to 
di"llerentiate between groups within it (Penrose 1959). Hawkins (1995, 
1996) cautioned that because of their diversity, SME's cannot be 
regarded as a single sector; Chittenden and associates (1993) call for 
spedalised targeting to recognise the more speciallised, requirements of .1 cl 
established small busoinesses; Hyland and Matlay (199-17) called for 
further studies of the sector in order to identify specific needs within it. 
Curran and associates (April, 1199 *41 ) also sound a warning against using 
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a single size cl-iterion and expecting to obtain a similar sample as 
owner-managers frequently may haive little or nothing In common in 
terms of problems encountered or business relations engaged. Casson 
(1996) Supports this, emphasising the difflerences in management style 
between companies of similar size but within different business sectors. 
How big is a small company? 
The actual sooize to be ind, I uded in the survey, was the first consideration. 
Most studies which look at'small'firms also consider the relative size of 
those organisations under review and JUStify their choice. Bannock L 
(198,11) commented on the difficulty of defining 'small' firms, especially 
since these may vary In size Irom one country to another. Successive 
OECD reports focus on 'less -than 500' as the measure ol a small and 
medium size company (1995,6,7) A diflerent strategy was adopted by 
Hal, ("! 9,95), who ignored the; issue oll how 'sMIC-111" should be defined, in 
order to include a range of -work across size categories. 
Within the UK, the size varication lnCluded in othel- studies differed 
widely. Older studies tended to look at 500 as a measure of'smallness' 
whereas newer research identified 25 or 50 as a SOUitable upper limit. 
Further, other reports emphasised the need for difflerent. upper limits for, 
companies from varying business sectors. The Bolton Report (1971) 
p c. L-oll point of 200 or less 
for small firms in the s -uggeSLed a cu 
manufacturing sector while identifying that a lower cut-off point would be Y 
appropriate for other industries. Paper, printing, publishing, leather, 
timber and furniture had 100 suggested as the cut-off point; whereas 
-food and drink had 500 suggested as the innaximum. Stlanworth and 
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Gray also use 500 as the upper cut-off point for some of the analysis 
presented in their review of progress 20 years after the Bolton report 
(11991, p2,11 but expressed reservations about this since "on a 
common-sense basis 500 is at high threshold definition, especially in 
non-mC[nufacturing. " More recently, Hales and associates (1996) used 
50 as an upper limit in their study of N\IQ take up among sman 
businesses in the hotel and catering sector, distinguishing between 
those with more and less than 25 employees as having different 
characteristics. 
Inte, national comparison allso showed the same confusion due bothl to 
the variety of recording and categonsing systems in different countries 4 
and also to the existence of country-specific needs. Some studies 
looked at much smaller companies Neitzert (1996) flocused on those 
with five or fewer workers in an African study whereas another African 
study, Parkier and associates (1995), distinguished between SSE's dMO IL 
(small scale enterprises with 6 to 49 workers) and MSE's 
-ic size differences kmicro-enterprises with 'll to 5 workersi. Dramat 
across countries are also illustrated by the situattion in the United States. 
The 1982 and 19855 annuall reports of the US Small Business 
Administration identified 500 or less as the employee size cand uSually 
with a sole proprietor (76% of C-111 cases), while a "19190 report by Brown 
and aisso-ciates also includes companies eniploying less than 500 
employees in their categories of 'small' business 
Similar patterns emerge in European studies. In Burns and Myers' 1994 
survey of eight thousand small and medium sized entearpri., ses across 
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Europe (UK, France, Germany, Italy and Spain), conducted in the 
second half of 1993, the divisions chosen were larger than normally 
accepted in the UK. Three groups, - up 'to 50,51-200 and 200+ 
employees - were sui-veyed to identify which sectors were "winning" or 
losing" in terms of growth and to identify concurrent characteristics. 
From country to country 'small' is definedd in terms of different numbers 
of employees, with an EU average of 7.9, and 98% employing less than 
10 people according to a 1990 " OECD study reviewing enterprise 
C 
lormation in the Netherlands. Dutch lirms were significantly larger in 
terms of the number of their employees than the EU average (where 
91% of all companies employ less than 10 people, less than 1% of all 
companies employ more than 100 people). 
The diffliculties involved in comparing data are also discussed in CA UCI 
Clements' 11994) study, carried out to determine the relationship C, k 
between German SME's and their banks. Here 250 is chosen as the 
maximum number oil employees bUt caUtion is expressed about 
comparing this data with that gathered in other countries due to the 
different ways of recording a business as independent or not, small or 
not, craft -based or not in different countries. In an attempt to counter 
this, Ganguly (1985) differentiated between 'Establishments' with 20-199 
employees and 'Enterprises' with 10-119 employees in an attempt to 
compare internationa, data on SME's. The (smaller) Establishment is 
-n+, n 
seen as a unit at a single physical location or as one with sepaicive 
accounting whereas an Enterprise encompasses one or more 
establishments, defined legally in terms of common ownership. 
AA 
T-T 
Another approach in differentiating between companies in this uL-;; sector 
was made by the Institute of, Chartered Accountants 1995 study of, 
SME's which described 'large' 'small' and 'very small' companies all 
Within the small business sector. Here'very small' %SWE's had less than 
20 employees, I small' SME's were between 20-50 employees while 
'large' SME's encompassed 21 
A99 
_4 temployees. Other attempts to 
distinguish between these is shown by the European Commission's use 
of 'm icro-e nterp rises' as a term to describe those with 10 or less 
employeles. 
More recently, commentators have focused on the 50 employee mark as 
an upper limit' for the small, business. Leif Mills (1995)", a, guing for an 
uptake in Investors in people as a standard, identifiled the 50 employee 
mark as an important category of companies which had so far not taken 
part in the initialtive and cargued Illor their participation to be targeted 
4u v rganisations with moire than 50 people since by "he year '"""Of" "60% of o 
employed should become investors in People. " 
L cl a The fifty employee mark was calso identilied one of three size separators 
U 11 k t. # UI by researchers at Leeds Metiro Policy Unit 11994 study cited in Dawson 
1996), examining some of the devellopment characteristics of a segment 
of SME's. Here there is differentiation between those wit'll-i 10-25, those 
with 26-50 and those with 51 -100 employees. As with many other 
studies, those with than "1 0 were not part of the resecarch process, 
despite their comment that the "'typical small firm employs -17.9 
lie " companies were dubbed employees" T 1h ese SmCI ZOL 
irnicro-enterprises' in the 11996 Institute ol Chartered Al%ccountants survey 
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identifying barriers to growth perceived by SME's within the UK.. 
Micro-enterprises employed 11-110 temployees as opposed to small 
14 enterprises (11 - 100 employees) and medium sized enterprises k 1041-500 
employeeOls). 
The emphasis on '50 weekly employees' as a maximum size mark for 
small firms in the 1981 Companies Act is continued in current 
government 'literature (which is currently setting new targetlzo flor this 
group for the first time as part of National Education and TI raining 
Targets). This, together with the opportunities being offered to 
companies with 50 or less employees, led to the selection of 50 as an 
upper size limit for the study. %One such focus for small business 
development was the Skills lor Small business programme (SSB), 
designed "to help -small. companies to grow by enabling them to carry 
out key devellopment )J. - key development was the formation of a Thi%z) 11 1 
business plan (if one did not already exist) which included the need for 
training in order to achieve the stated goals. The most important 
training would be for one or two key members of, staff, whose own 
development would trigger company development. 
Thie lower li, mit needed to include the 'typical' smaller Ifirm but to exclude 
I nemy stairted companies since succession etc. would not be an 
irnmediate issue for these companies. The average firm had been 
described by EEC studies as employing 'Iess than 10' (OECLDI 1990)_ 
C%" ""hal-tered Accountants 11996 survey defined the Similarly the Institute of C., 
UK 'average firm' as employing an average 7.9 employees, while Other 
studies in Lhe West Midlands commented on the high, proportion of 
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smaller companies. Hyland and Matlay (1997) found -178% of 
micro-enterprises within a sample of 1,986 firms. Companies with less 
than 10 employees therefore needed to be included. 
Those with less than 4 employees, howevei, seemed to fall into ca, 
different category since they were, according to the same study, 
generally newly formed companies or esstablished C1 I comp n; es which 
were 'one man bands. ' These latter organisations include those 
described in the Bolton report (197 1: p "146) as 'craftsmen' a segment of 
t 
Lhe small business population defined as 'sell-emplloyed, small-scCale 
producers of a, -'tik-.. Ies of high quality. ' "I'ht-::. --, oe types of organisC[tions 
would not be appropriate for this study since there might not be enough 
workers fol- a 'Keyworker' to be selected other than the owl-ler-manager 
and there could be little hisstory Of training and developing staff ifl few 
staff were actually employed. Similarly, despite their role in quality 
production of specific services or products, they do not however have a 
part to play in expCansion of the economy through development of 
employment opportunities (Stanwolfth and Gray, 119910. Companies 
LL) L seelected for the study were therefore limiteu- to those employing 
between 4 and 50 employees. 
f% 
Company locations 
However, even having identified a -suitable size range, other flactors also- 
needed to be considered. The average size of small businesses has 
been shown to vary in di"llerent parts of the country and in different 
locations, i. e., between urb-an and rural sites. The Small Business 
Research coentre (1994; p", 70-74) distinguishing between firms by size in 
A 
T7 
terms of employment, found variations in typical, firm size in different 
parts of the United Kingdom. The average firm in this resec-arch 
employed more employees than in other work but southern firms were 
found to be "generally appreciably smaller than northern firmS, with 
median Sizes of 20 and 32 employees respectively.. " This is attributed 
to the rellcative newness of, firms in the south compared with those in the 
north and with the greater proportion of siervice ssector firms in the south. 
Similarly, rural SME's were larger and more rapidly growing than -those 
in large conurbations. 
Limiting 'firm size might have different implications in different parts of 
the country, particularly since SME'straining provision has already been 
found to vary between north and south and in urban and rural districts 
(Westhead, 197976). Similarly, rural entrepreneurs have been shown to 
have higher educational attainment levels than urban entrepreneurs, 
when younger and female entrepreneurs are compared (Townroep and 
Mallaieu 19923; Storey and Curran 1993). The Small Business Research 
Study (1996) also ibund considerable differences in skills make-up 
between north and south and between urban and rural locations with 
accompanying differences in skills shortages and training required (pp 
70- 73). For these reasons, companies in this sample were selected 
from city, town and country areas across the West Midlands to take partt 
in the study. Wherever possible this would give the same proportions of 
business sectors . 
Data would be analysed to test whether there were differences between 
Cou-try, city and "own locations for existence of a business plan, for .111 C3 LLIILC Cl If 1 C2 
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companies to have training aims or provision, for existence of training in 
L "he previous 18 months. it would also be collected about the expressed 
attitude of the chief executive to training or to qualifications, the 
educattiOl-IC-31 background of the chief executive and the role of the person 
chosen as a, Keyworker 
I 
Independence 
The other governmental requirement of the SSB programme as defined 
by TEC's throughout the region, was the need for this company to be 
independent. This is not Ca new development. Independence w(as seen 
to be important by both the Bolton committee and later the Wilson 
Committee (19-178). TI hey distinguished between a statistical and an 
economic definition in order to separate "the creation of entirely new 
firms from the spawning of subsidiaries. " Here it was important to 
- not sub-divisions, franchisees ol- establish that companies weie n 
-h other commercially linked to other companies, I. e., that links Wit 
companies were only those naturally occurring with a supplier or a 
customer. 
This requirement was alsoo included for companies- 4LC-: If'\-,; ng part in the 
study. Firms would need to employ between 4 and 50 employees, to 
be 
located in one of three locations in equal proportions from business 
sectors and to be independent. 
Family firms and non-family -11firms 
A further distinction within companies concerned ownership and 
involvement of owners. In earlier research stress had been placed on 
one set of active owners - t1hose whose enterpdses were family owned 
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and run. Gold and associates (1996) comment on the importance of the 
both the founder or owner-manager and of the reSt of t1he family to 
comPany development - identifying that SME's also reflect not only the 
character and enthusiasms of the founder but also those of his or her 
family members (pp 26-33). Other commentators have echoed these 
findings but identify that this can be a mixed blessing and need not 
always be a positl a ive factoir lor business success. Where aspirations 
(and expectations of family members differ, it may be expected that the 
interests of the business will suffer (Argenti 1976). 
According to UK and to US research, family influence in the small firm is 
of growing significance to the national economy. In the United States, 
90% of businesses are family owned and controlled (Ibrahim and Ellis 
1994). A 110mily busliness hass been described as one owned or 
managed by one or more family members (Handler "1 989) or as 
companies where two or more extended flamily members influence the 
direction of the business through the exleVrcise ol kinship ties, 
mianagement roles or ownership rights (Davis and 11 agluri 1982). 
The revivall of respect for the lamily lirm in both the UK and the US 
follows a perioU of being undervalued, dismissed by economists as not 
I (Gallo central to the economy and simply 'Morn and Pop' businesses 
1994). This American research emphasises the importantce and 
success of 'family values' since family firm, --), care seen as offering the 
investor more through 'the mixture of sound values, Strong loyalty and Y 
increased motivation to suicceed in order to benefit t1he family. ' In 
f-499AX 
support of this, Gallo k1 4) claims that the economic value provided by 
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family firms is enhanced by their tendency toward long term strategies 
rather than a need -11for quarterly returns, by their averssion to debt and by 
thei, practice of re-investing dividends. In the UK evidence is ralso 
emerging of the recognition of family fi, ms as a potential market 
segment in the UK (Dunn '1998) calthough the emphasis on family values 
as at source of buspiness success is so far lacking. 
Family influence may be participative or it may be financial. Storey 
(1988) commented that "investment capital is usually obtlained from 
-C .I lamily or partners" in smaller companies (p28). My study locused on 
"hose firm- L . 1-5 wit'll-I participating family members rather than those solely 
with financial participation. The interest 11 had was in how family 
members were treated in comparison with non-family members and 
whether there were gender differences within this. 
Some research suggests that participation is equal, although the sort of 
support imay differ, Donckells and Meijer's 41986 European study found 
that married couples contribute significantly to each others business 
and that although wives often make "an important or large contribution 
to the management of their husband's business" ... also husbands 
If commonly provide technical, marketing and planning skills. " Other 
research shows gender difflerences in terms of status and roles even 
when held by family members who might be expected to gain from 
-v .1 lamily membership. Ram and Holliday's study (1988) found that tasks 
usually undertaken by women were regarded as 11, es. -sp skilled than those 
tasks usually done by men and that the status of core women was still 
lower than that of Core men within small coompanies. Phizacklea (1990) 
gz 
also found status differences, maintaining that women in sm, all firms are 
often attributed roles simulating the gender division of labour within the 
I 
traditional family which are rewarded accordingly: the malebreadwinner' 
and the female actual or potential 'wife and mother IG-Jeology. 
The initial intention was tO include 50% family-partitc-lipating firms in the 
sample. These would then be divided into types of -11family firms, 
husband and wife, son or daughter running company following 116-under's 
retirement or semi-retirement. One issue which was not found 
distcuSsed earlier was how to %classify single sex Couples, oil whiLh there 
were a number in both care and hosspitality sectors. These were 
eventually classified (as 'other' within the family firm category. The areas 
of interest would then be whether within family flirms, prefereences would 
be shown for family members when training was allocated. This might 
be demonstrated by flamilly members being identified as the 'Keyworker 
to develop or by family members receiving training in the past. Workers 
receiving preferential treatment might be family members or they might 
just be popular with the chief executive, long serving members of the 
i company or perceived as having the right skills or attitude to deserve 
favour (Monder Ram Cand Ruth Halliday 
4,9 8 8)). 
It follows from this that the preferred person might also be seen as a 
possible successor to the chief executive. Given the literature in the 
lance of succession planning in family United States as to the impol L 
firmso and -the anticipated expPan'sioun ouf Ilifer-nalle-owned busl-5inesses as a 
result of succession, I was also interested in whether (lamily or 
--. F mI had succession plan, 'Ifor this no, i la ily) cl s and who had been , 
role. It seemed likely that this person might also be seleCted for training 
as part of the Keyworker programme. Data about the characteristics of 
this person would be collected to be compared with those of the chief 
executive. Other repU-I-'Ls had already found that CEO's in the SME 
sector frequently seek their own attributes in those being selected. 
Zajac and Westphall (l 996) commented that the characteristics of a 
selected successor might be very similar to those of the chief executive 
carrying out the selection, whethert 'he successor was a family member 
4. 
or not 
The other area of interest was the efflects of working in a family firm on 
other members of staiff who wee, e non-family members, since family 
members may or may not receive preflerential 'treatment. Would 'the 
non- family members have received the same amount of training and 
would tr(all-ling Cand clevelopl-111-Unt be planned for them? It seemed thCat 
-Fý "I ý% 
, camily memberso might receive preferential treatment by being selected 
as Keyworkers and by receiving previous training and development. 
Here then daL(-: l would be COllected and ancalysed to determine whe"Llher 
all, ifirms would plan for succession (or whether the, e was a difflerence in 
family and non-family firms). Similarly, in family lirms, further clata would 
be collected to confirm whether family members would be selected as 
Keyworkers, and whether they would hicave received preferential 
tre4atment. T, his might either be by their having received training in the v 
last 18 months or by their - I ecieviving more training thcan non family 
members. Where family members did benefit from succession, tests 
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would also be carried out to discover whether more men thican women 
would be identified for succession roles. 
Owners founders or managers? 
In order to compare successors with their selectors, the nature of the 
chie, executive in small businesses needed to be considered. T, here is 
cons, able emphasi on the chief executive's role and traits in small ZZO 10a cl 
business research. SME's have been described as 'the embodiment of 
their founder by G. Jold and associates (11996) in "their review of 
management in SME's. Similarly, Richardson and Hartshorn (1989 pl) 
comment that the Wunder or owner-manager may be "the single most 
important resource" possessed by the company and that "training that 
person may be the greatest investment in the business, with the 
Stos greatest impact. " Their % tudy of new start-ups poi' WS I CKA I to nts pecific training 
required lor success by the founder but they lalso extend their comment 
to other, more e. -ZOta bil 1 shed organisations where the 'flounder's' role may 
be performed by the chief executive or owner-manageri. 
The person setting up the lin-ii, or the established manager whoo. -se 
personal style has maintained the company, sets the style of 
management for that organisation. Mezirow 11991" commented that to 
bring changes ILO SME's, associates must discover what is really valued 
and desired by Key decision makers such as the owners, managing 
directors or senior management, otherwise they would not be 
successful. 
The managers) of these enterprise., -) are frequently termed 
9 entrepreneurs' both in research and in governmental literature, whether 
r, A 
11-T 
or not their efforts have resulted in the firm's set up. Other research 
also attempts to define further types withlin these categories. Collins, 
Moor and Unwalla 11964) distinguished between 'entrepreneurs' - k and 
'hierarchts' where hierarchs were salaried. 
Using the same sample, NR Smith (1967) distinguished between 
lcraiftSmen' and 'opportunists' where 'Craftsmen' were charactensed as 
having blue collar back-grounds, limited or narrow education, and hence 
as more limited managers, paternalistic and inflexible in strategy. 
Craftsmen also usually funded their business through their own savings 
or those of their friends and family, and usually marketed through 
personal relationships rather than by carefull strategy. Opportunists or 
entrepreneurs were desCribed as better managers with healthier 
businesses since t1h, ey were more dynamic, ore flexible and more 'likely 
LO take informed decisions. 
4 
Much research focuses on the entrepreneur who are said to take risks 
and to stimulate. the economy at a local level whereass -the manager who 
n lesser terms to th m(aintains the company is seen L ese entrepreneurs, 
who organise productive resources and become the catalyst of 
economic Clevelopment (Luoucart 1983). Many studies identify the 
characteristics of an entrepreneur, hiss psychological profile, attitudes 
and MO IVC-: ['Lions. 
As S-Itanworth, and Gray (1991) have allready identified, there are 
problems in trying 'to identify thoseatraits which identirlfyr the entrepreneur 
due to the lack ol an agreed definition of the term 'entrepreneur' (Casrud 
and associates 1986), and to the unhelpful division of research into 
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small business and entrepreneurship (Wortman 1986, pl 1). The 
conflicting nature of results kChell and Haworth 1990) and the problem 
of external validity also provide difficulties. Given these cautions, and 
given the need to identify a manageable range of individuals to tC-: Irget, 
and of data to collect, no attempt was made to parallel these distinctions 
between entrepreneurs and salaried managers. However there was 
differentiation between owners and managers. This took the form of 
examining reason for self development in each case (and identifying 
whether this related to the development of the business) 
The survey w0as therefore not confined to one type of chief executive but 
included those described as salaried chief executives, owner-managers 
and some founders. Heie, the chief executive would Ibe studied in 
relation to his choice of staff for development, in an attempt to look for I C1 II CI LL 
simnilarities between selector and those selected. 
It was therefore necessary to limit the range of attributes studied in both 
CE and Keyworker groups. The range of this research included the 
A age, sex, eaducatio-nal background, life experience and work experience 
IL 'a LO U c, u, t aining of the ownerimcanager, plus thei, aftitudes 4 education c2nd 
qualifications for themselves and for their staff. If Curriculum vitae 
21 "1 c zo ZZO LU IL existed these -would be used cas a batsis for discussion to elicit these 
facts, otherwise the basis would be personne, records or, completion of a 
form (amended from one in current carculation by local Training and 
Enterprise %'-#ouncils'LO collect such data). 
-p. -) 
Bias 
Data was collected from companies about the ethnic mixture, sex and 
age of the workforce, with specific focus on whether these factors 
affected the choice of Keyworker. It seemed important to include ethnic 
minority participation in the selection process given earlier reports, 
including 'the study carried out by Sargant for MACE (1993). identifying 
that ethnic groups had a higher learning profile than the rest of the 
population but that they were less likely to receive training at work, she 
comments on the commitment o-If those from ethnic minorities to learn. 
This learning is oveirwhelmingly for vocationall purposes, to improve 
career prospects whether employed or not. 
More recent reports CIISO identified problems -buffered by workers from 
ethnic minorities in (accessing training and development in cor-11panies. 
(Watson, p 3,19195, found that access to training for "female workers, 
ethnic minority members, older and disabled staff still needs to be 
4S 
-me progress ssince 1987)". in this Otudy, improveu- U sou 4 despite 
discussions centred upon the opportunities offered to ethnic minority 
members and the recasons) for any lack of training and development 
offered to this group. Not all companies employed members of an 
ethnic minority and t1he reasons -, 'or this vvere also explored. 
Gender 
The selection process would also be subjectLed to tests for possible bias 
on the basis of gender. Bielby &I Baron (11984) found the most sex 
discrimination in the very IlarYge and very small lirm Cooke (19941) 
found little evidence of c1hange in Ihis review of equal opportunities 
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improvements within companies and called for a major cultural change 
to occur to remove stereotypes of female occupations, echoing an 
earlier report calling for male and female training and development to be 
viewed by organisations in different ways. 
Other earlier reports also showed that despite larger companies making 
progress towards male / flemale equality, few smaller firms had done so 
(Economist, 211 July 1990) while Green (41991) used 1984 Labour Force 
Survey data to show that women suffered discrimination over access to 
training. However, a Hansard report (1990) found that womens' acccess 
to senior positions had chainged little between 1975 and 19QO8 despite 
their university atLendance increasing from 35% to 42% over the same 
period, suggesting that access to educational opportunities alone is not 
enough. 
From these and similar findings, it seems that employers invest less L ZO It$ 
training women than they do training men (jacobs Lukerss and Unseem 
1994; Lynch 1991) Keyvvorkers might therefore be expected to be male 
and if female perhaps more qualified than their matle counterparts. III 
female they might also be expected to have had fewer training 
opportunities (and perlhaps those". training O-PpOrtunities which ddid arise, 
might not have been appropriate to their needs or may have been 
subjeCt to other constraints. %". '#oats (1989) lidentified the need for those 
seeking to attract flemale learners to provide specific education and 
training relevant to womens' needs. McGivney and Bateson (1991) also 
identified the barrier%cs to training ", 'acted by women, Identifying the lack- of 
child care provision as rein-lbirt-ing other constraints to female access to . 01 L L, aIII 
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education and training. Questions were therefore asked to determine 
whether CEO's had preferred types and methods of 'training cand if so 
whether it might be their practice to provide training opportunities in the y 
ways that best SUited them rather than the member of staff concerned. 
Since the existing Iliterature suggested that this might provide more 
problems for female workers than for male workers, this was therefore 
important to include preferred training and learning methods as part of 
the discussion with Keyworkers, and if possible with other staff. This 
then led to the inclusion of learning -styles. 
Learning styles 
The existence of learning styles has been argued lor some time. Pask 
(1964) argued that there are difflerenk-les in individuC-21 approaches to 
I ""kemp (197") called for analysis of the learner and -4 the topic learning: SIu Ul LI 
ca at, rning variance. The term "learning style" has is an explanOtIon ol lea, 1 11-5 
9- been described as the similar set' of strategies based on a persons 
attitudes and motives to deall with proble, ms or situations, adopted 
across difflerenttasks or settings (Schmeck 1988). T, heories in this area 
have included work by Wallach and Koggan (19165) and by Hudson 
(1966)" identifýing 'convergence' and 'divrergence' when exploring 
creativity in school children. Discussion of these ideas developped the 
concept -11urther so that individual difflerences in learning or cognitive 
style were paralleled With personality differences (Entwistle, 1 '%918 '11). Kolb 
k. e., Kolb and Fry 1975; Kolb 19814) developed the terms to include 
four "i 
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lea, ning styles based on whether people prefer to deal with concrete or P 
abstract inlormation and how they process this, reflectively or actively. 
Echoing earlier work by Marton and associates (19761), Biggs (1987) 
used information processing research ideas in describing three main 
ways to deal with information. These three strategies, - deep, achieving 
and surface - are described as 'approaches to Itearning. ' Schmeck 
(1988) also cleScribed three possible styles, here 'deep, elaborative and 
shallow' based on work exploring memory functions and processing. 
Earlier Witkin and associates (1977) developed tests for field 
dependence / independence which lhave been described by some 
commentators as useful in providing iniformation relevant to learning 
t4 esspec., ally in certain ssubject areas (Tennan 1988). However, lield 
independence might be regarded as an ability which, is part of general 
i telligence rather than providing information about preferences or I nt 
modes of learning. Similarly, as has been summarised above, other 
research focused on deep / shallow learning or holist and serialist 
approaches or a combination Of these in describing how an individual, 
learns. (Pask 1964, Entwistle 1981). %G'iven the range of theories 
developed in this area, one was sselected in preference to other 
methods, the Honey and Mumlord LSQW. "See Appendix G). Here k 
C2 11.1) learning style is determined through a review of managers everyday 
actions rather than by their ideas as 'to how they learn or by spatial 
awareness tests. 
There would be two stages in this, CEO attitudes would be studied 
through questions relating to their own most preferred form of learning 
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(for their own self development). They would also be asked how they 
thought the Keyworker would Ilearn best. 'They would then complete p 
Learning styles questionnaires as designed by Honey and Mumford 
(1992). Both CEO and Keyworkers would complete these. The LSQ 
was designed to follow on from the earlier work by Kolb described 
above, who suggesoted a four phase cycle of learning and foul modes of 
learning, using the terms, lactivists, reflectors, theorist and pragmatists' 
to describe these 111four modes. Respondents may 11-lave a strong 
preference for one or more modes or weak preferences for one or more 
modess. In this way a profile reasults describing the person's approach to 
learning. 
Learning styles have been clest-Aribed as useful in presenting profiles 
rather than simply ranking one facet of an individual (Squires, *1198,11). 
Here there would be no attempt to match the respondents with 'best fit' 
training since at this stage 'they were simply providing inform4-2tion on 
one aspect of theil- approach to li-fle , (Messick 1976). 
'Identifying learning styles in the case of the CEO and the Keyworker LIL%. p 
provided ax usefull method to show a potq-:; n. 'LiC-21 simillcarity or difflerence in 
approach between staff which may account for preference, where 
demonstrated. Since "where two people matched fuor age, intelligence 
and need, exposed to the same learning opportunity, react very 
differently" Honey attributes this divergence to "unspoken preferences 
Y) I 
4, about how to learn kHoney and Mumford, 199n 
Other writers Iniave called for caution in their use as a Prelude to defining L11 UL 
learning method. Skinner (1950) suggeStedc that a focus on learning 
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styles might not be helpful; compa, ing ranvailable research al%'-: Po shows 
that definitions of learning or learning theory should be treated with 
4: 
CaULlon, due to the inherent difficulties of doing so. Given these earlier 
counter reports, the use of 'the LSQ would only be as a tool LLO indicate a 
particular style in each case. The use of learning styles here would 
represent to attempt to identify any relationship between this pCirticuIC-: Ir 
leatur 4 ie of seltector and seleetee and no follow up training -would result 
from the process.. 
As in earlier Studies (Matlay 1996), their view of t raining flor staff would 
also be cor-Ilp(ared wit1h actual, training done or potential training planned 
18 monthts either side of the study. It had also been agreed that Call 
replies would be verified through a review of available cloClumentation 
wherever possible (see Appendix C lor a 
HISIL 011 such documentation). 
Educational background 
Earlier reports suggested that the educational background of some 
E0 s had great : Impact on t1he training carried OUt and the qualifications 
obtained by staff in their companies (Hyland and Matlay 1997). Some 
studies too, pointed to a generally law leve, of education among all 
business, owners. MCIrtin (11988) found that -only '111% of female and 
8.6% of male small business owners surveyed in the GPenera, 
Household Survey reported any further education qualifications. 'Cithers 
found a greater lack ofeducation and training in small, business owners. 
Stanworth and Gray (419911) commenting on the Bolton report's earlier 
linclings found that "Owner-managers were less lilkely to have pursued a 
I 
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formal education tv toe holding managerial, positions in large Lhan were 'h C -s- 
organisations" No comparison between large and small organisations 
wC-2S, made in this study but the educational background of the chief 
execcutive and his or her chosen Keyworlker w(as explored and 
contrasted. 
The educational background seemed important in affecting the 
manager's range of Choices, particularly with regards 'LUO training - if they 
had felt training to be; useful themselves would they be more likely to 
encourage employees to participate in training? Other researchers 
have emphiansised the importcance of this. Hyland and Matlay (1997) 
maintained that by far the most important factor in the chief executive's 
attitude to training was his or her own pieviouS experience of education 
and training. 
The types 01" training or development which had occcurred at the 
company in the last eighteen months before the study were compared 
with the manager'S reaStluons for doing so klor flor not doing so). Wherever 
possible, t1he replies were verified thlrough review of Ovailable 
documentation (see Appendix C). CE00's qualification level would also 
be compared to their vlew of the importCall-Ice of qucalificationS. TI o 
develop this further, they would also be asked about their plans to 
recruit staff and whether those possessing higher education awards 
would be a source for new recruits. This would also be compared to 
their views as to whether employing a graduate would be of benefit to 
lor or aigainst. Hawkins (1'%C71'96) comments their company plus reason,, -) f 
on the challenges to both graduates and to small companiess in fully 
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appreciating the benefits; graduates could bring to their company. 
Questions would therefore also focus on whether benefits might accrue 
from graduate employment 
Qualifications and attitudes to higher education: recruiting 
rad ua tes"D 
Despite the role of small lirms being cited as vital in the employment of 
graduates and others, SME's do not recruit graduates, whom they 
regard as 'high cost and high risk. ' This may be because the 
entrepreneurs tend to locus on short term needs and because many are 
themselves not graduates "Hawkins 1995,1996%. Similarly Curran kIj 
(1989) found that employers often stressed finding the 'righit sort of 
person' to fit in with other staff, plus the right mixture of technical skills 
and work experience to do the job properly, i. e,, qualificationzo as such 
were of secondary importance to the small company entrepreneurs in 
this sam-le. p 
However, graduate employment can have positive benefits according to 
Westhead (1996), who maintains that since those organisations in his 
study employing Cal Y-rca2dU4-. 'ItIe student during 1994 were more likely to 
provide -lbrmall training during 1995, the graduate training experience 
encourages the provision of lormal job-related trauning. The previous 
employment of graduates was therefore also sought, together with 
previous participation ;, -, government' schemecs, to see if either was 




Managers were allso asked about the importance of the Keyworker 
gaining a qualification to benefit the company. Replies were compared 
with managers' qualification level, educational background and with 
whether they had already had experience of employing graduates. Y 
Owner-managers or chief executives were also asked whether 
employing a graduate would be of benefit tO their company and their 
reasons for their response, whether favourable or not. T hey were C-2 
Is o 
asked whether recruitment was planned externally since family firms 
might again rely on family members to fill recruitment gaps (Maguire 
1988). 
Responses of senior managers were collected and compared with those 9 
of their staff, Keyworkers and other staff, especially with respeCt to how 
much training had been carried out, and to the rellative importClnce of 
qualifications and training. Similarly, documentation was sought anUc 
reviewed to checrk replies as before, (appendix C) 
Training 
Training in the Small business Sector has been clesCribed as 'weak' 
(InduStriCII facts Forecasting 199.221) since only a small proportion ol small 
businesses actually undertake any formal training (Stanworth and' Gray 
1991). Reasons for managers, n small ifirms not aipprovii ng train Ing vai-y. 
Some are sceptical about the benefits of training (Wood 1988). Others 
lude such factors as time and cost and the lack of any need for incl 
training (as seen in a study by %f. %., urran and associates 1996, where this 
he most important reason offlered ffor not carrying oul, was by far ti Ic cl L 11 uVLL 
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L training). In this study, reasons for non-training were collected from 
chief executives in open questions withOUIL prompting through offering of 
alternatives. 
Since training takes many forms, 1. ". #EOs were asked what they meant by 
the terms 'training' and 'learning' and how they saw these taking place in 
their company, by which method(s)". For instance, it seemed important 
to ensure that although there might not be -lbrmal organised training 
L through external course attendance, some training might still be 
occurring. Thiss might be through "hidden" training and/o, training 
in-house (cited as a possibility in both international and UK studies - 
Burns (1989) and Harrison and Lord (1992)). Training or even learning 
may be solely equated with activities leading to a qualification. The 
National Advisory Group's first report (November 1997) advises caution 
in dealing with call data claiming describe "he state Of lifelong learning I II I Lo ZZILO IcI. LI 
due to the probable presence of 'hidden training' since im, any people "do 
nO'&L recognise or describe activities they engage in as learning even uIL C2 
17 / though an educator might see them as such k2.25-2.27) 
To try to identify which, activities counted as training to the respondents, 
chief executives and their Keyworkers were both asked about how they 
preferred tO learn ;, -, order to discover which typess Of training they 
favoured. Chie, executives were also asked how training would be 
evaluated and how it had previously been, evaluated. NOptions offered by 
- luded course attendance, on-the-job tratining a mixture of, these staff inc, 4 
the two and open or distance learning. These were not offlered, as 
suggestions, but were ident, ifled by the resoponclents themselves CaSways 
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in which they had previously gained useful skills or learned new ideas. 
Chief executives were also asked which method might be better for their 
Keyworker or other staff to better enable them to learn new ideas or 
skills. The hypothesis here was that chief execut LC Jves might project their 
own preferred learning style as most appropriate for staff, even when 
staff expressed different preferences. As part of the data collection, 
chief executives and staff completed learning styles questionnaires 
(Honey and Mumflord, 1992 ) and the two setS of data wiere then 
compared to identify links or significant diflerences. The other 
C2 LL It; IL possibility was that chief executives might select Keyworker. -, ) with 
similar learning styles to their own. 
Planning and advice 
The emphasis within the 'Skills for Small, Business' scheme was lbor 
companies -to haive a comprehensive: ", business pil(an will-lich would include 
training as an expression of how aims and objectives in the business 
plCan might be met. The business plan woulUc lUcentify mCalin (aims, 
subsidiary objectives and personnel needed to fulfill these. Training 
would then be identified as a natural part of this planning process to 
enable parlts Of the plan to be fulfilled th, ough equipping all, or some staff 
with vital new skills or ideas. 
The importance of business planning has been Stressed by many 
researcheirs. Ray and Hutchinsooms (1983) view of supergrowth 
companies was that these successfull oorgani. IsCitionss would plain carefully. 
There would be clearly locused objectives emphasising the importance 
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of forecasting for cash flow, profit and sales as opposed to the informal, 
planning which occurred in companies which remained static. Dean 
and Shar-Iffman (1996) comment on the more effective decisions made by 
those who collected information and used analytical, techniques. Burns 
and Myers (1994) also suggest that those companies with clear 
objec. tives and clefined plans tend to be 'winnerss' based on sales and 
profit. growth compared with others in their indUStry. Brock and Evans 
(1989) disagreed with this focus on planning, finding that there was only 
limited evidence to show clear links between the. -se activities (-: Ind the 
subsequent growth rate of the firm. Similarly, larger firms were 
encouraged in the early 1990's to shed their current style of careful 
planning and proo-Illesssional management in order to become more 
entrepreneurial. (, %"-',; ibbs and Davies 41990) 
However, current governmental strateggy is based upon thle impOrtwince 
of an organisoational plan which sees company success through v 
worklorce development. Skills levels raised through enhanced 
individuall competence with resulting organisational effectiveness and 
flexibility (DfEE IIP; NETTs, Robertson 1996). A recurrent theme of 
small business research, however, is that there is a general lack of 
planning within these enterprises. 
Where external advisors have G-Ittl-empted to remedy thiss, other studiess 
point to the owner-manager's resentment of what he or she sees as 
'interfering'. This is especially true for smaller, newer compGanies: 
"Having rejected 'the boss' " (to start up their own companies) 
"respondents didn't want to suffer Paternalism 1111rom Government or 
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anyone else forthat matter... " (Bolton report, p '414,1971). Within larrilly 
firms, this might be more marked, ssince external input might be 
unwelcome and since decision-malking might rely more often on one 
person (Maillat '11988) Blaclr-%burn and Jennings (1996) identified Cal Split 
between 'strategic planners' and 'evolUtionists. ' Strategic planners were 
three timess more likely to have healthy, growing concerns. They C-111-Oo 
had plans for at least three years ahead, while evolutioniStS felt that 
planning was Ca waste of time and preferred to 111focus Informally on 
possibilities no more than twelve months in the future. 
Data would be analysed to determine the proportion of companies with 
an existing business plan, and to establish whether differences existed 
Within business sectors in possessing a bussiness plan. 'in the literature 
quoted above, an ideal view shows the business plan being created by 
the chief executive and key staff with, expert help, set up for strategic 
reasons 4LO lhelp -future company develOpment and used extensivrely as 
thle organissation progressed. information woulud t1herefore be cOllected 
and tested to eStablish, the validity Of this MOUel Within the compinies lin 
my study. Discussions, both with individual companies and with a flocus 
group of representative organisations, further refined these ideas, as 
described in thle next chapter. (lither inlormation was allso assembled as 
a result about the existence oil a training budget and the training policy 
within companies (in tterms of stated training attitudes and employer's 
own viewsi 
I 
Why investigate planning and training policy within companies? 
A 11994 study by Coventry &' Warwickshire Business Partnership found 
that although training was regaIrded as important by all %, -)enior managers, 
less than half had a training and development budget, neither was there 
any sign of employers, taking a pro-active approach to staff training, 
particularly on a long term basis. (Pp 2,11-26). This finding has been 
echoed by many other studies: the majority of enterprises in Crurran's 
1987 stuU-y had no formal training policy; Johnson and associates 
(1991) found that most firms which dco undertake training, do so to meet 
short-term goals, as 'short-term fixes for immediate problems. ' Ross 
(1993) also found that training was still very much an ad hoc activity with 
little real evidence oif SME's assessing its success or otherwise; Hyland 
and Matlay (1997) comment on the "u-irectt day-to-day invomement" ol 
owner-1-1 lanagerss With regardtU- ti-aining (pp 6-8). Lack oll planning in the 
organisCaltion Of training is, alsoo demonstrated by the difficulties 
-4 -1-- n or off-site encountered in allowing pal Licipants time EV train whether o, 
and in undel-Standing and r-allowing lor the real CO, -')t, '-) 01 training klin terms 
of opportunity costs for training and for not doing so). This its also 
reported by many different Studies; "the European Business Survey 
-C (1994) with the European Observatory for SME's found that "60% .. 
(ol 
chief executives) .. quoted 
til-lie and 50% quoted cost as the imnain 
reasons given for limnitting training. of 
Despite the apparent slowness by managers to follow their expressed 
enthusiasm for training with action to Put 'this into place, the InIeVed to 
commit resouices tO training is emphasised in many studies, as has 
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been established earlier. If training were to occur, which forms of 
training would owners or managers feel to be appropriate and to whom 
would training be offered? Marshall and as. -')ocl; ates ('41993) found that 
personal development is central to organisational development, and that 
training should be encouraged even if staff were enabled to leave 
eventually to find better jobs. This supports Ross's (1992) comment 
that some managers believe it is better to retain committed individuals 
whilStthey undertake training and clevelopment even if they leave a year V 
later, rather than thwart career aspirations at an early stage, when they 
would leave anyway. 
Data was therefore collected to identify why chief executives trained 
their stat"ll, whether evaluation occurred oll training effectiveness and 
how chief executives vatlued 'soft' skills development and non 
work-related development. TeSt. -S) were carried out to establish whether 
Lraining whiLOh had tClken plCalce would have been t-:., v(-: 2'iuated, according to 
t 
the aims in the business plan and as part ofla, long term process). y 
Learning organdsations 
Defining the level cand types of training and development within an IuL 
organisation naturally Iled tO the discussmon ol the term "Ievarning 
organisations ". Barhann and associates (1988; 1991) define these as 
having training and development as an integral part of the organisation, 
where learning is a continuous process rather than a bolted-on activity 
at various points in an individual's career. On the job training and 
learning was a focus lor discussion with CEC)"s, since it was seen as a 
natural part of any inclividuals working life and part of the process of 
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'learning about learning' which is key to the idea of a learning 
organisation. 
Defining how on-the-job training and learning occurred - esitablishing the 
process for learning within these organi., sations - was the main focus for 
discussion in this area. This related to findings in other studies about 
the im portance of information flow in the learning procesis. Garratt 
(19871) emphasised the role ol information flow in the learning 
organisation but later modified this to focus on 'learning leaderss. ' who 
chart the company's strattegic learning and change; processes. During 
the face-to-face interviews, CE's were asked how learning needs, 
solutions and ideas were generated and pacssed on. The answers were 
then compared with written materials where available. These might take 
the form of personal development plans and C", logs or of other writlen t %.. * Lt 
back up 1-11CItlerialso Which helped to provide a picture of information flow 
at each company taking pairt in the study. How training was identi-Ified 
and how training solutions were lound to meet individual or company 
needs was also further explored. The model deLC-li'ling this proCeSs 
described by the CEO, was presented to the keyworkers and other staff 
as a possible route to leaning (without being identified as the CEO's 
view). Their views on its validity then collected and where applicable, 
fill U. an alternative , -,,, -dei' formed 
Jones and Hendry (p 11; 1992) allso distinguished between companies 
on the basis of wheldher levarning was helped or hindered by the 111neS of 
communication, commenting that "consideration must be given to 
II CII I Cl Ll III organisational sotyle and lhow finies oll power and authority are created 
7 
,2 
)) -r It C2 V communication and who and organised his was also said to relate to 
own., -) it and manages it within the organ isationjf.. 
Edmonstone (41990) summarised various writers on this themetO identify 
that learning oorganisations have general orgo-nissationall strategies 
related tO learning, i. e., since they have structures which enable learning 
to take place to facilitate organisational objectives. The queStions on 
business planning and strategy and how training fitted in with this, also 
helped to define whether the company could be seen as a '11earning 
organisation 
The'luture - ambitions to fulfill 
The idea "that t1he only ambition for a small firm is tO grow into a large 
one is common throughout much of the research, although some 
commentators go further: ".. it is the failure of UK small enterprises to 
grow into Ilarge enterprises that may be atthe heart of the country's long 
term poor economlic peirliformance judged Barber 4-: 3nd asssociates 
(19819; p 159). Despite this Kinsell' and associates (1993; p 158) 
commented thatt fC-2St growing forms were ca, tiny percentage of C-211 si-liall 
lirms since "most firms, eve, i in 'ideal' matcro economnic circumstances, 
do not wish to grow. " This, is supported by (C'surran's (198-t) comment 
that Most entrepreneurs in his study did not wish their firm to grow even 
if this would create more jobs. 
A 
women entrepreneurs and managers thaL ted L ther studies have suggeSL OL 
perform less well in small companies than their male counterparts and 
thi's ils often C-Ittributed to their having difflerent g0als- 
P%mongst 9 
numerous studies, Brush and associattes (1992) corn, iment on po-orer 
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performance where femalle %CEO's run a company, Longstreuth Stafford 
and Mauldin (1988) review motivation and values of -self employed 
women. Brush also suggests using criteria other than simply financial, 
measures when gauging whether women have 'succeeded' or not in 
their roles as small business managers, calling for the u--%, -: Pe oil "other 
measures such as employee satisfaction, social contributions, goal 
achievement, and efflectiveness" ('11 992, pp 241-22). 
However, 'this is not confirmed by Shane et al (l 99 1) reviewing US small 
businesses and their chief executives, who found that males were most 
motivated by the need to improve the position in society of both 
themsselves, and their family while flemalles were most motivC-2ted by the 
need for achievement. Similarly, Jacobs and Steinberg (1995) found 
that although wage difflerentials between men and women were often 
cited as based on their differences. in atspiratio-m-sn, (men plalced a greater 
emphasis on making money while women placed a higher emphasis on 
working in pleasant conditions) survey data suggested that women rank 
income as highly as men on a list of factors lor choosing a job 
4 '4) argued that those working in Similarly, FFIR%eskin and Padavic 19r, -2 
historically female sectors do not choose to worlk- for lower wages but 
are constrained to accept jobs with a gendered wage structure which 
devalues the lerninine 
C"hief executives were asked about their persona, goals because much C& 
of, the literature focuses on this as a key to organ ISC-ItIonal target setting 
and business growrth. Kuratko and associates, 1997, suggested that 
entiepreneurs possess personally rellevaint goals and throughl the 
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achievement of these entrepreneurs are motmated to sustain a 
ownership. These aims might be extrinsic (for example, to acquire 
personal wealth or to increase personal income) or intrinsic (for 
example, to gain recognition, to seek new challenges, to accomplish 
growth, for the ext-itement experienced in establishing a company), ass, 
well as the more obvious, aims of, -personal autonomy and ensuring 
security for the family. Porter and Lawle, (119,681) suggested that 
individuals are motivated by both intrinsic and extrinsic aims but 
Langan-Fox and Roth (1995) found differences between m0ale and 
female entrepreneurs' goals in that female owner-m(anagers were more 
often motivated by extrinsic aims in order to earn more money and to 
pass on these benefits to their children. 
Whether the chief executives in my study had perz-2ponal or organisational 
goals, interest Ilay iinii identi-Ifying whether they existed and to then 
excamine the role of training and education in their fulfilment. 114 small 
business is to fulfill, the role given to it in solving economic problems 
through employment prow-sion aind organisationaill growth Ithen, thiere 
should theoretically be a need for education and training to achieve this. 
Chief executives were therefore asked whether they had personal 
learning targets. They. were also asked whether they Saw thlemselves 
receiving further training o, gaining qualificattions. in each 
case they 
were asked which types of training, and which qualifications might 
be 
achieved. Their aims for the business itself were also 
discussed and 
again chief executives were asked how this would 
be achieved and 
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whether training, education and qualilications were part of the process 
envisOged by the chief executive. 
Lifetime learning 
Initial discussions with the focus group also showed that some CEO's 
had two distinct sets of learning targets which they did not see as being 
related. They saw personall growth as quite separate from company 
developl-I lent, despite the current emphasis given tO this in the Lifetime 
Learning literature. The last area for discussion with CEO's was 
therefore 'the idea of Lifellong , Lifetime Learning. %c. -)"enior managers 
were asked whether they were familiCar with this idea and how it would fit 
in with their organisCltion, in terms of their own development and those 
of their staff. They were also (asked to identify how or whether their 
own company i-I light benefit 411-om this approa, 11-1. 
HypOthiespes to be tested 
SeleCtivon 
To determine whether links existed between the traits of the chief 
executive and the Key-woriker(ss) sellected for development, the 
hypotheses would be thatt CCEO's would selectthose keyworkers similar 
to themselves. To estabblish which -traits would be shared by CEO's and 
keyworkers, this would imply testing individually for CEO's selecting 
Keyworkers with 'Ll le saame age or sex, or those with the saime 
educational background and qualification level, as th e mSe 
Ives. 
Similarly to tests would be needed to establish whether the Keyworker 
would be selected pre-111erentially in terms of sex, membership of ethnic 
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minority group, membership ol religious group to mirror the CE's L 
background. 
Since other studies had commented on the selection of those With 
similar attitudes, the 'learning outlook of both CEO and Keyworker 
would be compared. This would involve testing whether CEO's would 
select. those with similar learning styles as themselves and whether 
they would also select the soame training preference for others which 
they themselves expressed. Give the literature on planning in small 
companies commented upon earliel- and comments made by flocus P 
group members, hypotheses would also be tested to Lonfifirm whether 
selection of Keyworker woulUc be in accordance with a structural plan or 
deliberate strategy or would rather depend on other factors. 
Sell selection 
This presupposed that a, 'r-, eyworker would be selected for development 
other than the CEO. Hypotheses would therefore establish whether in 
some companies the chielf exeCU. 'Live would select him or herselff to be 
.' this would occur thaL thea, imnatin person for development it waS thought L LI 
in smaller, newer companies across ail business sectors and locations, 
particularly in companies with c, clear straL'q-Ugy or buspinesss plan to 
achieve planned objectives 
The impact Of succession planning and 'IC-Ii-iiily ownership on 
choice of staff to develop 
Hypotheses would also identify whether , succession pkanning would be Y 
more evident in family owned and run firms than in non-lamily owned 
and run firms. This would also imply testing to identify whether training 
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iI 
would be organised to fulfill succession planning requirementocs cis part of 
a planned strategy. 11twas also anticipated that'I'amily firms would show 
clear preference for development of family members through previous 
Lraining, future plans and work conditions, even where fam, t ily members 
might have less basis for training or might plan other careers outside the 9 1= 
firm. 
Qualifications 
In addition to identifying links between qualificationss and incidence o', 
traini L ing, data would be tested to determine whether Chie, executives 
would require a graduate to help company development and whether 
the CEO's reason for doing so would be strategic or not. L 
Learning orgOnisationss 
Hypotheses would identify the existence of Learning organisations in C-111 
sectors and locationsn, (These would be companies, lulfilling the criteria 
for 'learning organisations' given their commitment to "facilitate the 
I- learning of all members of staff and that the company as a whole would 
('continually transform itself" as described by Pedler, Boyden, Burgoyne 
199,11. 
Lifelong learning 
4 Hypotheses would te%SýL the cawareness of Lifelong llearning. It was Y 
anticipated that CEO's in ail organisations would be aware of Lilelong 
11 L Zý 1 %0 learning, with no difierence between locations or business sectors, or 
size group. It was also expected that Chief executives from companies 
aciross all, business sectoirs and in cal, locations would understand 
'the 
le rning. and that therefor- as a result companies would idea of lifetime aI C[ 11 L (2 IV 
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be found across all sectors and locations where lifetime learning had 
been taken on board as pC-Irt of organisational training and developml-Unt. 
Additionally, Lifetime learning wOuld be seen aso a valuable idea by 
CEOs for their own developmentand by CEOs for staff devellopmen 
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Defining methods approach and content through ifocus group 
discussions 
Having reviewed available literature, identified areas of study which 
were ol interest and defined a possible sample group, the next task was 
to identify preferred methods of data collection. To enable decisions on 
suitable methods and to refine the subject area to be Sotudied, focus 
groups were formed and me"L on two occcasions. Merton, Fiske and 
Kendal', (1956" advised the use of focus groups to de-line previously 
researched topics. Blumer ('119169; p 411) cautioned that the selection of 
the right pC-Irticipan"LS was a key to eflective group action, the best 
partilcipants would be "acute observers and well-iniormed. )) The 
members of this focus group were drawn from organisations lin two 
business stectors, Hospitality and 'C". atering and Manufactul-ing and 
Engineering. 
Thirty people wer invited to partiCiPate but these met as thr e groups et Cl ILA LLe 
of ten, each with a ualreful mixture of participants. These pa i 
tLiCipants 
were all, zsenior managers, and comprised owner managers, second 
generation managems, and paidd managers. Wherever possible these 
were homogeneous as 'hicas been recommended in the literature. Those 
taking parlt weie all f, -om independent organisations which employed 
-C less than lifty people. The attendees were the chie, executives from 
these companies (acccompanied in -some cases by another member Of 
staff, e. g. administratoor, lamilly member). They were canliready 'known tO 
me as individuals (as were their companies ucture, fun&Lion and 
markets) since I had worked with their companies in the past in some 
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capacity (providing advice, en(3bling the formation of C2 'trade 
organisation, devising and establishing training programmes). 
At this stage, there was no initial need to establish rapportt since this 
already existed before the exercise; similarly there was no role for me to 
establish (Spradley 1979). - the participants knew perfectly well who I 
was in terms of personal details and prolessionall mien. There was little 
isk of the 'deference' or the 'expert' effect identified as a potential 
problem to Ucata collection by Bernard (1994) and Collins (1998). Thle 
new leature here was that in my role as a colliege employee, I needed 
"heir input to design better research toolls and structure for a survey L 
wished to conduct. However, they %-. Iarifit-:; U- my motives first for carrying 
out the survey. 
Having IestOblished that this was partly lor my own benelit and partly for 
the collItege's in termiss of raising its) profile and gaining greater 
understanding- ol the small business sector and its needs, most seemed 
eady to move onto the actual survey. They seemed ILO see this as a 
new facet of an existing relationship rather than as a new relationship. 
Ii role they wished to explore but having done so This was a change n 
prolessed themselves, "happy to hellp" espek-., ially since "no-u-ne ever 
asks us what we thinlred" 
The groups tested out the first questionnaire (Appendix A) and 
. suggested improvements or questioned (areats of confusion or ambiguity y 
" 'he language used. Other issues were raised which had no" been in L 1.11 LV 
fully explored in devising the lirst questionnaire. Since succession was 
a cause for cooncern to rinore than one of the mc-anaggers, this wC-3s 
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discussed. One owner-manager of a mechanicall engineering factory 
With eleven employees confirmed that "training was, something he had 
not had time for' since he had to establish the company but it was 
ilessential for his s0n" who was to take it over in five years time when he 
planned to take early retirement. Those without family members were 
also reviewing training as a way to build up successors for their own 
roles or for key roles now performed by older employees appro0ching 
retirement. New queStions were therefore included to eStabliSh whether 
this was a m0re widespread feeling. 
The issue of planning - both for training and for other business areas, 
also arose. Literature confirmed that those whose managers were 
familiar with the planning processp were more likely to benefit 'from fluture 
planning and -would be able to understand and develop strategic y 
thinking. (Fcarhangmehr, 1991). These would be more ready to propose L 
Keyworkers' development for strategic advantage. In the original 
4. 
questionnaire, the questioning merely established whether or not there 
was a business plan and whether or not training was idienti-Ified through 
plains or budget provision. "Having a plan is one thing" explained the 
)I L, -& . 43 
salaried manager of a country hou. -se hotel and restaurant, UUL IL s not 
havihg one that's 11-1 IPOI`tant - its whether you use it and whalt fol, "' 
Questions were therefore added to try to establish why the plan had 
been d, awn up, by whom Candd when the plan w(as used. 
Participants) were alslo stceptical aboUt how the veracity of, statementSI 
could be checked. More than one company manager commented on 
the lack ol checlks within the current TEC programmes with which they 
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were involved. "You can tell them anything.. Well, they have targets of 
their own. And if they need to be able to tick their box so that you're 
investing il 1 people or employing your YT, then the box gets ticked" and 
ooff they go... " Given my experience Ilater on in the survey this proved to 
be very uselul advice, since it encabled me tO tl-VSt the informattion given 
in terms of inumber ol training clanys provided or of how many employees 
received training. 
4: Lifieume , lilelong learning 
Lifetime learning has featured in much recent literature not only as a 
route for individuals but also as a meatms "Ifor society to progress by 
L 11 Col II ILI Cl LV I re-laining - -petitive advantage. Lon-worth and Davies (1996; p9) 
confirm that Lifelong beearning is a "n6il vision with new implicationS and 
new , oles lor people, organisations, nations and communities in the 21 st 
Lury' European sL iII Cent tudies call for lifelong learning as part of a 
partnership between all parts of the community working together to 
improve performance (European Round Table of 'industrialists, 1992) 
More recently, TI amlr-%. I; I-l and Hillage (191997) confirm that this iss sistill seen to 
be an important part of national development, since 11 encouraging the 
comi-I liti-I lent of individuai. -1: 1 to learning throughowt life iss ca MC-: IjOl- theme in 
"he government's strategy -Ifor vocational education and training" Given L 
&1-* 
Ll ds e, mphasis, and the way lifelong learning undel-pins many ol the YY 
i ives currently directed at small, firms, it seemt:; d approprolte tO [it - Zo I Ot I L, L 11 IC2 
introduce "the topic. 
When the subjed of lifetimne learning arose initially, participants were 
divided in terms of prior knowledge of the concept. I lhose withil T in Care 
PA k. -Ir 
sector companies had received more verbal and written material on this 
topic, perhaps because due to their working more closely with their local 
Training and Enterprise Councils due to various prior initiatives. They 
also were not sure where this fitted in with 'learning organ i., sations' wh ich 
some had received numerous mailshOts about from a pdvate 
management training provider. Given the interest in this, questions on 
learning orgC-Inispations were added to the questionnaire, to determine 
whether participants had heard of the idea, how they had responded to 
it and whether they felt their own company was a "learning organisation) 
Participants were divided as to the possible usefulness or validity of 
lifelong learning as a whole. Most could see the benefit of staff 
receiving training o-I a M., IV to solvte particular work problems IL9a specific natur-, 
but echoed Otlhier studiess by being resistant to the idea, of providing 
anything which might enable the emppluoyree tuo leave their employl-11te. Int' 
more easily (T E Becker, 1996). Despite the calls 'Ifor all organisations 
to recoognise that "invesstment in management development contribUtLEV'S. S) E 
directly to 'long term competitiveness ", (Watson for Institute of 
Management, 1995, p1j, there was also a feeling that some". topicso, 
particularly, management of other stal "could not be taught", that the 
only real route to learning here was through experiencee. "Supervisory 
conceded one engineering CEO, "bUt YOU can only training can help" 
! earn to be a manager by being one - and in some cases by talking to 
other managers". 
similarly, Crockett and Elias (1984, p4l) found that "the majority of firms AUL 
do not train managers for the jobs they hold while figures conhrming 
this vary in subsequent reports. According to an 'institute of 
Management study in 1992,88% of mancagers are trained to be so, 
while Delo-itte, Haskins and Sells found 56% in 1989 - both rather more 
Lhan the Employment Department's figures of 48% (1990a) or 15% 
(1988) (quoted in their 1991 report). However Warr (1993), commentS 
thatthe 88% figure above also includedsome informal learning methods 
such as networking with other managers and belonging to a 
professional body, which may not have been included in these other 
reports. Since Hyman (l 99.22-) found that under or untrained managers 
were unlikely to placce a high priority on training for their staff, further 
questions were added to the questionnaire about the CEO's education 
-raining background, and which " ms of learning he or she flellt to and 'L ch lorm 1 11 0L 
he forms of be most usefull now or in the pa. -st. Questions concerning tl I 
learning to be encouraged for staff to utilise were also added to the list. 
Following On from this Ilack of support lor courses or training in aireaus 
where experience helUd the lKey, there was CallSo some sicepticiSirn as to 
how more general developmental education or training might lead to 
better performance in the workplace. One or two CEO's diU however, 
identify Positive advantages of learning experiences which they had a cl Iv cl 
transferred acrosps to other gareas. A yoga evening class had enabled 
this child --re manager to develop better ways to deal with stress, I t. 00 C1 
I CI to Lu CI L 
simply through the use of breathing tec-Ahniques which, lieu to her bellng 
tress d 'erefore deal Wth able to slow down the events causing ST CI[ I LI I cl I 
them more effectively. 
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A hospitallity manager described how a two week work experience in a 
61, & food processing plant helped her understand the benefits ol Lhe I seeing 
whole job - some people spent their lives just doing one part of the 
process and were really bored, but they had Ilots of ideas for 
improvement which no-one else ever picked up on)). This had 
encouraged him later to establish cross work teams in his own 
company, with time once a week for members to talk about their roles 
and identi-Ify any improvements or problems which other areas might 
help with or improve. 
Once these twoo managers began this, Others "then cited similar 
examples. This was not an alien concept after all but something they 
had already been involved with and would continue to do. "You lot have 
got a name for everything these days" explained one care sector CEO, 
"and that can lbe very, intimidating becauZOe you think - well, what have 
4 Lhey thought up now to put us through lhoops with - but Calctually it ollften 
turns out that you I re just describing something familiar after all. " An 
engineering CEO agreed, commenting that the Other difficulty lay in the 
number of initiatives going on at -the same time. "You've just started to 
get to grips with, one thing then another one alr1riveSp. is this part of IIIP 
1). he CEO of the largest engineering company then or something else? T, ,I 
-his fitted in with "he picture of III? Cls explained how tLa far cas he could tell, 
bUt he also Complained about the "pletihora of programmes, iinitiO-tives, 




One suggestion which managers agreed on was that if I wanted to 
collect participants' responses to lifelong lecarning, they were going to 
need information about it at some stage. As a resUlt 01' this and rather 
than be the supplier of this myself, TEC representatives from different 
areas were invited to provide this to those taking pal-ILI in the final survey, 
following initial questioning about participants awareness of lifelong 
learning. 
Wriften by sorneone who almost knows what heLhin', -%, s we want 
This then led to another focus for discussion, t1he SSB programme, 
which was to provide the basis for muCh of the interviews with the 
sample itself. The Skills for small business initiative was generally seen LMI 
as an interesting idea, but not quite right for the small business sector. 
"It's like ca, loot of things" i-explaine-cl can engineering owner-manager. " It 
seems -fine but It jUSt isn't qUite right. It's, been written by someone who 
alMOSt knows what he thinks we should want". The idea of, identifying 
who would be ssellected for dewellopment vitCall to company progress, if the 
opportunity ai-Ose, basled on a planned approach to company 
development, depended ass the managger commenteUd "on there 
being a plan and on the senior manager having strategic skills... ". 
The DrFEE explained that this programme was "introduced to Support 
It -A 
small firms employing lessthan 550 people" ... and addressing additional 
"ments in people. (details problems faced by SME's" when making InveSL 
ts i Delivery " 995, pp given by Lei-If Mills to Training. DevelOPmel IIII 
14). Here the workers selected for training were to be "training 
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champions )) , leading 
the development and implementation of their -11irm's 
business and training plans. Given the comments of the focus group 
members on planning it seemed that these training champions might 
have more problems ahead o, them than might have been envisaged 
when the report was written 
Despite recent reports ('110ld-lield, 16 August 41998) thiat women are 
entering SPelf employment in greater numbers and are found in greater 9 
numbers as part of "Llhe management team, even in small and medium 
sized enterprises, very few women managers em, erged in the "Ifocus 
group. 11 he senior managers in "I US Of these twenty companies were 
male. Despite an initiall intention to flocus on two sectors within this 
company . 1-Dize range, 
it became apparent that if Cal b-Callance of matle and 
female mC-2nagers vvere to be found feeasily, the ssectors; had ILUO chaingge. 
Both in the UK and world-wide in developed nations there have been 
changes in the level of gender segregation in vocational and 
professional occupations (European 'Coom mission, 1997)%. Even given 
this however, there a, e still areas where either sex has not mande great 
inro-cads into areas 'LIC-lUitiOl-IC-Illy seen as made or female dominated 
occupations. in a Study ol AuStralian professions, %Crockett (1996; p p 
273-4) noted for instance, that while "men have made few inroads into 
thle traditional flemalle dornninated professs ionss') .. Women ILOO were 
f1congregated in a few dominant areas such as teaching and nursing". 
(41995) denOted mechanic electrician, building etc. as Similarly Prais , el I 
male dominated occupations while office work was a female dominated 
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occupation, in his study of vocational training in the UK and Germany (p 
27-22-911. 
Since some vocational sectors are still seen by many commentators as 
male or female dominated, a mixture of business sectors was selected 
to try to balance the proportion of male: female participants in ordel- to 
identity whether there were differences in, attitUuces to training within 
these groups. Following the "Ifocus group discussions, the business 
sectors identified to be involved With the -study were Engineering and 
Manufacturing, Hospitality, Care (for the elderly or lor the young), and 
Other services. 
The senior managers (whether owner-managers, employed managing 
directors, founders or entrepreneurs etc. ) were male in all the 
engineering / manufacturing companies contacted, from an initial target 
group of 60. Til-lis was partially balanced by the all-flemalfe, mal-laglerment 
of enterprises offering catre for the young. There was a more mixed 
situation lor the other three sectors C-21though hO. Slpil'Olitty had more male 
than female sienior managers and care fo, thie elderly had more female L 
than m(ale managers. However, these provided a mixture of male and 
female senior managers whose attitudes could be studied. it also 
provided data on whether women were likelly to manage smaller, newer 
A 
companies cumpared with men cats earlier studdies have suggestied, 
Tigges and %Green (119'94). Other . 1studies identily a difference in attitude 
to planning vor to 411future development of the coo, mpany between , male and 
female entrepreneurs. (Longstreuth, Staflord and Mauldin 1988) 
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Selecting a mixture of business sectors also ensured that Uata would 
be cavailable for the study of genucer-related issues within these 
companie. s. An unattributed Journad of ! industrial Relations Carlucle 
(March 1996) commiented that wor-nen are concentrated in 'less secure, 
lower status, positions, especially in small workplaces since in 60% of 
the small workplaces reviewed, women had no management 
esponsibility, and were also over- represented in the casual workforce 
(pp 4-5). Martin (1988) also identified that female employees had less 
U, tunities to take up senior management positions oppor 01 1 to -. 1). 
In addition, it also offered an opportunity to look at management roles. 
Rosa, Hamilton, Carter and Burnes (1997) found 'that the number or 
respondents with specialist roles wa rmillar-by --- Sex -withil-I ct r Ua-, --- a --- 
business 
but there was a major diffierence in the nature of management roles. 
Women and men doing similar work had diflerent job titles and their A 
-C lunctiOl-IS, were agreed di"Herently within the company. Also, since 
Coates (1991) comments on the importance of recognising the difficulty 
their usse ol Ianguage - women cadopting a more women mCaly face in L9 
adversarial more male interactive style may be labelled 'unfeminine' but 
L Itive -style of interadion many be regarded those retaining at more co-oper(a 
as, ineffectuall female languCage - it calso seemed appropriate- tO compare 
the way male and lernale mC-31-02gers described their roless and thetypes 
o-Ill 'training appropriate , or them. 
Methods ol questioning 
Other uselul information generated by the focus group were discussions 
on methods) and time. Lincoln (119,941) reecommended an elthinographic 
0,1 
approach as offering a usefull way to increase understanding of the 
indi 1 ividuals involved. Frey (1989) and Peneff 0988) identified the 
weaknesses of this approatch, in terms of itts needs lor sakilful 
Inte, rpretation of data and caution in data collection, but still judged thiso 
to be an 'insightful alternative to wariable-centred approaches leanding to 
a deeper understanding of the small, firm and its environment". 
P1 0-11) . 
kI 
gr7 Fontana and Frey _t) I t; Viewing il [It Y 
I of IA 
-erviewing methods, distinguished 
between individual, group, structured and unStructure; d interviews. The 
structured app, roach allowed for 'no flexibility, no deviations or 
interruptions from the respondent, since the interviewer conducts the 
process aas from a theatrical script with set lil-les. (Pp 310-31-2), whether 
through telephone, postal or face-to-face interviewing. Collins (1998) 
denies the reallity of structured interviews as a fixed point when it takes 
place verbally, arguing that all interviews are interactional (citing Denzin 
19788; Gul"Iman 1990)1- 
These 'fixed point' structured surveys are usually diescribed as centred 
around a questionnaire in which each variable was explored through 
layered quiestions with aiccom-panying datC-2 entry codes. Where this 
"Ook a written form, this clearly offlered ad-vanta-es in terms of ecase of Ly 
interpretation of results and in some cases, of completion of 
questionnaire. However, Bradburn (1983) cautioned against this 
method due to 'the Hlkelihoood of at 'socially desirable' response to filt in 
With my soupposed requirements vor to conceal UOU'UtfUl areas, despite 
0') 
.1 
Lhis method relying on the premise that if que. 4 -1 stions are asked correctly 
they will answered truthfully. 
--t --C The intended approach, a semi-unStructured interview with a se ul 
prompt questions for discussion, was accepted by the group as being P 
more likely to provide useful information than a structured written 
questionnaire. -1he comment Was madde that self-alUmil-liStered written 
questionnaires were likely to be 'Posted in the bin' or given to someone 
else to complete who might not actually know the answers. Testing this 
unstructured method out in groups of two or three however, 
clemOnstriated th(-: [. 'L this would need to be done over more than one visit, 
again necessary information to agree with any possible pal"LiCi pants. 
The use of a locus group to check for possible ambiguity walS very 
useful SPince 
the type of response 1-t-; k-. eivt-:; U from aluestioning might be 
I 
limited by the type ol L C3 UL Ly f questions asked or "he -1 pe of wording used. 
There wCals also the possibility of, misinterpretation of questions due to 
"I my choiCe of lCanguCage (Lincoln, 11994, p 0611) since ambiguity mlight 
arise whitch might not be detected through this route. Earlier Kahn and 
f-% 
Connell 11957" had also cautioneUc against asosuming 'that the structured 
approach would necevossarily produce a useful result , stresssing thie need 
for interviewers to be flewilb-Ile and too bies aware of res-ondent Ulfficulties p 
and calling on them to understand the responclentS ' world. Similarly 
Fontana and Frey (i 994) also stress the need for the inteinviewer to 
estalublish cipport and put lhim or herself into thie resspoonclents' role - 
diffic.. ult to do -, I' the questioner has no freedom of action Outside ain 
agreed st.. rl; p'L. 
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Given that some of the questions might be seen to be sensitive, 
(POrticularly why people chose to train some Sotall"I and not others) and 
that I also wanted to verify some of the responses, by reviewing any 
documentation that might be available or by interviewing participating 
staff, the sitructured approach seemed inappropriate. A rellationship of 
trust was also needed to be established with participants, in order for 
them to be sure thC-2'L their responses would be clealt with confildentiOlly. 
The use of structured interviewing was therefore limited to the first stage 
of the study, wil-lere baisic data on company structure and background 
were elicited, through, telephone interviewing. 
Since the study had limiting criteria as described in the last chapter, 
these first details were required as a primary filter, to avoid ar-nassing p 
clanta, abo-Ut orgc-2niSC-: I'Lions not later involved with 'the ressearch. 4 231 
companies were originally questioned. Of these, 1128 fulfilled the size 
and independence criteria, 62 did not fall in with thesse requirements and 
4 41 did not wish to answer questions orto be involved. Of these last 4 11 
75% claimed no need or interest in training as a reason flor not wishing 
to take part, the other 25% were equally divided betvveen those with no 
4 to spare floir queStLiOl-ling C-Ind "Llhose with, no wish to be involved in a Lime IL 
survey. 
Having obtained a suitable group of potential p(articipants Who ImIlet initial, 
requirements, the second stage was to agree the form Of the , survey and 
Its participants. This was done through verbal discussion contents w, I CI IILt; Ucl 
U0 
and agreement, and agreement was sought at eCalch intel-View as to the 
purpose and content. No written conseent was sought or obtained. 
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Following agreement, an interviewer would visit each company over 
L three or four occasions, ask questions and collect results. 
T 1 he unstructured approach which 'would offer greater breadth' 
(Fontana 1977) was explained, as was the prompt list of questions. 
Interviews would be carried out through verbal face-to-face meetings 
and questions would be used as prompts rather than through repetition P 
of exactly the same set of inquiries. This was to allow the individual 
more scope to veXplail I Information witho-Ut being prompted, often of lering 
more detail thcan might be ecasonably expected, particularly in sensitive 
areas. Replies were not selected by the respondents from a supplied 
list, but they were noted and attributed to categorie. -no to enable data 
analysis. 
At the end of each session, each question was repeated with the 
respondent briefly to ensure that the content and meaning of their IbLUIL IVI IL Cl 11 111 1 
replies and explanations was both clear to me and also clear to them, 
espec. ially if details had been ; conlirmecl whic. 11-i might be interpreted as 
prejudiUcial tO the company. Where can COding wCalSO Wo be used this was 
also explained to avoid ambigUity (WOI-dS like 'compettent' and 
'satisfactory' hadd ansen (-: It the focus, group and were a source of 
pejorative difflerent mecanings, What --)ignifieU- poor quaility or even almost I 
cornment to One manager signified good quC-21ity or complimentary 
ineaning to another) 
icipýti- problerns prior to the survey Antm, OLIIIU JJ ILC 
Before beginning interviewing subjects or even contacting potential 
interviewees, the available literature had been consulted in an attempt 
9 
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to anticipate problems which might arise. Often tex4ts would emphasise 
the likelihood of a high failure in response rate or the possibility that a 
range of different, and even suggested persuasive methods' might have V ýi 
to be used to ensure that subjects took part and were verbally 
forthcoming during the sessions (Gardner, 1978 : Linguistic minorities 
Project, 1983 : Richardson and Dohrenwand 11965). Methods 
suggeSted to collect data were divided into covert and overt. Covert 
methods were generally drescribed in disapproving terms since these 
'removed the right of the individual to refuse participation and invaded 
41. Lhe privacy of the subject They were however, condoned when the 
matter under investigation was potentially harmful to thie rest-V(archer, as 
in the case of studies of criminal activities. 
Overtt 
methods where interviews or written questioning only followed 
SubjeCt'S consent to CalctilviltieS Cand understandling of the study, were 
described more favourably. Here the privacy Of the subject was 
protected - althoughl Homan (11919111) cautions against asssuming that this 
would be nences-sarily the catse. Understanding on "Llhe subjeGILS' part 
might be flawed and once initial consent was given the subject might 
forget the Uses to which, his or her words might be put or be unaware of 
"he other purposes) which the research might serve. L 
Covert methods were unnecessary in this study of SME's. The 
information to be collected w0uld need to come from more than one set 
of people within an organisation k1from managers and fi-OMI Staffl) and 
everyone woulU need to have the same picture of t1he process if normal 
work was not to be disrupted. Similarly, 'the ddata not seem to be 
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isensitive' in terms of danger to me in collecting it or to the subjects in 
providing It. Certainly confidentiality would need to be maintained 
because managers might not want their competitors to have access to 
detailed knowledge about their company, but there sseemed to be little 
need to collect the data by means of stealth. It seemed reasonable to 
as. 'sume that by employing this open style of approach, the privacy of 
respondents would be protected, despite the risk thfat by employing an 
open approach there might be a low response rate (since participants 
might not choose to take part). 
Whethe, using open ol- covert methods, 'the, e is an emphasis in 
previous work on the need lor researchers to respect and protect the 
privacy of the individual being studied. 'inquiries involving human 
subjects "should be based as far as practicable on the freely given 
consent 01 the subjects" (Homan R, 1991, pl 1) The word practicable 
allows for some flexibillity in interpretation but I was concerned that the 
need to find enough willing participants might lead me to pursue those 
who did not wish to take parl. Me"assor (1985)" has commented on the 
need for the resseardher not to pressure for data noir to "poke caround the 
ilssue trying to pressure , or the data you want" 
Fieldwork was consistently presented as problematic, Lee (1993) 
:3 describes it as "clifficult and stresslul". 1, here was also an emphasis on 
the difficulty of gaining a; -., k-, e, -; s to Subjects, to gaining their support and 
co-operation in taking part in any study. The literature dealing With 
u LCI overcoming esiStance is, sul-Ilmarlseu lby Lee as heroic tales 
describing how the reluctCance of those beeing studiedd overcome as a 
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result of the researcherso diligence, cleverness or artifice". Thie work by 
Finch (1984) led me to hope that female respondents might be 
prepared to t4ake part in the same way they had responded to the survey 
of clergymen's wives. Since 70% of respondents were likely to be male, 
however, the main problem might be tU o obtain enough information 
without infringing subjects' rights to refuse. In the event the subjects in 
this study were not only keen to participate but also to offer full and 
"'rank details about their business and its normal working practice, even 
when they felt that these practices might be unethical or possibly iflegC-21. 
Bending the rules 
In some compnies, mCnagers had in their own words, 'bent the rules' 
for applying for grants or -, ',: or meeting health and safety or licensing 
conditions. That they might haive done too and thatthey might then wish 
to share this with an outside researcher was not anticiPated. In 14 
companies managers desc, ibed ways in which they had 'adjusted facts' 
11to I1 11 to flit in with a set olf requirements. This might be 'bending the truth' on 
I14. C -C an applicaLion Irom lor a Government grant or loan or it might be holding 
two sets of records about training (one formall and impressive for the 
benefit of inspection by licensing authorities, the other a quick scrawl 
showing the revall state of pplay'). The detail's of this ernerged during the 
second setOf interviews With companies so it is possible that there may 
have been a higher incidence o-Ill this behaviour. 'in previou's interviews 
respondents had not been asked, for instance, whether they had ever 
supplied fiCtitiOUS information on a form to gain aCCt; SS to development 
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money. There may have been a case for returning to this topic With 
other companies who had already taken part but that may well have 
affected thle outC. Ome of questioning. 
Kahn and Connell (195-f) had already pointed out that respondents 
might Supply expected -responses. -- ---Ha-ving-es-11<lblished-a-reiC-itio-nl, -3, hip 
with the respondents in these other companies, it might have led to 
them feeling that they were being inVited and I ol expected to supply 
information of inapprol-iiiate behaviour. Lincoln (1994, p353) cautions 
that interviewing is "not a neutral tool since it produces situated 
U1 Idings" ground -ndersta- - ed in intera&Lion and dependent on the reality 
created by the interviewer. Similarly, Collins (1998) concludes that the 
interview is a 'complex social construction', structured by both 
interviewee and interviewer whether this is acknowledged or not by the 
parties. 
However, attemptSwere made not 4LUO Ilead thle intterviewt-Ves. 1) to provide 
details of possibly unethicall behaviour. This being the case, it is 
interesting to speculate why respondents gave me these details readily 
backing Up their claims WILh copies of florms and fictitiou. s bID training plans. 
Finch had already commented on the rapport between women in open 
informal interviews, when "a woman sociologist even if only reasonably 
skilled will find it the evasie. -st thing in t1he world to get women to talk to 
P. Th, for my interview, --. with female managers and her' is was true lu I tý 1 C3 C cl cl u 
Keyworkers bUt the same also applied to the male managers and 1--' 
Keyworrkers I, met. People seemed to waint -to talk. Ain earlier Study by 
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Zweig (1948) had also commented on how willing his subjects werl-C to 
open up about matters they had never discussed with anyone before 
There was clearly a need to address the balaince betvveen the privancy 
due to the re., secard', subjects and my responssibility to the community of 
which we both formed a part. Bok (11%-? '184) defined privacy as "the 
condition of being protected from unwanted access by others - either 
physical access *1 1 b, personal I Lion or a-Ittentlion" (pp *110-1 , j. Similarly 
the Lindop Committee (1982) described privacy with reference to a data 
subject cas "his interest to determine for himself what data about himself 
shall be known to what other persons and upon what terms as to the 
use which persons may make of such data... " This suggests that since 
the data subjects had voluntarily given replies to questions (and 
produced physical proofs for their replies), of their own free will and in 
the context of my USil-Qj this in the Study, this d, -C: ItC-l could then bbe used 
freelly in the -study. 
However, Michael (1984) suggests that individuals should have the right 
Lo control all information about themselves, lalse or true, flavourable or -1 
unfavourable. Once respondents had communicated these details the 
question, arose as tU0 whether they should be able to controil the use to 
which they were put. The issue of control wass addiresssed here by 
repeating the contents of their replies and requesting their confirmation 
that they understood that these -same details would appl-VICar in the study, 
and in some cases, by requesting confirmation that they were sure they 
wanted me to includde their data. Although It sseemed astonisshingly, they 
described themselves cass 'haippy' 11-1 some cases, 'to see It WI-itLeen down 
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somewhere'. Perhaps part of the reason for this is that they had also 
gone through a vetting proce-socs with me, establishing whether or not I 
wasacceptable. In the woids of, one care miana-ger 
When we were told you were coming - at first I was really feU up 
about it, some snotty nosed young lkid knowing nothing .... coming to U 
ask us about things he didn't know anything about but of course when 11 
met you 11 realised you we, en't like that, you were my age, with kids, had 
been through things yourself I expect, " While another owner-manager 
(from an ellectrical componentS firm) confided "I feel I can tell you these 
things ... as ol-le prolgessionarl to anotW) 
Benney and Hughes (1956; p142) have already Commented on this part 
of the process, where both parties in an interview "behave as though 
they are of equal status for its duration, whether or not this is actually 
so". The process by which these different respondents established my 
credentials, - business, background or family- has also been described 
by Finch (198-41), suggesting thant her fema-le subjects needed to plCalce 
her in cont-VD(t ats) a woman before 'Llney could confide in her. Thley 
"became warm and evaigger to talk" too her when they realised she was 
tione of thiem" 
'I 
trived to enssure that I lhad not ppllayed dowl-I or glossed y 
over how the saame information might be used by someol-le ellse reading 
"he report but this made little difference to these respondents. L 
Since they had given me this data for use in the study, which they knew 
would be read by other people, it could be -said that they 1-1 let Westin 
"s vie rivacy - the claim of individuals, groups or institutions (1970) S EM of pi 'ýL LL 
to determine for them. Selvies who, how and to what extent information is 
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communicated to others. Surely since they had decidedto give me this 
information and knew that I was going to give it to others in the form oil a 
thesis, then this was acceptable, especoially if I used the two Stratagems 
- of informed consent of the -subject and confidentiality oll data gained - 
to protect the privacy of those subjects interviewed. Consent had been 
given, and it seemed to be 'informed' in that subjects knew that their 
details would be recorded and interpreted. 
Problerris with consent 
The Nuremberg Code describes volluntary consent as essential, as is 
Lhe need for the subject to have sufficient knowledge and 
comprehension of the elements Of the subjet. -L 4, matter involved as to 
en(able him to make an underssotanding and enlightened deciSion. When 
I began to interview managers from , companies involved in the study, I 
always took care to describe what sort of information would be collected 
and how 'this inform(-: ["Lion would be used - usually these mancagers would 
ý __j 
Wl IUUCt their own interrogation u-, me to decide "whiat I was about" 
before deciding to go Calhead. WhIere mCanagerlS did not U-ecide ILO V-0 
ahead I confirmed which previous data was he'd about the company and 
how this would be used. No furither questioning took place- Consent 
had been achieved or not without pressure being exerted, however, the 
kquestion still rtemained as to whether this was enough to ensure 
individual rig L leir words and the use h"s by making them fully aware of ti- 
to which they would be put. 
often, it seemed that it we-is not. Reminders had to be constantly given 
A 
that the discussions we were having were if-Iterviews, conducted as a y 
1 or. 2 
piece of research to determine how small businesses view human 
capital. This wCa. -b done verbally and In other ways. 11 had begun by 
mOking notes discretlely, briefly coding or noting replies during session,, -) 
but gradually realised that those I was interviewing for the second or 
third time had relaxed in their answers to questions and did not seem to 
be as aware of my role as researcher as they had been initially. Now my 
vissits seerned to be llooked forward to, I was welcomed with cofflee and 
chocolate biscuits, regarded in friendly 'L -erms as an equal or in the 
words ol the same care manager "as one of us". 
I needded to re-State my purpose. To -try to emphansise, this, I then took in p 
tape recorders to some sessions, made copious manual notes in others 
as a reminder that I was not there as a friend or as a colleague but as 
someone from outside collecting data about their company through their 
in-lbrmation. Even so, Once datat subjects "hadd decided thiat you were 
trustwarthy, i. e, neither working in a spying capacity lor thievir own 
managers nor likelly to betray them to lifellow staff when conlidential data 
was given then it became much 11h, ardier too remind subjects why the ýj fL 
sessions we, e taking place. I sometimes stopped subjeets In full flow in 
ir cle-scriptio-n-s ILo question whether they weare sure they the middle of the, 
wanted this recording, particularly in the case of the care honnes 
(whose r-nisleading training reco, ds were jokingly referred to in one case 
as Pulp Fiction'). Here senior staff had concocted the sort of records 
L IIL b 1111 "51=C Ll IuLL which Ilicem-Ding authorities might w(ant to see, whether or not 
these 
reflected the tl-uth. 
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Deciding how to deal with such information was very difficult, part,: %-., ulariy 
where the organiSation had falsified records about health and safety 
training. 1 had expressly promised that any data would be held 
confidentially and only used in the process of thesis write-up. However, 
there was the question of the safety Of staff employed or of residents 
cared for in these same institutions. It could be said thlat by gC-3ining 
informed consent at the outset, responsibility had shifted 11-OM the 
interviewer to the subject and thereflore it had become the subject's 
responsibility to decide the boundaries for in-ill'ormation flow and use. 
(Homan 1991) 
Despite this, as Homan confirms, the moral responsibility for the safety 
of participants in research is widely recognised to rest with the 
researcher, so in the end I could not act to break the promise of 
confidential ity given to these subjects. However I could not continue 
withOUt taking some action to protect those who might be at ri. Sk C-ISP a 
result since it was still my reSpon, ibility as a researcher to fulfill duties to 'to 
the community as a wholle. I went back to these subjects and discussed 
my dilemma With them. I was intereSted in their reasons for shatring 
potentially damaging information With me. Subjects gave a mixture of 
--ne to know or someone (else) ILO reasons, including t1he need for someo 
do something aboUt it and also an expressed concern for me and my 
project. 
"It felt goo-d- to tell Someone about it. I know we're sC-2iling close to the 
wind and it can be a real strain when they cor-ne round and questions 
are asked or we have to produce these recoms ......... 
Or "It was about 
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time someone knew, 1, couldn't believe no-one ever sp fted it in 'he UL 
past". ... "I don't regret 
telling you at all, you might as well know how 
things really happen because if I showed YOU the same rubbish I show 
them, well, your project woullUcn't. be right would it? " 
When faked training records were in question, one point of interest was 
to discover why such training had not in fact taken place. Usually cost 
and opportunity were cited as the main reasons but by telling me they 
seern, ed to feel that a shift in responsibility would "Lake place. Everything 
would be sorted out because now someone else knew. I would do 
somUthing about it. I explained that 
II 
could not, reminding them that My 
role was as external visitor, collecting data, not as visiting inspector from 
some regulatory body. 
However, once this had been discussed the participants seemed to fleel 
themselves honour bound to do something about it, to instigate "the 
-training they had not authorised before and to produce new records 
whiCh reflected a more honest picture of training. It seemed to have 
impoSed at buridden 01-1 them by tielling me By the 'time the StUdy was 
I'l those to which ll had 'Knowledge that t1his applited, the complete, in -,, 
health and safety omissions had been rectilied Given their previous 
falsified accounts, subjects were keen to prove their new resolve I 
through the production of receipts and training records, and by me 
meeting those who had attended sessions. 
Their telling me may have aC.. ted as a way to preszosu ring themselves or 
other mCanagenso to comply or spirripl-y' to make themselves feel better 
about something one manager described as "distasteful". Similarly, 
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once they had admitted to dishonesty, it may be that they fell that our 
(relati %zo CI take ionship' had been adversely affected so felt that they should 
steps to remedy earlier denrciencies. Our relationship after all was 
based on their perception of me as a fellow professional, SO it may be 
that their sharing details of, unethical behaviour might lead to adverse 
judgements on my part and to Iniegative effects on the equal status we 
had previously held I could only repeat my resped for their confidences 
and my inability to act on the details as a direct result of this respect. If 
they carried on as before then I would record that but not act on it; if 
they Changed things then I, would record that but not act on it. 
The eagerness of Finch's subjects to talk and confide has been 
attributed to their "consignment to the privatised, domestic sphere, 
making it particularly likely "Llhat they will welcome thee opportunity to talk 
y44- "50 cited in to a sympathetic listeneý' (. S)tace 1981, Hobson 19178,19, L L 
Homan). However, my sul"u-jects were not the isolated housewives 
described in Finch's study. Nevertheless, it may be that they too were 
in isollated positions, carrying e. -dra responsibility which they were 
uncable to share with c., olleaguess or wit, ", thosse in similar positions in Otlher 
compinies. 
A different group of managers in 17 companies had 'bent the rules' to 
gain momentary adva, itage. Not for themselves, bUt flor their 
companies, even when they were employees not owners or 
shareholders in the firms. Where "fallsehooods), re-lerred to grant 
applications managers fie-11111, into 'two camps. Some were very cheerful 
about their grasp o, what WCIS perceived to be . "the necessItIC-SO of 
life 
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while others were resentful of the way they had been "i-noulded to fit the 
case" by the agent in charge of adminiStering grantzs. 
IIWL, As one engineering company manager expIC-2ined . hen he came 
around he knew we hadn't got the right things but he wentthrough it all 
with us so that we could fill the form in like we had got them and then 
we could get the money fo, the new machinery. I held off signing for a 
week because it seemed zso stupid. I, mean, we were applying for 
legitimate reasons, for matchinei-y to fullil (-2n exportt order and we'd had 
to go through three people and they expected us to be happy about 
bending the truth to get the money... and in thle end 11 did but I've never 
liked it, ...... 
he told us everyone else was getting this money, some of 
our neighbours Cand they Clonfirmed it but you haive to ask yourself why 
the government always puts), middle men in the way - you've got TEC's, 
es Link d they 11 come at you. When all you want to do is DT11, Busil 1 ZZ) (211 C2 
-Up access funds to sell -something over. 'seas. IL JUSAL Seems SO St -id. And 
a&LUally it leavess, a bad taSte in your MOUIL"I'll. " 
A more cheerful view of this, ssame pieture waso provided by a hotel 
"We'll it's -II our money really and -11 you have to go through manager, IL Cl I tv cl cl 11 uL99 
hoops to get it, we'll then that's what you do. A!, these people from the 
TEC or the DT, or whatever need to work don't they? And il we weren't 
here too apply for things) then they -wouldn't have, a job tO 040" 
An engineering COmpany m(ancager described it in sporting terms. "This 
N Ow getting rnoney is) all a garne reCally, you're ju%st lucky if you know ho to 
Lots of people need the money just cis much but don't get it 
because they don't know where to start.,, Five managers (two from 
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hospitality companies, the one engineering and two other services) 
commented on the last minute scraimble to use money which seemed to 
be a problem for their own local Training and Enterprise Council. 
"They've got this money see cand they're supposed to have dished it Out 
on some scheme or other but then it's still left so suddenly they'll call 
you Cand fill things in on the form so you lit the bill to get the money, 
whatever it %Otherwise "they won't get ti ie same amount next year 
because they have their own targets to meet. " "'it's da"It really, when 
you need it you can't get it, then they care desperate for you to spend it 
on some half baked scheme... still no complaints here - we've done well 
out of them two 11 years run, ing now 
Business plans were a case in point. Not alI companies had the-be but 
where they existed, many were never used. Participants were asked 
why they had set up 'the plan and who set it up. Where the companies 
haid done so to gain a grant or to gain a lo-can from the bank, this had 
often been set up by a government employee or by the bank itself (or 
sometil-lies by a conssultant employed throughl governim, entaill funding). 
I C. re often - ss, with beaUtLifUllly presented chicartso, These wfe Dplendid doCument 
sprea, dsheetLS, etC., bound and word processed professionally. 
Unfortunately 'they Calso showed very little sigims of regular ws)e or of 
updating. 
)-4 
a CI 0 C2 1 I= kot "Now this, one is really good' confided a manager from an elec rical 
components firm lifting a dusty file down from the top shelf in the 
seu L zo cl 'There care no dates in t1he first sedion so you can use re"ary'S area, 
s you Ilikell We've done thattwice so far an' it I-eeps them alill as often cl I E;. L Ll Icl UIM %5 
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happy. Of course it has no practical use, I mean, well - planning just 
doesn't really work in a small business like ours. Still we got the money 
we needed by hawing it, so it"S been great! We're hoping to use ilt 
again" 
This last case was not seen as a bending of any rules by those involved 
because they were convinced that plans did not work for small 
companies in reality, and that therefore it was acceptable to tCake 
advOntage off the scheme because it was not a sensible scheme. This 
parallels earlier fi-ndings by Dalton (1966) whose subjects falSified k0) 
personnel records to show a better picture than actually existed. 
Wassaging the figures" commented one compontents factory owner, 
"thC-I'L'S what they call it these clatys. The politicianss acire (all paSt masters 
at it, look at Thatcher with the unemployment ligures ... and no-one says 
anything bad aboUt her management Of 'the economy. Same applies 
when you use government money". 
Thiere were only 14 firms in this SitUation and they varied from very 
small (6 people) to medium sized for thiss group (2.21 people). When 
a. sked what sized compC-11-1y would benefit 11'rom pplans if theirs would not, 
04 4 
they calways Indicalted the next size group upwCards. The I_ 10 sized L 
th 22212 people indicated company would indicate 1 41-20, the company WiL 
the company expand to this next size one of 25 or above. Also should Ll Cl aZ 
I IV ILI then they would need a V, en we get to th ize we'!, group L CI IL lat sl 
fini-Itely need to be more ructureed but calt the momeent we're just 11, di e Sot ike a 
falmily, dealing with, things as they happen because that IS thle best way 
;. r i. & 
to do it. " "When the company gV-tS larger? Wiell, i, L does we probably 
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would need one. You know, because we wouldn't be so tightly knit, so 
we'd need some of the thlings bigger companiess have. " 
Again, 11 went back to the ssubjects who had explained to me their 
perhaps questionable use ol business plCans and asked them why they 
LI 
I ad told me. in this group no-one felt that action was needed. They did 
not want to lose access to government or other funds and so would 
repeat the same process if they had to, to gain cash for machinery, 
training etc. There was a feeling though that it would be mnore sensible 
11 there weren't so many layers between the government (and the 
companies" and the need flor imaginative florm-lilling was removed. 
"Someone might just read this and change things you never lknow - but 
you don't quote my name or the company, will you"? " 
For me, the problem had been that although the principle of in-lbormed 
consent is based on the subject's right to refuse, sometimes the subject 
doesn't exercise this right in a way which will protect him or her. Due to 
my unthreatening persona with which subjeacts could identi-byr, no threat 
was perceived. Similarly, due to the use of informal interviews, 
subjects perhaps, confided i-nore thain they might have done otherwise. 
This was not a deliberate ploy on my partt (although it might have been. 
Oakley (1981) comments on this, in that interviewers are often humane 
and friendly because potentiall respondents are innore likelly to consent to 
participate. Others recommend this as a way to break down subjects' 
defences to ensure enough infOrm(atbon is gained. 
The right of subjects to disclose information and of interviewers in 
recording this, ultimately depends ()- whether subjects have sufficient Z 
Cl L Ua 11 11 11 LV Cl UL 
1 in. 
awa, eness of what they are disclosing, as is emphasised in the principle 
of informed consent. By hialting the process and by reminding the 
subject Of the , situation "Hold on, let me get this clear, so these are not 
real records but false ones ... are you sure we should go into this? Do 
yU-u really want me to record this? " I had lhoped so. However, their trust 
in me, or the person they believed me to be, meant that 'they did carry 
on and did want to talk to me about the reatsons for the steps taken. 
Despite Schuler's (198,, '- LL 2) view that through the informing of consent 
researchers can relieve themselves o-If certain responsibilities including 
risk of harm to participants, 1, still lelt that the responsibility rested with 
me. Had I chosen a difflerent data collection mechanism, questionnaires 
for instance, which would not have resulted in any personal relationship 
being 411formed, 11 mighit have gothered quite different information which 
would not have exposed the subjects to potential harm. 
Similarly, had I used a written consent form rather than relying on verbal 
agreement the sC-: ImU- might be true. I hand cavoided collecting prior 
written consent since 11 was initially concerned that the response rate 
would be adversely affected by this process since other studies had 
found this (Singer 1987). in the event it' wouluc have been a useful 
addition to the processo. 
The main concern given the nature ol' this information was how to try to 
ensure confildentiality. In order to protect those who had given me this 
information, a, ", companies were coded then receded and 'locations and 
names removed . 
T11he method for doing this eliminated the need lor a 
list from which individuals mig ht Ibe identified 1, he function,, -) of the 
ill 
companies were generalised, as were the locations to prevent individual 
firms being identified, since Hedges (1987) had found that given ssize 
and industrial class ificati on a company can easily be located. IndividuC-21 
names, Cage and sex were also removed and not linked to specific 
qUOtLq-US 
Gatekeepers 
Homan describes gatekeepers as those who control access to data and 
to huma -I ld goes on to stres L in subjects an -Ds the importance of requiring the 
valid consent of participants, rather than just their managers. 
Unfortunately some of the chief executives felt quite strongly that by 
consulting them and seeking their consent to participation, I had 
therelore covered any need to seek this sam, ie support from other staff. 
This presented some problems. Where the subjed beilng interviewed 
was not the manager, permission had to be sought first from the chief 
executive of that company to go ahead with programme. The '%-. %. hief 
hi take part executive might be very in'LeiesteU that Ills or her compOny -1 
and for this reason might either present participation to Staff as 
compulsory or Cadvise me not to bother asking floir consent from other 
st(-2'1"1 now I had theirs. 
Compulsory participation does not fit very well with the idea of obtaining 
voluntary informed consent. Here, if a person did not want to take part, 
, 
A% I" 
it became more diffilcult for "Llhem tO exercise their choice. Lhough it 
r-night be emphasised to the chief executive that only voluntary 
participation was acceptable, he or she seemed to fail to absorb thliS 
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part, oflering assurances that all, staff would be very keen to do so. 
Also enthusiastic chief executives were Often keen to be kept informed 
about how the staff were supportuing the project. In thes)e circumstances p 
I had intended to make it clear to participants which information would 
be relayed back to chief executives and which would not. Rather than 
taking this approach I made it clear to the chief executive that no 
information would be relayed back about staff paritic.. ipation unless the 
members of staff wished parlticular items to be conveyed. 
In two cases gatekeepers Sought information albout particular members 
of Sltaff. In one case klan, engineering design company) the manager was 
concerned that this person was searching -1br other jobs and looking to 
leave. He did not want to waste resiources on someone who might not 
stay With the firm. In the othler case the manager suspected this staff 
imilember of lubeing a trouble mialk-er (and wantted to know how hie behcalved 
in sessions (and when observed with other staff. 
This -eflects Platt'sn, 1- study where attempts were made to impose Io, 19,76 s At 
re. Stri Ctive conditions as a price florl (aCXesSl to ssulbjects. 11-1 the case of, 
the employee who might possibly be leaving 1 could not offer any help to 
the manaiger except to suggest that raither thain rely on me, (-: I total L 
Stranger, he would do better to taillk to the man lhimspelf. in the other : OL, u 
case 1, could offer no help. In neither case did the gatekeeper finally 
restrict access. As with Argyris (19! 52) , providing linlormation about 
partticular members of staff would not be part of the access process 
agreed with the gatekeeper despite occasional pressure to do so. 
11,11 
This difficulty was part of the initial problems of Ucealing with the P 
perception--! ) of those taking pairt, as with, Wall-Iford's (1987) study. Here 
gatekeepers wlere very keen to see staff take an active part in the 
process and prove themselves worthy of it. One manager in a Ilight 
engineering company used the phrase "Put them through their paces I) . it 
was a great disappointment to him when he linally understood that no 
testing would take place, just a series of interviews carried out informally 
but on a one- to-one basis, With, questions used as prol-lipts in thle 
process. 
Once the study began, contact was consistently made with the 
gatekeeper since he ol . pa, 1> Of the study. 
Isc, she wa rt -his was help-91-U-1, 
because the development of a confidential relationship with him or her 
provided a practical illiustration of thle sCalme duty owed to other members 
of staff being interviewed. just as the gatekeeper's 'indiscretions' 
rernCail-led c., ondridential, so would those of his or her staffl. It al-l,.., o ht-:,, Iped 
with "Llhe development' Of the ressearch bargain mand-le originally With all, 
parties. At the beginning each participant had their own perception of 
what the pro-cess might entail b(ased often on an agenda only clear to 
414 ives had Lhem. Those who felt, for example, Lbat Lheir '%-. *., 'iief execut, 
discriminated against them in the past in favour of other members of 
staff saw the research project as a way to air grievances. 
If staff had been conscripted rather than volunteering there was often an 
initial barrier to overcome. After prolonged distcussions with he chie, 
executive I might be presented with a group of six or seven employees, 
pulled out o, their normal duties for a very shoort time "'You won't have 
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any trouble" the management of one photocopying --)ervice%, -D company 
explained I am sure they will just do what they're told". 1, his was meant 
to lencourage me and allay any wol-ries I might have aboUt lack of, 
participation. Wearily, 11 then repeated the earlier argument that actually 
1 didn't necessarily want to talk to anyone who didn't want to take pC-Xrt of 
their own accoord. -1-11-liS explanation represented ca repetition, going 
through the whole process from the beginning, explaining who I was, y 
answering any questions, explaining what might happen to the data 
collected and who elsse might read -the resulting report. 
This was time consuming but necessary although as soon as the 
one-'LO- one meetings began, the same questions would be asked agC-21; n 
from me, one of the 'Ifirstoof which was "And will he (the chief executive) 
get to know? " Scepticism was the main response to answers stressing 
confidentiality and lCalk-Ok of pressure to take part. Even so, people often 
took part just 4 -he same as thicir friends" or "not to miss anything L LO " be IL 
Once the process began however, attitudes usually changed but in 5 of 
the compCaniess involved staff did not want 'to take part Cand were 
unpersuCadedd by any explanation of mine. As) flar as they were 
concerned I would be there -C: IS t1h, eir manager's Spy and no U-11i. 1s)CIus. sion y 
would remove that 'Ifeeling. 1, had to expladn LO their managers -that they I It; cl L (2 
did not wish 'LUO participate without explaxining 'the reason,, -, why. The 
managers themselvess however, were Ikeen to take part and remained 
part of the study. 
A more diffiCult case was that Within a light engineering company, where 
the owner-manager had -seelected one of lhis supervisors as his kley 
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worker lor development. This supervisor was very reluctaint to take 
Dart. avoidina meetinasi. beina rude and unhieloful on the teleollione but 
denying that he wished to withdraw from the process. Finally he 
admitted that the reason that he did not wish to "Lake part was that he 
had severe difficulties with reading and writing. He had managed to 
conceal this at work through delegating any tasks requiring skills he felt 
unable to perform then re- delegating to someone else as part of a 
quadity COI-I. ýLrol procedure (in fact to make sure that the fifirst person had 
done this Correctly'% 
When documents arose which were too complicated to do this, he 
would take them home for this girlfriend to read and interpret. She was 
not a native English speaker and had undergone no formal training in 
her use of English, so her 11-It terpreta-, tion of health and safety legislation 
w0s frequently incorrect. Thie "supervisso, explained, ", s It's a real problem 
'-hen because 'I lose lace with the others. 11 say something really stupid L 
and everyone creases up. I've learned just to keep me mouth shut" 
Having seen the paperwork involved in an NVQ level 1I Business 
Admil-listration being completled by a youth Itrainee lin the office, this 
s0me supervl. '--2U-r was, desperate 'to avoid any sort of, training or 
qualifications which would reveal his weakness to the manager or to his 
colleagues. "If she had cill that to do -I mean she 'd just Ileft school wit, ", 
no quanlifications and she wasn't excic, 'Lly Einstein you know - well if she 
ts of it, to do then what hope would had all that stuff, packets and packetz) IL UIItU 
I 
have. i'm the supervisor -Ior God's sake' . 
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In this case the need -for discretion was very important. I could not 
explain to the owner why he was I-10t' participating. Neith er could I 
pretend to him that all was well. Both tried to use me as a conduit to 
pass messages . "Tell! him he's just got to get down to it" demanded the 
manager, 'Don't be put off, either he s in or hes not and I want to know 
Lý I, 11 w, y if he sp not - heis the one who really needs developing. Meanwhile 
the supervisor would request "well, I don't h(ave enough tir-ne for t1his 
really, I mean we're really busy now with two new big orders. Couldn't 
you just recommend he choose someone else because of that! 
P Cartt of the owner's frustrations seemed to Stlem from his identifying with 
this supervisor's baclr\- . ........... "When -arted this company L ground I St P 
twenty years ago no-one needed bits ollf paper. '%(Ou did things or you 
didn't. And lits been a succes)s here, bUt I haven't gOt a piece ol paper tUo 
rny narne. He's a young lad though still, he needs soinnething, he 
d0tesn't seem to have plckced up anything from school and nothing from 
college except two engineering awards. He's a manager now and he's 
good with his team but he needs to grow, to devellop. A good 
management qualification is what he needs. " 
try So hrr ther than In the end I persuaded thern, , tO 'LO-Ik ILO evach ot c cl I liv L Cl LL 
, esolve issues at long distance through ime. It was resolved between 
ided participation and another membeer of staff them. 11 he superviisor avU-1 
was chosen to be the potential Keyvvorker. it was explained to me by 
lefter that the supervisor did not have enough time floor the programme or 
-erviewed. The supervisor pursued a basic, literacy course at the L to be int 
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college nearest his home, with his girlfriend going along to all the 
ses . sosions to give support. 
Conclusion 
Had prior written consent been obtained then some of the problems 
might have been avoided, despite Schuler's view that the response rate 
might be adversely affected (1982). The problems that I had anticipated 
were not the caactual di-ifficultiess I encountered. 1, he insstances) of poss"Dible 
unethical behaviour on the part of the companies were those fourteen in 
which owners or nianagers used inaccurate or optinnistic inlormation 
when completing 'Ibrms ILO access grants or loans and another seven in 
which owners or managers lalsilied records of training or other similar 
activities. 
Given the number ol companies (1126) in which staff were interviewed 
this may seem high. However, the type of companies being visited were 
very much those in a 'vulnerable' situation, i. e, they would be unable to 
access funding or 'loans because they were of insufficient size or 
turnoover. Frequently they JUS-t missed requirements and hence sought" 
to move the goal pOStS)j 01-tO "make it ca fairer playing field", in the words 
felt unable to explain Of t1he two business service owner-managers who 
the routes they had taken WithOU"L sporting metaphors. Similarly, the 
care establishmenLS were those on a margin in terms of profit and 
t. 4 III U 11. ) 1LII survival. Had I tC-: tlrl-. en a s. -M-11ple including more of those in the next 
t- 
bracket for soize oor turl-lover brCaackeet, t1here ma2y have, been a much 
smaller percC-InLC-lgU- taking this I-OU'Ll-V. 
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introduction - brief overview of data collected 
Following each stage of the sourvey, data was then entered for statistical 
analysis using SPSS for Windows version 7. The initial collection olf 
data identified locations, size, sector membership and ethnicity of 
companies. For further details see Appendix D. 128 -Ifirms participated, 
-AIA from foul- main businesso sedors, Engineering a, IU lVianufacturing, 
Catering and HOSpitality, Care for the young and the elderly and Other 
services. Other se, vices companies were those professional 
organisations supporting U-Lher companies, e. g. solicitors, financial, 
accou nt an- It s etC.. 
Size 
Organisationa, size varied between 4 and 49 employees with a mode of 
7 employees and a mean of 9 employees. 61% of all conipanies 
employed between 4-10 employees, 31% employed 11 - 25 employees 
and only 8% employed 426 emplo, yees, or over. he responses were p 
therefore considered to en. -sure thlatt the larger c-ompanites did- nOt diStort L 
the pattern of results. This was not found to be a problem since results 
differed according to sector rather than to size. 
Sector 
No business sector comprised more than 30% of the sample although 
engineering and manufaCturing approached thls. Engineering and 
.& be largest group -4- 29% of the sample, other nianufaC. Luring were ILI Iy CIL u 11 I'D a 
services and hospitality companies both formed 25% and care 
-rganisat, ons formed -'the smallest sector at 
r14% 
of the sample. Despite u1 41 
attempts to obtain equ(all numbers In e(ach business Sbector this lhad not 
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been possible, neither had it been possible to obtain similar proportions 
from each location. There were more com-paniesi taking part from town 
locations, 48%, than from country or city locations, This, together with 
the small size of the sample (n=128')', made companso v Pn of companies 
on the basis Of their location invalid. The results showed an 
overrepresentation of companies from some business sectors in some 
locations. Although companies from each business sector were situated 
in each type of Ilocation, CEO's L from those in 'owns were more willing to 
take part in the sourvey, and met all the criteria. This may possibly be 
due to the number ol other government and voluntary ; initiatives which 
had and were happening, focusing on the needs of city-batsed firms and 
the needs of the rurall community, during the data gathering period. 
SeCtor 
No businesso sector com prised more than 30%. Engineering and 
manulaCturing were the lCargest group cat 429% Of the sample, other 
serviCes and hOSpitC-Ility companies b0thl formed 42, E53% and care 421% of 
the Sample. rLilespite attern-ptS to obtain equal, num, bers in eanch business), 
sector this had not been possible, neither had it been possible to obtain 
similar proportions in either Ilocation. There were more companies 
taking part from town locations, 48%, than from country or city 
locations, This made comparison of companies on the basis of their 
location invalid, since this led to overrepresentation of some business 
I 
I CI L 
sectors in somne locations. Although companies from each business 
sector were situated in each type of location, those in towns were more 
willing to take part in the survey, and met all thle 
J-)l dr- I 
-q means 
for companies) by sector for whole % I- sample Table 1: showin 
showing number of ethnic workers employed number of lifaMiýly- 
membersso involved (where these conditions were m, et) and company size 
No of ethnic No of family Company 
workers members size 
Engineering and manUfaCtUring 0.89 2.25 12. n7 
Catering and hospitality 1.80 2.21 11.61 
Care for young and elderly 1.43 2.00 8.04 
other services 1.78 2.05 13.87 
Within sectors, there were individual diflerences in size, ethnicity and 
family membersolhip see Table '11 above. Family member. 'ship varited 
across the sectors but the proportion of those in each company was 
similar. Despite engineering and mCalnufacturing compOnies lhaving a v 
higher mean size than any other sector, fewer ethnic workers were 
employed here than in any other sector. 
detail later in this chapter. 
Selection 
This is discussed in more 
IILLL lu I In the initial discussion of issues to explore in ChaPter 2, the dea of 
ki Lf how this works within smai'll ;,., ompanies) was ,, -selection (in termis 0 
aa introduced ans a flocuis lor discusssiu-n. '11-he assumptiOn m0de in mC2ny 
current reports on competitiveness and small business development is 
that training and business strategy are invariably linked. "Employers 
must lie (-: %'L the heart of 
eflIbIlLS to intcrease participation in LifIC-time 
learning J) concludes the a WEE report from 1996 (Lifletime Learning: a 
consultation doc., umnent), soince they have the responsibility "to ensure 
that the workforce have sir-dills neteded to Meet their bus)inesss objectives J) 
(DfEE; 1996, p1 
41 
)'. One lirst step was to explore whether in small 
I ') 
companies in this study this was in fact the case. An indication of this 
was to discover whether selection of staff lor training and development 
was carried out through formal methods and processes. e. g. training 
needs analysis, training plans or other formal SbyStems. This then, led to 
exploration of whether selection was based on thle chief executives' own 
attributes, which he or she may seek in the key worker chosen for major 
-1 ing and development. Finally the potentiCil succes Erain, ssor status of 
those selected for development in both family and non-family firms was p 
explored tO identify whether a link existed, despite possible I'aack of, 
forma', plans. 
I 1 he use of formal systems 
To determine whether CE's or OM's used forma, processes to select 
staff for training-, questions focused on the existence o-I CA I Cl fa business plan 
training objectives) and/ or alloccating reesouricess fOl- training) (containing L 
or of a specific training plan, or of in-house appraisal systernns. Where 
bu. 1-Aness plans existed, data was also collected on the use of these 
planss, together with how the plans had been develloped inl"LiC-3111y and 
flo r 
which purpose. Despite the emphasis of some commentators on the 
4\ 
importance of business planning (Stanworth and %, "-, '; "ray 198 1) whether or 
not a plan exists has been identilied be-lbre as insufficient to judge the 
nature of the business heallth or approach. Pettit and Lynch (1986; p 
477) argue that it is a Ilack of strategic awareness rather than just the 
plan itself which may lead the Cornipany to rely on a few custonners or on 
limited products. They also comment that this may lead to difficulty in 
assiessing mcarket opportu nities cand in building internal Streng-ths. it is in 
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t Ve tI thC-It my interest in the business Lhe field of "building interneal StlengLIIIS' 
plan locused, particularly Since the anbsence of a training plan or budget 
Ia lack of training tivity. Hyman (1992; p may signCI CIUL V 137) found that 
those without a training budget were less likely to provide in-house 
training, less likely to take part in government schemes for business 
A 
development and less likely to access government funded training. 
Companie. s with a business plan allready in existence were represented 
in sectors. However, over(-:, I',, 52% of companies did not possess a 
plan. Within this group of 66 companies not possessing a plan, 
2r. 
-7% 
were engineering if rnanufacturing, 27% were catering / hospitality, 23% Y 
from other speirvices and 21% from care; setCtOrs. A variCation in the levid 
of planning being carried Out within di"llerent business Sectors had been 
indicated in earlier studies (Hyman; 1992, p 114). Within the companies 
c(arrying out pIC-Anning In this sampill-V there is a slight over representation 
of some sectors compared with the wholle group. 
More companies in the '%f-'*fare' sector possess a business plan than 
would be expected from, the proporttions existing, suggesting that 
col-lipanies in this) lield lhaive a imnore businesS"5111'r-ke approach. However 
thesse companies, had been ie-quired by regulation and cerlificating 
bodies to develop plans, whether or not the chief, exeCUt, ve saw the P 
benefits of this or not. Although this difference was too small to be 
statisticCally significal-It, the result Of thlis afflected results ; 11-1 terms of 
owners' cattitudies to planning, training- oor formiall means of cleirining nVeeds 
and objeetives, as will be seen later. 
I ')A 
I le--? 
T 1 he lower percentage over all of tho., se possessing plans echoes earlier 
research which commented on the rare occurrence ol, planning (Gibb & 
Ritchie 1982; Gibbs & Davies 1990), although it represents a higher 
proportion than was found in these studies. it is also more than the 82% 
without training plans or budgets 'Ifound by Hyman (1992; p1 414). Of the 
48 % of companies where business plans existed, (i. e., where a plan 
could be seen and examined), these were equally distributed between Y Ca y 
family and non-family firms (31 or 50% of each group had business 
plans" 
Who wrote the Business plan'r 
The original set up of business plans within these 62 companileVs varied. 
18% had originally been set up without Outside agencies, by the CE or 
bythe CE with other staff, while the remaining 82% (5,11 companies) had 
set up the plan with other agencies, e. g. governmental bodes, TECs as 
part of business start up, etc or the bank or other lender to which they 
h -plied for uring set up Of the .., vmpc-xny. Reasons for set up ad ap Wi ids U ýj t In, II Zzo L 
ca ed Irom a persOnal vision of growth needing overall strategy to also varl y 
a pragmatic, need to gain a grant or equipment funding, see Table 2 
below. 
There was a clear division between those %f.., E's who had set up tihie plan 
alone or with SILC-Aff, without agency support, and those which had been 
set up with externall agendes be it COnsultant, bank 01- through, 
government scheme, in terms of the use mande of the pplan. 
Respondent. '-)' were asked to describe -their use of it and this was coded 
as'never' 'somettimes, 'Often, ' 'usually, ) falwaysp. 
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Table 2- to show reasons for the business plan set-up (n=62) 
Reasons suqqested bv. CEO's Frequengy Percent 
for company growtih / to ensure future success 10 16.1 
to meet bank or other lenders requirements 91 33.9 
to qualify for government funding 30 48.4 
other unspecified 1 1.6 
Where CE's had set up the plan themselves only 2 claimed that they 
never used the plan while the other 9 used it 'often' 'usually' or 'always'. P, 
Since the data was difficullt to anallyse (small numbers in too many 
categories), the variable was recoded to show 'No agency involvement 9 
or 'agency involvement' and the use of the business plan recoded to 
show 'infrequent use' or "Nequent use P. The analysis which rl-=sul'Ls 
shows that 53% of those with business plans made infrequent use of 
X these only 6% were IL their plans. %0 -hose where no agency had been 
involved in the -original writing of the plan while the remaining 94% of 
infrequent users had been set up with another e, *dLernal agency, 
con. sultant, bank or governmentall repressentatiVt-V. 
This finding that CE involvement affects the use of plan provides some 
support lor Hyman's strong recommendation that owners or 
representatives of companies with less than 25 employees "draw up the 
necessary braining plan, atided if requested by a smCalill company 
"ached to the appropriat f4 
Agf'i 
specialist att LLI Le TEC,, " k19 22; pp 117,11-2). T he key 
seems to He in the "if requested" - if plans are an imposed requirement 
as they were for the care organisations interviewed then this was 
1 '16 '. e- 
frequently seen as Interference and the plan itself was both resented 
and ignored as Ca physical, reminder ol this. 
"PIan? " snapped one care home owner, "ol course we've got one 
actually we've got two becraluse we've hlad -to do it twice. If you've evel- 
wondered where the rain forests went YOU wouldn't need to look far with 
t 
Lhe -sort of rubbish you have to go through -v-v-, '-ien you try to run a small 
business". The plans in question were in the bottom of a filing ccabinet, 
ready for whoever might want to come and inspect them. Both had 
resulted Ifirom governmentall or certificating body requirements and 
neither had been used since set up. 'in one case accompanying 
funding had been prOvided for the plan to be written. 
When the pattern of use of plans was examined, in 70% of cases where 
the plan was used on a regularl basis, it was used in imneetings with the 
govern, rnental or lending agency, rather than with staff or as an aid to 
meetings or internal SPILrategy. 
Treating these results with caU 
4L i0 
1-1 
The indIcCatiOn then was that buslnesS planning was not widespread and 
that use ol bussiness plans 4101- Strategic reasoons was even le. -l-5s L 
comr-lion. However, the sample used for this study was spelected from 
different business sector groups in the population and varied 
geographically in terms of country, city and town locations. This cannot 
therellifore be treated as a simple random sample but may be regarded 
as a limited combination of sstrati-Ilied cand cluster scampling. Roose and 
Sullivan (1993; p 165-7) particularly caution against inferential and other 
techniques when a noon- scaenti-Ific sample is used. 
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I here are other characteristics Of the groups here which allso afflect the 
interpretation of results. Given the small sample size and its stratified 
nature these results must be seen cautiously. 
As in the case above, the child care and caie companies which 11form the 
largest group of those with plans in the sample, for instance, frequently 
voiced antagonism at having had 4LO fit in with these businesos planning 
requirements since they had Often originally been voluntary 
organisations running on an ad hoc basis or publicly funded and without 
"he need to meet business objectives. Their lack of use o, business L 
plans may be due to specific problems with this particular group. 
Child care managers and u-wner., -), in particular were vociferous in their 
anger at what they considered to be a waste of time. Allthiough, they 
were clearly in businessss, they often felt that they had been forced into 
this position becauSe of governmen-ItCal action and referred WiStfUlly to the 
days when they were ad hoc voluntary bodies running on "fresh air and 
affection" beccause their principall interest in running kchild care 
org(aniscations was) ILO care: flor children. T'l-le business ol fees, 
advertising and turnover was seen as of little importance compare with 




I able 3- Comparison ol use of plan by Who set it up 
Use infrequent Frequent use Total 
No agency involved 2 9 41% 1 
18.2 81.8 17.7 
Agency involved 3 41 20 51% 
60.8 39.2 82.3 
Total 33 n9 4 62 
% TO t C-I I 53.2 A6.8 &t 4100.0 
Without fUrflher investigation using Canother sample or looking at diflerent 
me" asures of success and planning use, it would not be advisable to 
assume that the initiatives to set up business plans by the government 
or other agencies had not been successful. However it is true that 
despite the programmes running over a number of years to embed 
planning into the small business, within this sample at least, planning 
had still not found its place in the operation of the company. The 53% 
making no use of these plans cand thle 5.2-M without any plan at all still in 
operation provided some diffiCUI'Lies in analysing how uselul planning 
would be CISP (-: [ WC-2y ILO identify training needs. T he variables were colrosso 
tabulated using filters to provide table 4. 
Table 4- showing how use of plans vanried acrosso lbusiness sectors 
englineer hos-pitallity care 
low / no usek57 %) 16 14 13 
some / frequent(43%) 21 17 6 
Total % of sector 28.9 24.2 
128) 
child otherss 
n v 20 72 
.4 0`1 14 III 
%5p 6 
14.8 7.8 A' 2 4. a' -, 
i 119-19 
Chi-Square "via Iue DF Significance 
Pearson 10.72543 4 . 02983 
Minimum Expected Frequency - 4.375 
Cells with Expected Frequency `ý 5-1 OF 10 ( 10.0%) 
To attempt to identify a more exCact relationship the above analysis was 
carried out. Again lhowever, it would be unwise to try to 11ink sector with 
use of a business plan because of, t1he way in Which planning had been 
addressoed within these sectors. Whereas the engineering companies 
and hospitality companies with plans had gone through a process to 
decide themselves on whether to develop one due 'to financial 
development or possible future growth, those in care sectors had been 
obliged to develop olne fol- what they felt to be unimportant ol- irrelevant 
re ass ons. 
Despite the wealth of advice and occasional, -Ifinanciall inducements, they 
had not been a part of the process and had made little use of these 
plans except When t1he regulattory 01- Oflher body involved had required it p cl clu L. 
The other factor here was the background of those owning or running 
the business. Although the educational qualification level was higher in 
1 (2 111 Ul UI care than in engineering companies the average number of years of 
business experience in engineering companies was 6.4, whereas those 
in care had only 2.3 years of experienice. 
Perhaps IL IS unsurprising that in companies where CE had been most 
a&tively involved in writing the -plan, the resulting plan was used more p 
often. Similarly, there was a yery weak correlation between the 
subsequent use of, the plan and the initiall purpose being "to benefilit the 
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business" in funding or fit in with a scheme. Th,, rather than to gai - use or 
non-use of, the business plan was important to my study since the 
existence of a plan r-night Suggest formal routes for tratining needs 
analysis and solution which did not in fact exisst. T, his is -so since, even 
when companies possessed a plan and this was used on a frequent 
basis, there was often a vagueness to the stated training component 
and "feel-good" general intent rather than any actual firm commitment in 
terms oftraining budgets or provision. y 
The government vision of companies embedding training as a financially 
costed strategy to further particular business objectives, as 
recommended in SSB literature of the time and as promoted through IIP, 
did not seem to be true for the small coMpC-21-lies In this sample. (DFEE, 
Investors in People, 1995, p 13 re Skills for Small Businesses). Neither 
did these companies '1'0110W the example of, international examples ILC Ct 
" study of linking training to strategic objectives. Paiscale and Athos '119U02 
Japanese organisations (p 47) quote Matsushita as saying that "the key 
to his success is an ability to motivate an employee (seven levels down) 
tl to 
tUo pursue, energetically and creattively, Lth-e orgarnisaltion's objectives. In 
C2 u 1=0 TV Z) LII this sample, even if the organisatiOnall objectives were stated and staff 
understood their impact, training did not appear to be seen as a real 
way to achieve them.. 
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Who makes the decisions about training? 
In ail companies taking part in this survey, decisions about the costs of 
training were the remit of the CE or OM, despite being de'llned as part of 
someone elses' brief (e. g. another malniager or the admini., strator). T, ests 
to identify a significant difference between the selection processes of 
male and -lemale CE's were inconclusive, there did not seem to be a 
bias in terms of gender of CE as to which approach was adopted. In p 
HymCan's sample "82% (of senior mainagler. s) C. 111amed that they formally 
discuss training plans with individual employees prior to implementation" 
(1992; p 4129). Here 11-lowever less pa, tiCipative methiods were common. 
Methods adoptedfor selecting staff for training included: - 
16 ittallent Spotting by the CE where he or she identifiedc staff as suitabble 
-r - ia ior development or as 'having potel ItIC11' 
needs SpOtting by the CE whiere he or she identified poor 
performance or gaps in skills requiring skills development or 
acquisition, this might be very specific in term is of exlending a chefs 
patissene range or it might be very general ("he's ca good teChniCian 
bUt he needs, to be good with people" as applied to an engineering y 
su pte rv I so r) 
0 udiscu. -Wlsion with Soupervisor who wCals truS. 5tted to spot talcent or poor 
performCance on their own account (and who would bring this to the 
CE's notice, usually With potential Solutions 
a iP- In-house processs by which, the company s neveds were evallUC-Ited Call-ld 
collated. e. g. appraisal, quality meetings especially as part of 
continuous improvement initiativecs. 
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Scl 'Spotting those with the right stull 
As described by an engineering manager when describing the right 
people to train and t0try to hold on to. In his case the right stuff was a, 
mixture of wide- ra nng i ng technical, expertise and -sophisticated, 
successful, team skills. This reliance on 'talent SpOtting ' was described 
by Rolfe and asssoc-icates (1990: p 42) in their review of intermediate 
skills across business sectors. They describe this "'Llalent spotting' as 
often being based on proven ability in the workplace and it was felt by 
4 respondents that quallilications and training were Inferior to this their 
method o'l sta"11 selection for proMO'LI: 01-1 or development. Similarly, the 
"right sort" of persoon in terms of their perceived ability to fit in with the 
workplace wC-IsP Calso desirable during recruitment of new Staff or 
promotion ol existing staff. C-", urran (11989) found that employers often 
stressed fiInding the 'right sort of person' to fit in with other staff, plus the 
right mixture Of technical skills and work experience to do the job 
I seconudary importance to the properly, i. e,, qualifications as such were o, L to" 
small compainly entreprenieurs in their sample. 
Keep and Mayhew (1996) found a ssimilar paittern in the recruiti-I lent or 
promotion ol, -v-v-hf-c, *re "formia, qualifications or skills many count for 
little .... since other criteria 
dominate the process such as the 
possession of 'informal' Skills such as personality, attitude, MOtiVC-2"Lion III I ZZO 
etc. (p 3116). Oliver and Turton (41982) also tamphasised the role of 
social criteria in the selection of adult workers, especially candidates 
acceptability, how they 'fit in' in the work-place. Similarly, Monder Ram LLII 
and Halliday (1 9988) found that workers receiving preferential treatment 
1 3j 3 
might be family members or they might just be popular with the chie, 
executive, long serving members of the company or perceived as 
having the right Skills or attitude to deserve favour. 
Wood (1988) supported this technique, suggeSting that social 
characteristics and skills might be valid criteria to take into account 
when recruiting staff since both the production process and service 
delivery call for social procUeSses and skills in addition to technical, skills. 
From the point of view of identification of appropriate training and 
development or of suitable staff to trC-211-1, this however, depends on the 
skills of those doing the 'talent spotting. The selector may unwitting 
simply look for someone sharing their own characteristics; Zajac and 
4. Westphal (41996) found that when sellecting a successor, the aftributes 
and traits of this successor might be very similar to those of the chief 
executive cCaIrrying OUt the selection, 
The process employed at these companies can be compared with the 
t It 
Lhat described by Houle (1961) who recommended entering the domain 
of the learner, taking on board their perspective, experience, attitudes 
and expectations. " Here the success of, the prociess depends on the 
CE's analysis of the learner concerned and of the role the learner will 
need to fulfill, plus the accompanying knowledge V, CI and skills 
equirements. 
Appraisal'? Oh yes, we lhad that one year 
The use of appradsal cis a technique for revif&Vving training needs wais 
not a common practice and had been attempted and abandoned by 
-C 0- - f those quessotionedd. The cU- soine ol mment above was Ir in 
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photocopier supply firm manager, who - after ssome moments thought - 
found the paperwork connected with thlis hidden carefully away two 
years previously ready lor luture use. Those comp(anie-O with appraisal 
systems varied in how often this technique was u, -')ed, llfrom once or twice 
yearly ( orheall an hour every blue moon cis one engineering supervisor 
described it), to regular short meetings recorded in a log or other written 
form. 
Only 19% of all companies had tried a -Iormal appraisal process. Of 
4 
Lhese 11 % still used some form of apprcaisal, although this might be 
limited to operations or other staff rather than being applied to all 
grades. Nevertheless, 84% ol those with experience of appraising 
normally identified training as necessary during the process and 53% of 
these appraisal systems produced action points. This might indicate a 
structured approach tO meeting these needs, w1hic., h did I-IVOL (al-ways seem 
to be the case. Action points were frequently seen to be the same from 
one year to the next or systems tchanged with no subsequent progress 
1-tesulting. The appraisal process W^,, -ts generally s, -:,, -, n in Ivourable 
terms however. Staff commented. L 
"At least you get to talk things over even if nothing does happen" "it's 
twice a year here Which is different Irom where I 11-lave worked before. 
The idea is good and actually it can make a difference. I, wanted more 
experience on the design side and (after I talked it over with him he 
organised for me to have a go in there" 
Managers were more cautious about the benefits. Of the 19 companies 
With appraisall in place whether verball Uor wl-Itten, *111 had reservations 
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about their own system and 9 had reservations about the idea of 
appraisal as a useful tool. As in the 1994 study by Metcall (p ICI- '25-6) 
which found that in some companies training would raise employees' 
expectations of development and promotion within the organisation, 
managers sometimes perceived a problem in that unrealistic L LI 
expectations, on the part of the person being appraised might be raised 
by the process. 
"What can you do? She (one of the produclion opteratives), "wants to 
move into the office lubut she can't in a month of Sundays. Apall f1rOM the 
fact that she doesn't have any rellevant skillus she swuea-IS like a trooper 
and the thought of 1having heir on the telephone .... besides which she is 
really very good at what she does already, she adds something to that 
ssection.. we haven't got any plans too move heir but we have to talk over 
w1hat s. ), he feels and what shie'd lilke to do and write it down C-Inyway. 
What's the use Of thCalt? " 
"He wants to be section head but then so do the other four. And the 
-section head has lbbeen with us 17 years. I can't see him going 
anywhere. At his age he'll be with us until retireirnent. That's how it is. 
You can't make up jobs just to keep them happy so they come, express 
these hopes, ask for training. Everything very pleasant. Th en nothing 
happens for another twelve months and they're all fed up. What can 
you do - if you tell them how it is will they stay? And they're all skilled 
work-ers. We would find it haardto replacee any ol 'them, " 
Supervision logs formed part of thisSystem and were used not only as a 
measure of improvement but also of falilure whitch might lead, to formal 
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warnings etc. and disciplinary action. T, hese Natter supervision log. s were 
also often detailed according to requirements of C-2nother body, e. g9. 
government scheme such as YTI or ETI, qualifications such as NVQ, or 
indUS'Lry %, -)pecifiu training programmes (Hotel and catering). Here 
training needs varied in detail and scope. 'No good on phone' on a 
trainee receptionist's report was amended at the next appraisal to show 
that she had been coached by the Reception Manager and mas 'coping p 
better unless complaints calls. ' A technical lack expressed by a 
production engineer was met by a move onto a different station to 
ensure that he understood the requirements of that area and was 
coached in its use by the operator. 
Every day in every way we're gefting befter and befter 
Continuous improver-nent programmies (CI) were found in 26% of all 
companies. Thlese were mainly companies in hospitality and 
engineering sectorb: the proportion 55% 111 11 1 hospitality Pl. 35% 
engineering and immanufacturing : '115% other servicess (no child care or 
care company used this method), Some organisations had formal 
systems whereas others had embarked on more informal methods 
ucused on motivational campaigns with smiley badges and cheery bas 
slogans in all workstations (like the one in the title for this section, seen 
on an eight foot banner which, adorned the rece-ption area flor an, office 
supplies firmn). 
These Cl schemes were charaCterised by a commitment tO 
c. ompany-wide team, meetings on a regular basis to explore general 
issues, to solve problems and to identify improvem ents. 'issues varied 
17 3, 
between general statements (How could we do better? ) to specific 
problems (How can we sell more spirits in the restaurant during the 
week? ) These objectives and discussions were often logged and 
written Up to show potential improvernnents or solutions, again 
sometimes, in a format required by an external body. For example, one 
engineering company met the needs of its main customer in the 
automotive industry by the format and accessibility Of its CI logs. The 
identification -of ways to Solve these work issues were again often 
creative and ad hoc. Similarly some companies kept little record of 
action, talken whereas others included problems sollutiOns and follow up 
evaluation commentS. Explaining his %'. #I system, one components 
supplier with 33 staff commented: "We have a broad based approach to 
4 
Lraining. It's cle-Ifined by discussion and all stC-Iff have equal planned 
acces. --) toit. " 
This flairly typical sentiment for CEO's in those organisations Withl Cl 
programmes was not always echoed by staff in the organisaLlons With Cl 
Ilogs. "Actions speak Ilouder than words" commented one supervisor, " 
and let's just say as flar as the boss is concerned, a, ", suggestions are 
not the same. Some improvement's are more valuable 'than others, 
depending on who thinlks 011"them. " 
-ly difflerent in However, -Ithe approach within C', companies was notatu 
terms of the wany the training and cornmunitcation process worked, from p 
Most of the other companies in t1hie study. One typical case detaileU- 
below concerns the way on which, training may be provided on an 
unplanned basis. Health and spallety courses prowed 'LO be an imipeicitive 
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for most companies. Within care and engineering sector organ isations 
however, the way in which these were organised was often of some 
fruStration to the --staff involved. 
it 4. )- 1 IL .0 pot luck! We need to meet some health and safety thing he s jUSt 
been told off about and suddenly so-meone will be pulled off their own 
job to get a quick course somewhere ... sometimes we dont even know 
where the person's been until they get back! 11 think that sometimes it's 
a case of him just sending the first person he sees that morning but 
often the same people seem to go. It's great being a supervisor here, I 
can tell you as described by IL 'he shift supervisor of an electronic firm. 
The CE here explained "ll pride mysellf .... on talKing quick aCtion as and 
when its needed to get the staff up to scratch. Does them good to shake 
them up. They all get training but they may not all go offýsite to be 
trained" L 
On examining the records for who receives training (as measured by 
courses attended on and off site) and in terms of time in-house for 
coaChing, it became apparent that the supervisors' vie-w of training as 
only given to certain staff was a true interpretation. This selection of 
certain staff in preference to others has been echoed in earlier resecarch. 
Blundell and associatess ( 1996) found Ithat people who had received 
training prior to 1198 ", were more likely to receive training between 11981 - 
91. 
In the case of the CE above, he genuinely seemed to believe that all of 
4, his 17 staff had been, the recipients of offl-site training courses over the 
last few years'. A review Of the records available for the previous 4 
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years however showed that only 3 Staff had received ball-ling, 4LWO 
supervisors and one operative. C3iven this evidence he had to concede 
that this must be the case but that these people had received the 
"raining because "hey were "the best ones to get it ..... because they can LLL %11ý1 I 
pass it onto the Others - il you sent some of the rest of them, that would 
be a waste of money because they couldn't pass it on. " Following this 
up with the staff involved showed that only one of the three actually did 
pass the training on in a planned way, booking time to demonstrate new 
techniques with a group in part of a lunch hour, coaching individual staff 
on machine ussie. The other two identified personal difficulties in training 
other staff. The operative -fielt it Wasn't '-, is job anyway, and if he trained 
others staff they would know as much as he did. T, he othe, supervisor 
felt very uneasy about carrying Out any form of tratining except individual 
coCaching. These three had never been on any supervisoi-y or 'train the 
inStructor / trainer coursseez-2, 
I the-job training was a difflerent issue which is I he whole impact o-I On-t 
discussed in more detail it-, the next chapter bUt again the view of the 
CE that this was a systernatic and regular occurrence was not 
supported by the Keyworker or other staff's description of their 
IAI 
-1 way to measure this no route exists for workplace. VVithout some formal 
statistical analysis, although it is interesting to note the discrepancy 
between intent and practice already commented upon by other 
observers (Matilay 1996). Ceiltainly it is the case that flew companies 
within the sample fullilled the re-quirements o-l' a 'leauning organisation' 
despite current emphasis on the concept by governmental reporlts etc... 
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However, L 'his was a idea dear to the hearts of some of those in thie 
hospitality and the engineering compC-Inies In thle sample since they had 
been targeted for seminars connected with the idea over a twelve month 
period as members of tradeC2 C21 11%0 0 nd business org isations (and as part of 
a promotional campaign by two training providers). 
"We are a learning organisation" one senior manager of an engineering 
firm aspserted during the first interview, producing a certificate which, 
confirmed this. The initiative had set up systems for training needs 
analyses and evaluation Of training courses etc. but the CE had then 
overruled much Of this C-I. S ILOO time-consuming cand too expensive to 
actually do. He based his opinion of, his stcaff "on what they coulUc 
demonstrate in the workplace. 1) Many Ilearning opportunities were 
provided on-site for staff who failed to meet quality and production 
targets. Off-site courses were more rare and few had any qualification 
attached. 
This emphasis on staff proving themselves in the workplace was also 
noted by Rollfe and associates, who found that in engineering 
companies, despite "the certificated training offered to a proportion of LII 
supervi, "sors, many were cappointed ssolelly on the basis Of their 
L vvo ace 19 udernonstratued abbility, in the ... rkplac " (1990, pp ix-xii' 
The idea of a 'Learning Organisation' has been the basis or many 
reports on how the economy cc-in improve and how Uifferent firms can 
grow. A Training Agency report Or instance de-Illines a Learning 
Organisation as one which facilitates the learning o', all its members and 
L2a le- which -sellf, supported by manc-g-imenL S'Ly -D continuously translorms HL 
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delegate responsibility for lurther employee involvement, initiative and 
communications (Smythe and associates, 11991). Given the level of 
control led by the senior manager and the apparent lack Of training 
opportunitielslýý except Ior ca favoured few described aboove, thiese small 
companies do not fulfil this model absolutely but had incorporated the 
idea of 'people learning' rather than 'people gels Lting training' within their 
management of staff.. Further discussion of engineering companies Is 
included in the next chapter on types of learning preferred and types of, 
training providedd within the workplace. 
Hotelland-I catering organisations 
Another way in which hospitality and catering organisations were 
unusual was that they had more existing in-house certificated skills in 
the field of training, parlticularly in coaching and in identifying training 
needs. For this reason, these organisations are reviewed as a 
sepCarate ýgjiOup. 
In 50% of hotell and Catering companies Staff had received Lraining in 
ifying skills needs through a craft q, ti UO 1-1 their identl qualifica takeen earlier in I 
careers, usually linked with a trainer or instructor award. Skills needs 
were not identilied in any formnal way in the workplace bUt were 
described as almost intuitive. "You can see when someone needs 
training, it's pretty obvious" "I watch them, and I can usually spot when 
someone isn't performing - or when 'they (are". All -senior managers LII 
preferred this approach, although logging how this process operates wass 
c, common feature of these companies. 
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'Sales down for third week in restaurant' a country house hotel log 
shows. No clues were shown as to what action was taken but the ne>: tt 
week 'Salles up in restaurant' appears, whereas in a small sandwich, 
making bu. 1-Diness, a downturn in sales was followed up by a shoort sales 
course and new promotional ideas in which all staff took part. This was 
dotcumented fully including who attended, what was usse-liful and how they 
would try to apply this in gaining more business from established 
,,., ustoml:; r%-,.: o and in developing new leads. 
Deciding who gets to go 
Despite rapid, appropriate, in-house coaching being the favoured route 
4. -& .. 
to Lraining solution in every company in the survey, the senior manager 
in 74% of 0-1-ganisations cC-2imed ovier-all responsibility for "training 
decispions. Who should be trained, how, where and when they should 
betrained, in which topics and fol- how mut.. h time and cost, all remained 
his U-1- her own dom ain. "Who gets to go on training can be 1-C-Cally 
important in a small company Ilike mine. You can't just have people 
disappearing offl-site when they'd like to, however good the course might 
be - they'd all go if they could. " The picture held by this engineering 
compainy owner of thaining being i na p prop riat-V fOl- MOSt people and of 
Lhe importance of keeping contru-, of training was repeated across 
companies in the sample. Only in the larger companies or in MU-St OfIthe 
hospitallity companies was this nOt the case. 
In all of the hotel and catering companies, senior mianagers identified 
the normal route tO training as being an interactive process, involving C, 11 9 'S ull I 
more than one discusspion With the potential recipient and his or her 
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supervisor or manager. The managers concerned drew a model of their 
process as shown below, with themselves as vital part's of the process. 
A Individually led 
1. individuCal identifies problem 
24. Discussisesthis With ssupervisor 
3. Supervisor discusses with CE and then acts on it if appropriate 
or 
1. Individual identifies problem 
21. Discusses this with CE who then acts on it ilf appropriate without 
discussion with CE or other manager 
Supervisor led 
1. Supervisor discusses this potential individual development with CE 
and agrees route to solve this then 
2. confirms baaclk to individual 
The view of, t1hose staff Cand . 1supervisVors interviewed at the ZsCame 
companies do not show the same picture. I explained the view that the 
CE had described - but not the source of the process described. Both 
ith the process - escribed supervisory Candd other sstaff disagreed wl U 
describing it as impractical and clearly not based on reality, identifying 
that only if external 'training was involved did the %'. -.. *. E become involved 
and then only if this was really expensive. "Well, you'd be there every 
five minutes with the amount of coaching some of the staff need! 11 
laughed one supervisor. "if 1 waited for the owner to sort out my training 
I'd still be Sittil-ly- 11-1 
the fliont office for an appointment. 'You have to get 
things going yourself, no-one else wilt ZOLCIted an oper tive in a metal CI 101 cl 
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processing factory. The r-nodels I 'hey drew of how the process worked 
ranked by both sets of staff as most vallid we, e 
1. Individual identi-fies a training need and possible solution and agrees 
this (or not) with the supervisor 
2. Supervisor spots a 'performance gap' and identilies a solution which 
is put into pl-Cictice by him or her to remedy the situation 
3. Supervisor spots a talent and iUcentifies a way to improve it or pass it 
on to other --)taff and puts this into action. 
Where individual training is not approvead, the wor'r, -. r-.,, rs concerned 
sometimes still', caarried though the plCaln, funding this them slelves - An 
increase in the involvement of individuals acting to achieve their own 
training was confirmed in a DIEE report (1996b: p 8) which showed 
inc. revases in individual workers lunding their own training up from 9% to 
15% over a 10 year period. Education and training sometimes 
it _j hcappened despitethe boss not because, of him, " (hospitality supervisor, 
commenting on his difficulty in Ikeeping talented cheafs due to lack o, 
encouragement from his senior manager in developing and rewarding 
LILu IIZZO I Cl '-hem). The same WEE reporil- (p 20) comments on this trend favourably 
since employed people could not "always rely on their employers to give 
them 'the full range of skills needed to keep up reamployability". 
Individuals themselves, howC-ver, wtere nOt SUO enthuS; Piastit.. abOut this 
Since they felt they were being cisrked to subsiudise the busil-less when 
'-here would be no long term reward for them from the organisation. The L 
reasons for training on b0thl sides are discussed in more detail in 
chapter six. 
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Returning to 'the model of CE participation in training decisions. CEO's 
are directly involved in smialler companies (i. e., thiose With less than 10 
staff) or in situations whether more drastic measures are needed i tv L0 11-1) lic , in 
large, companies. Thissý might include acting to encourage a member of 
staff who might be 'poached' or remedying continued poor performance 
if at member Of '-staff showed no spign of improvement. 
In all sizes of companies, most managers preferred to promote from 
inside their organisations if possible, often commenting that they "haU- 
on eye for talent" or they were able to spot people who were "the right 
sort )I. asked to name the most important att ibutes when When cl L C2 LIL 
seleCting Staff for training, previouSl qualificatiol Is rank-ed last, with 
"potential for the future" and " good team member" both joint favourites 
- L- above this. "Being able t0get on with Othler plaople IIIL sI something you 
It All can learn or get a certificate in but in this game" (hotel and catering) iL S 
vital, the business is all about people, the customers, the problems 
-dealing with the chef holding ontO the housselkeeping- Staff... if someone yI 
can do thiS then he or she art-:. worth, any amounts of bitS oil appear. I 
would rather have a good lad withiout qualifications but with, real flairfOr 
the business than any amount of awards, whatever they may be called. 71 
As described above, where stall do needc "Ll-aining then they can often be 
expected to think of a solution thern, iselves - if this is practicable and fits 
in With work requirements. 
" Sometimes the person looks themselves for a way 'to get the training 
they need. They know they need to improve their tecofinical skills 
pef-haps and identily a course C-It the loCO-1 kUollege" explained the 
4A r- 
manager of the largest organisatiOn in thiss group, a hotel and restaurant 
employing 43 staff. "This is the best way - they make the MOSt Of it 
because it's something they want to do and we try to supporlt it if we 
can, if we can fit it in with other people's shifts and the busy times ii i the 
hotel. We have appraisal and sometimes training is indicated as a way 
of dealing with poor performance, that is difflerent, then it may not be so P 
easy because someone who's not performing propterly may not be 
aware of the need 4 -1 )1 to improve or of how to do so. 
However, also found within organisations from thli. S group were formal y 
measures to identify and record training needs and solutions. 'in some 
25% of hospitality companies supervisors used Personal Action Plans or 
skills checklists to attempt to quanti', ý, and develop their overall view of 
their staffs current and potential skills levels and neercls, using normal 
tietalm I meeting time. -: 0 to it-11pilement "Llhesse (or other quidr-% updatec; quizzes, 
e. g. re health and saflety). This -was carried through enthuSiastically, 
often atccompanied by supervision logs as explained above. 
If you're face doesn't fit 
At the hotel u-e%, -,. ocribeu- by the OM above, staff and 'r, \'eyworker also 
dessocoribeal 'the sCarne proce. 1-2s. NO'L C-1111 rKey-workearso in these organisaltions 
however, agreed with this version of events. A supervisor at another 
larger hotel commented on her frustrations at not being able to organise 
training for, stail", she perceived as needing this. 
"He just decides -I mean sometimes you can have worked hard to get 
training for someone be. 'ause you can see t, ey re struggling and they Y 
th m or thei wo kmates but need more than a quick 'Ifive minutes wl IV II LCZý 
1 
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then their face doesn't fit and it doesn't happen. Then he goes to ssome 
meeting or reads something then suddenly I'm on a course or if not me 
then (the other supervisor). But the others never get proper training, not y 
sorted out or anything. Only if there's some money from somewhere 
which, means we have to train that person to get our hands on the 
money"' 
The idea of there being a favoured few who received training and 
development at the possible expense of others also formed the basis for 
comments from companies in the other sectors, especially the care 
organisations. In these companies the same staff had received all the 
training C. Carried out in the last '118 months, despite new staff joining or 
new machinery being used (e. g. to llft patients). There wtas some 
evidence of on-the-job training in these ifirms, by the trained staff, to 
update their colleagues. 1, his was nOt calways viewed favourably by 
those carrying out this training 'It's such a responsibility. I really didn it 
I Know much, C-ILDOUIL the topic belore I went then I find myself on a half day 
Course. Next thing I know I'm the ident the others. Ifs res: expel"L telling 
quite worrying and I'm sure it can't be good for the patients but there 
-you are, I 'm the lucky one who always gets to go" "It's so annoying 
when you have three staff who are keen to learn and one that isn't - and 
it's allways the one that Isn't who gets the praise and encourangement, 
and the training. " a 
Keyworker charaCteriSMIL I 
Co S 
Having identified how worker - are seleded 11for development, data was L ZZO %ll$ t-# L 
collected as, to the aCILUC-21 characteristics ol these workers in terms of 
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sex, membership of ethnic minority, age, educational bacmi-ground Ietc. 
Earlier research had commented on the lack of participation in training 
by older workers, those with limited -education and those in Social 
classes D and E. (Beathe, 1997). It also indicated that those iving Iis rece, 
work based training tended to have received more training if they held 
management or pro-fiessional roles than il they hield operative roles. This 
was also found with the Keyworkers selected for this group of 
companies. 
Here, however, the locus was on similarity with Chief executive's own 
background. No association was found between the sex of the 
Keyworker and the sex of the chief execautive. However, on a first 
review of the data re sex and ethnic minority status, indications arose of 
possible bias in . 1seletcotion of workers for clevF-Mlopr-nent. -irhi,, -:, varied in 
terms of 1-11ale : femCale bia, --D,, where 29% of the scl I imple were engineering 
and manufacturing, 25% hospitCallity, 25% other services and 21 % care 
(including 8% child care) organisations. More men were identi-Ified as 
Keyworkers, 5'g', -'Oz'o compared to 48% women. 
Whether these key 
workers were male and lemale however, however, 83% of those 
selected were not from an ethnic minority, even within thoSf-V firms 
employing mtembers U-i an eathnic minorifty. 
The proportions pe, se; -.. Itor for those employing ethnic. workfoMe p 
members were (as shown in tabliew 5 
lAg 
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55% of companies (71 organisations) employed members of an ethnic 
minority. Within this group, more female workers than male from an 
ethnic minority were selected for potential training, cis opposed to the 
situation for the whole group where more men than women were 
selected as Keyworkers. 
Male Female 
Position in whole group 52% 48% 
Position in sub-group of those 48% 52% 
employil-lg elthnic work-force 
The gender ratio for the whole group appears to bear out 'Ifindings that 
eMploYers invest less training women than they dotraining men (jacobs 
Lukerss and Useem, 1994; Lynch "19941). Similarly Blundell and 
assoCiates ('1996) lound that men, had -substantially higher possibilities 
to receive both employer-led and external training courses than women. 
Other findings too indicate that small workplaces are most likely to show 
-S he re able to accesstraining, c, differentials in how t, ie men and women a, 
with Bielby & Baron's asstertion that the most sex distcrimina"LiOn Can be 
found in the very large and very small firms. 
T 'on in evarlier studies, however. Whereas lhere is sorne contadiCtl 
Green and Zanchi (199-17; p 635-6) found that women experienced 
greate, aCceSS "than imen to participation in wol-k-related training and 
1 ro %. f 
Wooden and Van- Heuvel also found that female workers were 
currently treatted v favourably in the training procecss", Ar , umpalam and 
Booth noted that women had Ilower observed -iiequen%-., y u-, training at 
work than men in terms of lower probability of receiving 'training and 
fewer training hours, even when the men they were compared to had 
(I % Jý 
the same human capital and other personal and social characteristics 
(11997; p 635) 
Looking at the sub-group of those employing members of an ethnic 
minority, which appears to show that women from ethnic minorities 
receive more training than their malle counterparts also contradicts parts 
of Some earlier findings. Bhavnani (1997) surnilmarised other studies to 
confirm that black women had less access to training, especially manual 
workers and those in small work platces. However he, study also found 
in addition thait whet, her male or 111'emale, black nurses did "not have 
equal, access to training and to career developiment opportunities... " (P 
28) and that "black- people are more likely to work shifts" (pe"217). 
Building a two-way contingency table forthe figures showing numbers of 
4 those selet. Led lor Keyworker development in the whole group as LP 
"he group cand weighting ccalses to define frequency cornpCared ILO poart Of Ly 
the following results were obtained which might Z'SUggeSALthat Statistically I. 
significant difflerences are indicated between observed and expected 
irequencies. 
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Table 6- Within companies employing members of on ethnic rxiinodly, 
sex of Kepyorker compared with whether Keyworker was from an ethnic 
minority 
membership of an ethnic minority 
Sex of KeMorker Yes No Total % Keyworkers 
in group 
male 2 32 34 48 
% of ethnic minority 17 55 
-female 10 27 37 52 
% of ethnic minority 81), 46 
Total 12 59 71 
% of sex of ethnic Keyworkers 17 83 
However, the data contains features which make statistical analysis 
problematic apart from the standard caution expressed in the texts 
(Rose and Sullivan, 1901 p 163-4N. To identifil the nature of some of %., %. 4 1YL %0 
11- 
L, ese issues a table was, drawn up to match sex oill Keyworkers against 
membership of ethnic minority. 
The data above suggests that male members oilf ethic minority groups 
were not sellected -11for training as often as their counterparts. Given the 
nature Of this sample, it is again nellcessary to use Caution in interpreting 
these results. This is not a random sample and the effects of 'sectors' 
affected the result as did the role of, the Keyworker selected. 
Using a definition of segregation at work as referring to the degree to 
which men and women do u-iffereent work, e. g. in differtem"L parts of the 
economy, difflerent sectors and industries (Jacobs 1995, p 
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demonstrates that using the business sectors selected for this sample 
may not have given a balanced result. 
When the sex of Keyworkers, is matChed With the business sector, it can 
be seen from this that not all sectors selected ethnic Keyworkers - no 
companies from the engineering and manufaC. "Lu ring sector, for instance, 
, selected an ethnic Keywoorker. Those sectors such as hospitality and 
care where ethnic workers were selected iavoured flemale workers 
rather than male. From a review of the gt-:. nder make-up of these 
organisations however, it becomes apparent, parUcularly within child 
care and care companies, that these is a strongly female work-force. 
Men are underrepresented in this sector, in this sample, whereas other 
surveys detected imbatlances in other sectors. Rolfe and associates 
found that (I many women were present in service sector companies but 
few in engineering" for instance (1990; p xii;, ) 
As above, where "Ifemale e-thnic miiinority members -were selected they 
tenudead to be within service , sector organisations. There were a muCh 
lower number of men from ethnic minorities working in these cOmpanies 
(especially within care, which employed allmost exclusivelly flemale 
workers and within child care which did employ exclusively female 
workforce). Female workplaces favou, ing female workers has also 
been studied before, Shaeffer (Ox Lynton '111979, found that predominantly 
fernalle wOrkplaces appear to provide more opportunities for women. 
Here however, there was not a preferred choice - where there is an 
exclusively femaxle workforce, a flemicale Keywoorker will naturally be 
selected. 
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The other issue hidden in the data is that when selecting a key person 
to develop, many chief executives chose themselves. This also affected 
results, with varying impact across business sectors, for instance, in 
engineering where 17 firms employed ethni%., minority workers, the 
owner of these firms was not a member of an ethnic minority and in 2 
cases selected himself, as shown below 
3- CE to self selecting as KeMorkers. 
r% Engineering Hospitality C. are Child care Other 
services 
-1 n -1 2 14 8 
In hospitality there were 7 companies owned and run entirely by an 
ethnic minority members. This also afflec-Its results since in these cases, 
since here no other choice but ethnic minority member is av(ailable 'lor 
Keyworker. The figures for selecting a member of an ethnic minority are 
therefore slightly different than be-lore. Family membership also affects 
results where companies are U-thnic minority and family owned. Where 
family members are selected this further reduces 'the manufacturing 
-sector total by 6 companies. For instance, out Of the 
1-17 
companies 
which employed ethnic workers then in 9 cases other workers were 
preferred who were not the CE himself or his family (all male CE's).. A 
larger sample focusing on non-sentice sectors might be useful in testing IV 
V 'hese two -factors gives only the effects of this finding since adjus-tin fort 
19 companies across all, sectoors, where ethnic minority members were 
present in the workforce 'but nOt sellected fo, development as 
Keyworkers. 
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Chief executivesD employing ethnic minority -workers who had not 
selected them for training (and were not self selecting or family member 
selecting for development), were asked the reasons for their choice. 
"Various reasons were identified but at bottom another worker was 
selected because he or she was "right" for development. This might be 
because he or she was "a more experienced work-er, has been here 
I 
longer, deserves some training, has the right sortt of skills to make the 
most of the training, will be able to pass the skills on when he or she get 
back from being trained ...... Further questioning of the chief executives 
and of the workers involved demonstrated that these "19 preferred 
workers, had all received other ti aining in the last 2 years and had better 
status within the company officially or otherwise than their -work 
colleagues. 
Educational qualificationis 
Investigating the Ilinks between selection and personal attributes had led 
again to the more intangible values of "fitting in" and being "the right kind 
of person 
31 
What would ethnic minority members at the '19 firms above 
C: L need to do to "fit in in order to a, -,, ce, -,. -, and benefit from "raining and 
development? 11 he Senior mCancalgers -Illound thlis difficult to identlN, 
iI e. speciadly since they had very settled and established workforces who 
a gn h -d been with them longer than 3 years (on average), cu id presumably 
have fitted in as much as they might the staff, must pl-evsurnably by now 11 Cl L L, , 
ever do so. 
To identify whether there were other factors at work, the next set of data 
ucational and work back-rounds ol was examined. This identified ed, -C v 
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non family members who had been selected for training by their CE's to 
determine whether these could provide further clues as to why these 
people were selected for developrnent. Initially education levels were 
matched against a five point scale according to NVQ or equivalentt 
levels from no quallifications through to higher education. Given the 
difficulty of analysis where more than 20% of cells contain less than an 
expected minimum value, the data was reduced to provide c-;, 22 by 2 
table as seen below. 
When tests were applied however, the result's were not significant. The 
eduction ol data in this case also seemed to provide less overall 
information. A further analysis was therefore carried out to establish in 
which sectors matches of Keyworker and chief executive worker 
backgrounds wCre 16-und. 
Table', 7 - Ke-Tworkei/ cil-def executive qualifiCC-ILion levels 
no qualifications 
no educational qualifications 13 
% (KW with no quals) 10 
qualifications 13 
% (KW with quals) 16 
Total 26 








The tables were drawn up for matchess o-, educational value =0 and for 




and sectors whiere CE had no quaNiflications 
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City town country total 
engineering, manufacturi ng 3 10 n 4 15(37.5%) 
catering. hospitality 3 5 5 "1 %3) ( 33 2.5 % 
care (child care) 0 7 0 '17 (17.5%) 
other services 2 3 05 (122.5 %) 
_r 
1 otal per location 8 25 -7 1 40 
(% per location 20 63 18) 
Chi-Square Value DF Significance 
Pearson -7 10.79,995 8 . 21341 
Likelihood Ratio 13. *11 88 fl. ) 5 8 . 10552 
Thie numbers involved made these tests inconclusive and agclin 
provided no signi-licant results but it did show t1hat where matches 
occurred these were lound mainly in manufacturing and hospitality 
companies and in town locations. 'if further research were to be done 
within the engineering sector as described earlier perhaps this might be 
another focus for discussion. 
The importance of qualifications to companies has been discussed 
earlier. Since Most prefer to use their own judgement or to see the 
person in the workplace dier-liOnstrate their skills it might seem then that 
qualifications would not be desired as part of a training pC-ICkage for the 
Keyworker. When this question as asked however the following results 
were obtained, with child care and care recode-A into the s(ani-ne vari(able 
for ease of comparison. 1.52% pre-Iferied qualification., -) as part Of the p 
development of thei, key person compared With 488% who did not. 
hospitality sector this was more marked than within any other Within the 11 %b ZZO F\ 11 1 
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sector. However there was no significant difference obtained from 
analy. 'sis. 
Table 9- preferences for qualifications by 
-CEO's 
for key-workers 
Engineering HozopitalitY L "*are Other Total 
Qualifications preferred 20 1 19 17 67 
(52%) 
no No Qualilications prelerred 17 10 14 61 
(48%) 
n9 TotCall % per sector 4 24 23 24 
n=128 
Chi-Square Value DF Significance 
Pearson 5.67078 3 . 11.2'1877 
Likelihood Ratio 5.74360 3 . 11 24'177 
.4 Mantel-Haenszel test for . 418 *11 61.5) 17 86 
linear association 
The sample was further defined SO thlat only those CE's with some 
educational quali-lications (i. e., from NVQ 1 or pre %1.7CSE to higher 
education, hence this is not a fine distinction), were included. This time 
the proportion interested in their Keyworker gC-lining quC-: Illficatl; on, -) rose to 
611% 'U-U"L' cagatin the hU-Sapitality sector had fewer requiring quCallifications 
Lhan any other sector. 
Once the data had been examined, it became apparent that moreOf the 
CE's, in this sector lacked any qualifications than in other sectors. It may Ll -'D 
be then that if the senior manager lacks formall qualifications he or she 
may then see no value in them and prefe, the actual training to the 
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awards, but this was not the pattern in the other sectors. The senior 
managers in hospitality companies preferring 'no qualifications' were on 
average older than those preferring qualifications so this may be the 
explanation for this discrepancy. A larger sample of hospitality 
companies would have to be studied to determine if this is the 
explanation. 
Table 10 - Division of those preferring qualifications for their KeMorker 
across business sectors, where Chief executive has (NVQ 1, pre GCSE 
and abome I 
Engineering Hospitality Care Other Total 
Qualification preferred 12 9 17 
No qualifications prefer 10 11 5 
Total per sector 22 20 22 
% Total per sector 25 23 25 
Chi-Square Value DF Significance 
Pearson 4.95267 3 . 17530 
Likelihood Ratio 5.10674 3 . 16415 
Succession 




The last issue in terms of choice to be considered in this section was 
Succession planning. This has been emphasises as an issue for family 
companies according to recent studies in the UK and the US. it is not a 
new concept however. When the Federation of British Industry 
identified the importance of succession in 1963 they explained the views 
of many current OM's in their views on the importance of planning and 
training for succession. 
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"The manager who ensures that the man who succeeds him will be 
better equipped for the job than he is himself, is not only securing the 
vital interests of his own company and the nation but is ensuring his own 
availability for promotion ... and other success" (Federation of British 
Industry; 1963, p 25) 
Which staff to select? 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, in the 67 family firms forming % of all 
companies in the survey, the Keyworker was a family member in 70% 
of cases. Testing for significance here shows no significant result. It 
might appear that the rationale behind this was that the family member 
would need to take some important role in the firm in future and was 
hence being trained to do so. However, discussion with CE's showed 
that this was often opportunism, 
' He has a degree and wants to do teaching but he wants to earn some 
money before he does the next stage of that, so he might as well get the 
benefit of any other training that comes along" (other services CEO, 21 
staff) 
"Good heavens no, she won't take over the business, she's got good 
qualifications of her own but she's working here while she finds 
something that suits her so she might as well have the benefit of any 
development that comes along. I expect we'll sell up when we both 
reach 55 and do something else ). (Hospitality CEO, 19 staff) 
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Non-family Total n= 63 
Keyworker 
11 
%selecting choice 25% 
Hospitality 16 
%selecting choice 37% 
Care 11 
%selecting choice 25% 
Other 6 
%selecting choice 14% 
Total 44 











Even in firms where one of the CE's stated aims was to 'work alongside 
my son' only 60% identified the son as the potential beneficiary of 
training and development 
. 
The other factor not evident from these results is the self-selecting chief 
executive. Where these are taken out of the results, the data then 
shows that in family firms the Keyworker was twice as likely to be a 
family member since 19 companies which are family owned selected 
family members (excepting the CE) as Keyworkers but 12 did not. 
Further discussion of this topic related to the types of training preferred 
and to the aims of the chief executive (both personal and professional) 
is shown in the next chapter. 
Summary of results discussed so far 
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The analysis of data has shown some problems in using statistical 
techniques to analyse for significance or association and in these cases 
these have not been applied. The sample included a smaller range of 
sectors and a larger group of companies within each sector to fully be 
explored using statistical techniques. 
Given this, it can be shown that the initial hypotheses connected with 
selection of staff has not been supported, usefully eliminating some of 
the range of factors affecting selection of appropriate staff for training 
and development. Chief executives did not select Keyworkers with the 
same educational background, qualification level, age or sex as 
themselves (Hypothesis 1 and 2). Similarly, despite earlier research 
showing that under or untrained managers are unlikely to place a high 
priority on training for those working for them, this too was not indicated 
from the survey sample (Hyman, 1992). Training was identified as 
useful whether or nor managers were themselves well trained or 
educated. Hypotheses 3 is considered in the next chapter. 
Hypothesis 4 is supported since there was evidence of ethnic and sex- 
based bias in section of staff. Following from this and given the nature 
of the data, there were some findings which with further research might 
yield useful results, especially with regard to the way plans are 
formulated. There is also potential for further research in the 
engineering sector to identify possible bias in terms of ethnic minority 
involvement in training though non-selection. Within the hospitality 
sector too, a larger sample might be studied to determine whether staff 
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are denied access to qualifications by those managers who lack 
qualifications themselves. 
Hypothesis 5 suggested that there would be a lack of formal methods in 
selecting staff for development. The methods of selection seen in the 
study provide support for this hypothesis, that selection methods are 
not based on a strategic plan nor is section carried out in a formal and 
repeatable way. 
Self selection 
Hypothesis 6 suggested that In some companies the chief executive 
would select him or herself to be the main person for development. This 
was supported, as was hypothesis 7, since self selection did occur in 
smaller, newer companies across all business sectors and locations. 
Hypothesis 8 was not supported, however, This did not occur in 
companies with a clear strategy or business plan to achieve planned 
objectives. Since few companies had developed business strategies to 
this extent other factors came into play, for instance, self selection did 
occur in those organisations with older managers who had not gained 
qualifications earlier in life. 
The impact of the family and of succession planning in staff 
selection 
In this area, the hypotheses were not all supported. Succession was 
not a common feature of small business planning, whether family owned 
or not (hypothesis 10). The training which did occur, did not take place 
to fulfill succession requirements as part of a planned strategy 
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However, hypothesis 9, that succession planning would be more evident 
in family owned firms, was supported and so was hypothesis 11, since 
family owned firms did show clear preference for development of family 
members through previous training, future plans and work conditions, 
even when these family members were not expected to remain with the 
company. 
Hypotheses 12 and 13 are discussed in the next chapter. These deal 
with the CEO's view of graduate recruitment and its impact on their 
firms. The Keyworkers, 19 views were also sought on these issues and 
the two sets of figures compared. 
Learning organisations 
Despite the expressed enthusiasm for the concept of learning 
organisations, hypothesis 14 was not supported. Companies were not 
found in each sector and location which could be called 'learning 
organisations. ' There was little evidence found of a commitment to 
"facilitate the learning of all members of staff' or that the staff in any 
organisations sought to "continually transform the company" (Pedler, 
Boydell, Burgoyne 1991). However, some of the companies in the 
hospitality and catering sector could be said to match some of these 
conditions in attempting to meet Continuous Improvement programme 
requirements to change their organisations, although the methods used 
and the commitment shown in these firms was variable and often 
inconsistent. Hypotheses 15 - 18 are discussed in the next chapter and 
concern CEO's views of lifetime learning. 
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The remaining hypotheses concerned learning preferences, views on 
the higher education and the possible advantages of recruitment of 
graduates and the potential benefits of lifetime learning. These are 
considered together in the next chapter since many of the other factors 
which might have affected section of staff have been removed (age, sex 
etc). The area of selection of staff is discussed, with results compared 
to explore the similarities in approach (or otherwise) of CEO's and their 
chosen Keyworkers, especially with respect to learning 
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Following the picture emerging from the first review of results in the last 
chapter, the areas remaining to be examined included learning 
Preferences, the potential benefits of lifetime learning and attitudes to 
qualifications and higher education. 
The first of these, learning preferences, concerned the links between 
the learning style of the CEO and that of the key worker selected for 
development. Here the hypothesis suggested that Chief executives 
would select. those with similar learning styles as themselves. Similarly, 
they would also select the same training preference for others which 
they themselves expressed. Rather than limit the exploration of 
attitudes to learning to 'learning styles', a description of the 'learning 
outlook' was gained by reviewing an additional range of experiences 
described by the participants (favourable and unfavourable) 
Identifying learning preferences 
Firstly, a picture describing the learning preferences for the CEO and for 
the Keyworker at each firm was built using a variety of means. To 
identify how participants perceived their own learning style, they were 
asked for their preferred learning method both now and in the past. 
They were also asked to describe their most enjoyable learning 
experience and the most valuable item they had learned in their work or 
pre-work lives (whether this was 'how to do something' or 'about 
something'). This division of knowledge into two areas, 'procedural I 
and 'declarative, ' has also been described by Pedler and Aspinall 
(1996). Here different aspects of learning are defined as concerned 
with facts acquisition or knowledge - based learning, how to do things 
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or skills - based) learning as part of potential fulfilment (or personal 
development based) and lastly as a way to achieve things together, i. e., 
collaborative or inquiry based learning. 
In this study, questions did not define the type of learning referred to, 
CEO's and Keyworkers gave unprompted views and examples during 
interviews, which were later coded and / or simplified for ease of data 
analysis. Participants were also asked to complete questionnaires to 
determine their learning styles preferences (Honey and Mumford, 1994) 
Learning preferences 
Learning preferences which determine how an individual learns and 
which vary from one individual to another have been proposed and 
discussed in earlier work. Gagne (1967) described different U cognitive 
strategies". These were methods by which a person learns to learn, 
how they assemble and activate skills needed to concentrate, analyse, 
think and experiment. Once these skills have been acquired they can 
then be transferred into other contexts to enable learning in different 
situations. 
Earlier Pask (1964) had argued that there were differences in individual 
approaches to learning: whereas some individuals preferred to learn 
step by step sequentially (Serialists) others take in the overall picture 
(Holists). Students are also described as learning by adopting 'deep' or 
( surface' approaches (Biggs 1987; Schmeck 1988) 
Wallach and Kogan (1965) and Hudson (1966) identified "divergent " 
and "convergent" thinkers in their work with creativity in schoolchildren. 
Here, thinking and learning methods were linked with personality traits - 
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convergers were described as more logical, rational, consistent 
restrained and conventional than divergers. Later Kolb (1984) also used 
these terms but distinguished between four learning styles based on 
whether people preferred to deal with concrete or abstract information 
and how they preferred to process this information, reflectively or 
actively. 
Skemp (1971) called for analysis of the learner and of the topic as an 
explanation of learning variance. Other studies have identified the lack 
of learning styles recognition as a possible reason for training 
programme ineffectiveness. Jones (1994) commented on the way in 
which individual requirements are often missing from training solutions, 
through an "underlying assumption ... that everyone could 
learn at the 
same pace and that all would be interested .. Individual personal 
characteristics and predilections for learning were ignored" (p 348). 
Earlier Cole (1989) also found that few organisations take learning 
styles into account when identifying training needs or adopting solutions. 
Given evidence of variation in learning effectiveness, Rogers (1994) 
proposed the provision of more effective learning experiences through 
'Learner Centred learning" where the individual participates responsibly 
in the learning process in a series of works between the mid 1960's and 
the mid 1990's. Here learning is self initiated and individually driven in a 
supportive atmosphere of trust, emphasising the importance of 'learning 
to learn'. 
in an attempt to explain the effects of these individual styles on the 
learning process, Kolb (1984), suggested that those individuals with 
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strong learning styles preferences would give varied attention to 
different parts of the learning cycle depending on their learning styles 
preference. In this way it was theorised that different learning would take 
place across individuals sharing the same learning programmes, and 
that there would be wide variation in the effectiveness of learning taking 
place within a group of individuals. 
Another approach was taken by Witkin and associates (1977), who 
described learning methods based on the concept of field dependence, 
where field dependent people are better at learning social material and 
in learning this in a social way, are responsive to external reinforcement 
and rely on externally provided structure. Field independent people on 
the other hand are described as less reliant on external structures and 
therefore more self reliant. However Witkin also suggests that these 
are not fixed points but that the most effective learners are able to 
change their style to fit different requirements. Fry and Kolb (1975) also 
suggest that the complete leaner can not only adopt a style suitable for 
the occasion but can also integrate all four styles. 
Using the model shown below which links Kolb's experiential learning 
model with the division of learning styles, Honey and Mumford (1995) 
devised a questionnaire which is scored to provide a picture of the 
individual which may show a dominance for one learning style or a 
mixture of all four. In their model these four preferences are "Activist" 
"Reflector" "Theorist" "Pragmatist". For a more detailed description of 











Preferred learning activities for self development 
Honey and Mumford (1992) suggest a comprehensive list of formal and 
informal learning opportunities, where such activities as being coached 
and counselled, job rotation and reading are included in the 
classification as typical formal learning opportunities while job change, 
task groups, voluntary work and networking are classified as typical 
informal learning opportunities. (P 54). 
When CEO's were asked to confirm their most preferred learning 
opportunities these included some of the same activities. One-to-one 
coaching, task groups, special projects, reading, Computer aided 
learning, attending external courses, working with colleagues to solve a 
problem, on- the- job training (e. g. apprenticeship, full time or as part of 
further education programmes) were all cited as 'useful' 'valuable' 
enjoyable' and / or 'preferable' by participants. 
Non-work activities, including voluntary work, domestic life, networking, 
committee work etc., were not identified by any CEO as a route to 
learning. The most frequently cited method of learning was on-the job 
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training. The same pattern of responses emerged from Keyworkers, 
who also saw education and training as being carried out primarily at 
school or college (or rarely in higher education) , backed up by 
work-related training and experience. No voluntary and no 
non-work-related activities were offered as an example. Here again 
on-the-job training was the first example in a list given by 60% of those 
questioned. 
The CEO's also distinguished between the purpose and content of the 
learning experience, identifying different types of learning as appropriate 
for different skills acquisition. Bloom (1964) differentiates between 
Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor skills which would be most 
effectively acquired through different methods or strategies. Both 
CEO's and Keyworkers, echoed this view. However, where CEO's 
described keyworkers learning needs they often did so in terms of 
narrow technical skills to meet specific requirements (e. g. the company 
meeting a Health and Safety regulation). Keyworkers described their 
own learning needs in much wider terms. 
On the job training 
On the job training has been discussed by Blackburn and Hankinson 
(1989), who found that there was a low participation in training in 
smaller companies, mainly due to expense and inappropriateness of 
training provision, with the result that the majority of training carried out 
was on-the job informal training. Smith (1986) argued that on the job 
training could be very simple and cost effective but it needed to be 
systematic and followed by practice and feedback, all geared to 
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trainee's prior knowledge and skills and his or her rate of progress. 
Taking a less optimistic of the effectiveness of on the job training as 
currently provided, Sloman (1989) identified that this was represented 
50% of all training during a 1986-7 study. 
Similarly Warr (1993), investigating management training and 
development, commented that within collected figures on management 
training over the previous 120 years, informal activities such as 
on-the-job training and membership of associations, were all included in 
the definition of management training. These are some of a range of 
possible ways to learn. To determine which methods the participants 
preferred for their own and other staffs learning and development, both 
CEO's and Keyworkers were asked about this. 
Chief executives' preferred training methods for self development 
CEO's were asked for their most favoured method of learning for self 
development (without any alternatives offered by the interviewer). 
However, once these had been collected, to aid analysis, they were 
divided into three categories and CEO's asked to rank possible methods 
of learning. The results were as follows: 
1. Taught course, with other managers or owners 
Mixture of course and application at work 
Open and / or flexible learning. 
As confirmed above, on the job learning or training was highly valued as 
a training method and had been employed by all managers in the past 
as "the best way to learn job skills" and "the only way you really learn to 
become a manager" (descriptions from two Engineering company 
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owner-managers). However, there was now a feeling that they had 
"moved on", that this was no longer a useful method for their own future 
development. 
In their own words, CEO's identified a need to "learn new ideas", "make 
new contacts and network", or even to "take existing skills and ideas 
further' ). Despite this, all also identified the problem inherent in 
attending a training course, even one held on-site, in the amount of time 
taken away from managing the business. - FýOservations were -also 
expressed about the problems in of attendance when training or 
education programmes were lengthy or made up of a number of regular 
sessions 
When asked which would be the most useful method for Keyworkers to 
employ for learning, a similar range of responses emerged but when 
asked to rank these methods in a simplified form, the results showed a 
different pattern. CEO's saw on-the-job training as the most valid 
method for their Keyworkers to learn. 
1. On the job training 
2. Mixture of training course and on the job training 
Open learning 
4. Training Course 
Here then it would appear that the CEO's did not impose their own form 
of learning activity preference on the Keyworkers since a different 
ranking was obtained. 
However, when the CEO's were asked to describe their most effective 
learning activity and to identify the most valuable item(s) they had ever 
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learned, a more confused picture emerged. Despite their view of future 
learning as most effectively done within a course environment, both the 
example of 'most enjoyable learning experience' and 'most valuable item 
learned' were activities carried out in work-based learning. 
Overwhelmingly, CEO's cited work based learning as their most 
enjoyable experience and the most valuable in terms of effective 
learning as the result of this process. 
Keyworkers preferred training methods for self development 
When Keyworkers were also asked to rank their own preferred training 
methods the ranking was similar to that for CEO's own self development 
preferences. It was however, different from that learning method 
suggested for them by CEO's. 
1. Taught course 
2. Mixture course and on the job application 
Open learning 
On the job training 
The 'taught' course option however, usually came with a number of 
caveats. "But it has to be taught really well .. 
By someone who knows 
how business works" "it needs to be relevant, it's no good if it is so 
general that you can't get anything from it. " "But not all the usual stuff 
meant for really big companies, it should be set up for small companies 
because a lot of the stuff you get otherwise only applies to 
corporations... " 
There were some comments about on-the-job training being cheaper 
than other forms and therefore preferable to senior managers but most 
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Keyworkers felt that they had gained most of what they could gain from 
this form of training already. 
"The boss's favourite form of training. It means five minutes squeezed 
in between four other things without any material done verbally and no 
follow up" ... "On the 
job training is OK if you've just started work or 
you're as a YT or something" explained one supervisor "but it doesn't 
really help once you try to develop more complicated ideas" Another 
hospitality manager agreed, "On the job training should be the best way 
to learn basic skills, but it often doesn't work very well because it's 
unplanned and just fitted into the day between other more important 
items - if it was done differently then you might get a lot out of it I) 
"It's just a cover-myself exercise where health and safety training is 
done by one person and passed on to everyone else during the dinner 
hour" .. 
Keyworkers, also felt that they needed to 41get out and learn new ideas 
rather than just turning the same ones around and around" and that 
99 courses with other managers can be as a real eye opener" although 
most admitted that time could be as a real problem for course 
attendance. Another commented on the lack of qualifications usually 
resulting from on-the-job training. "with on-the-job training you can end 
up being responsible for this that and the other but then on your CV 
you're just the same, you haven't progressed in as a way other 
employers can value unless they really know about your workplace 
already 
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Some of these comments about the benefits of work-based training and 
the need for it to be planned and consistent echo findings from other 
studies. Brooker and Butler (1997) found that both apprentices and 
their supervisors regarded it highly and "as the legitimate site for the 
development of trade skills and knowledge". The same article also 
comment however that difficulties and unsatisfactory learning 
experiences can also accompany this form of learning. Expert 
technicians may not know how to share what has become for them 
automatic knowledge and they may need to create training opportunities 
in a structured way "even during critical times" since it is necessary to 11 
balance the production emphasis with continuous and effective learning" 
506). 
Links between Keyworker's and CEO's views on learning 
Asked to describe a single learning activity that had been most effective 
in the past for their own development, Keyworkers and CEO's replies 
were coded as Course, Mix, On The Job, Open and the results 
compared using SPSS Nominal Correlation methods. An association 
was indicated, with Cramers V at 0.74. 
There seemed to be matches between selected Keyworker and CEO in 
terms of those activities described as fleffective)) 11greatij "really useful". 
In one engineering company, both CEO and keyworker remembered 
with fondness and enthusiasm, their early days as apprentices at 
different companies, and the consistent on-the-job instruction received 
from talented, experienced technicians. In one hotel, owner-manager 
and supervisor described a training exercise run on-site by external 
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consultants, both liked the way that the sessions had been 
f action-packed' but with sufficient time for 'Practice and reflection on 
main points). 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, when asked for their least favourite activity, a 
similar pattern emerged. CEO's and selected Keyworkers both identified 
similar activities as their'least favourite'with a strong association shown 
between vocational sector and least favoured activity (Cramers V at 
0.85. ). When both groups were asked to rank activities which they felt 
had been ineffective, the results were as follows: 
1. Classroom teaching / lectures (some added "waffle sessions" here) 
Open learning / activities 
3. On the job training when not done properly 
Perhaps most surprising in these cases were the experiences cited as 
most useful by those CEO's and Keyworkers with GCSE and post 
GCSE qualifications. These might have been expected to cite subjects 
studied or learning experiences during GCSE, A level or post A level 
study as "good" or "valuable". However, frequently these were seen as 
"a waste of time" "just what you had to do at the time" "or even "hours 
spent listening to people who have never been out of the school system 
themselves $) "I felt that I was doing something at the time but it just 
seems like so much down time now py 
"School is a way to keep you out of mischief until you grow up )I 
explained one manager, "it gives you time to find out which subjects you 
like and which direction to go in, itps not what you study that's really 
important, except for exams. Then you learn temporary facts for one 
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purpose". "Not useful, although I enjoyed school, afterwards you can't 
remember any of it except if you have some way to practice that subject. 
I loved French and I always got good marks in it but I've never used it 
since I left school" explained one child care supervisor. 
The lack of enthusiasm for formal education has been the subject of 
previous reports. Some point to the lack of confidence participants may 
feel if formal education has left them with feelings of failure (Sargant 
1991). Others identify the separation of "knowing and doing, treating 
knowledge as an integral, self-sufficient substance, theoretically 
independent of the situations in which it is learned and used, " (Brown 
and Evans, 1990). Informal learning through work based activities is 
described as relevant to learners since it provides an understandable 
and important context for learning. Here "learners know clearly what the 
curricula is and it organises the outlines of their everyday practice" 
(Lave, 1990, p 315-6) 
"My most preferred learning experience? It has to be boot 
camp... " 
The hotel owner's comment above describing the strict regime endured 
or enjoyed as an apprentice chef, is typical of many, about their learning 
activities on apprenticeship or FE programmes (which usually involved 
on- the-job learning as a vital component, in the participants' view). 
Those in hospitality and catering made very positive comments about 
their training and learning experiences, even when lecturers or head 
chefs supervising them might have been autocratic or eccentric. 
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"Voice like a sergeant major and a repertoire of swear words never 
matched since "... "put the fear of God into us, no-one was ever late or 
scruffy for him"... in this vocational sector, this was seen as valuable 
given the need to preserve a smart professional image during front of 
house duties when dealing with the public or when under pressure to 
perform ".. it really helped, when I started work I had been drilled and 
stretched to cope with anything - and it was just as well because in this 
industry you frequently have to! " .. "I think you just switch into automatic, 
you smile and calm people down and all the time your brain is turning 
over the problem to remember ways you've solved similar ones in the 
past... " "After him, no-one was ever going to be a problem, believe me" 
Time to think 
Where participants from engineering and manufacturing companies 
commented on similar apprenticeship or FE training programmes, there 
was an appreciation of time to think and reflect on learning gained. 
"When I think back, we had so much time to get on with things, so much 
time to develop skills and finish things compared with real work I 
wouldn't mind some of that now".. (Engineering manager) 
"I feel very confident about any technical use of these materials 
because I really enjoyed working with all of them not so much at college 
but mainly at my first firm, it was something I didn't really realise then 
but I've never really had that time again. Now it's all pressure and 
deadlines. Without that time I had to really learn those skills I couldn't 
cope with all the new work that comes in " (shift supervisor, specialised 
components firm) 
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The time to think and concentrate commented on here was echoed by 
some of the care sector participants but they also valued pressured 
workplace learning - if they were given time to talk over what had 
happened with their supervisor or more experienced colleagues. 11you 
need that reassurance, it's very frightening to be suddenly thrown in at 
the deep end when someone's really ill or injured, you really need to 
take time afterwards to go over what you did and just work out what you 
did right, or what you could have done differently ....... (Care home 
manager, ex nursing sister, remembering her early training) 
One hotel manager even stressed the links between this factor and the 
success or failure of on-the-job training and experience. "Too often we 
don't have time to take people through a situation they have dealt with, 
there's a crisis, they deal with it, then comes the next one. But if 
anyone is going to learn from experience that time to look back and pick 
out how well or otherwise something was done, how the customer might 
have felt, what other alternatives might have been available are all vital. 
Otherwise the individual does not learn by his actions, he just goes on 
repeating them" 
Least preferred learning activities. 
In terms of 'usefulness' and 'enjoyment' most quoted school and college 
and or university as possibly not enjoyable and not really useful as such, 
except as a route to desired qualifications. There were many comments 
about schooldays in this section, with particular teachers remembered 
with dislike. Once asked to focus more on activities which they had felt 
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were unsuccessful learning experiences rather than the personality of 
those involved, examples cited then became more mixed. 
There was a clear division between those describing sessions or 
courses which they had least felt to be not enjoyable, effective or useful. 
Some were unhappy with experiences which they felt to have been "all 
talk and no action. " The comment on the H all talk no action" session 
referred to formal management training organised by the local training 
and Enterprise Council in co-operation with a well known management 
training provider. Since participants had no formal management training 
or qualifications, the training provider had spent the first sessions 
identifying management theories and styles of leadership etc. Exercises 
only began in session four, following distribution of reading materials in 
sessions two and three. 
Alternatively, others felt unhappy or nervous "because the training 
sessions were so rushed you had to do it all on your own, without 
enough time to try to understand what was happening" These last 
activities were IT training where individual experimentation was 
expected from the participants following a brief introduction. There was 
a lack of repetition and structure in these sessions which some found 
stimulating but others found very ineffective I felt such a failure I 
knew we were all supposed to be racing away doping something clever 
with it. I just didn't know what the something was meant to be yy 
commented one engineering supervisor. 
This enthusiasm or lack of it for certain types of learning again 
suggested the theories outlined by Kolb (1984) and by Honey and 
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Mumford's descdption of learning styles (1992). Those preferring to 
read and reflect before taking part might fit the 'reflector learning style. 
The contrasting preference to learn by doing and experiencing rather 
than by reading and listening might be indicative of an Activist learning 
style. 
Learning styles 
To explore these models further, CEO's and Keyworkers completed 
Learning styles questionnaires, as designed by Honey and Mumford, 
(1995) and based on earlier work by Kolb (1984) and other researchers, 
(see Appendix G for a copy of the questionnaire and its scoring 
methods) The questionnaires were used as recommended by Honey 
and Mumford and scored according on the two scales. The profiles 
obtained were then initially classified into 8 different categories, then for 
ease of analysis were recoded into 4. 
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The learning styles were defined in terms of strongest preference for 
Activist, reflector, Theorist and Pragmatist learning styles. Firstly the 
results for the whole group were analysed for CEO's, then the results for 
those CEO's who had selected themselves as keyworkers were 
removed. This was done in order to aid comparison with Keyworker 
questionnaire results, since those who selected themselves for 
development were present in both groups (and would therefore confuse 
analysis) 
The whole group results indicate a relationship between the vocational 
sector to which each company belonged and the learning style of the 
CEO, significant beyond the 5% level. This has been confirmed by 
Honey and Mumford in their literature on learning styles, where different 
occupational norms provide different preferences for strong or balanced 
styles or for particular styles (1994, p76) 
Comparisons with Keyworker group 
When keyworkers learning styles are reviewed, there are some 
similarities. However, here no significant relationship is shown between 
learning style and vocational sector. Although showing some 
differences from the CEO's pattern of responses, there are also some 
striking similarities. Before examining these though it is worth noting 
that hospitality and catering companies are under-represented in this 
group since so many of the CEO's in these organisations selected 
themselves for development 
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able 13 - .,. 
Kenorker learning styles across vocational sectors 
Vocational sectors 
Keyworker learning styles 
Engin Hospitality 
Activist 6 6 
% 7 7 
Reflector 17 3 
% 20 3 
Theorist 3 1 
% 3 1 
Pragmatist 7 1 
% 8 1 
Total 33 11 
% 38 13 
Care Other services Total 
4 13 29 
5 15 33 
2 6 28 
2 7 32 
4 4 12 
5 5 14 
5 5 18 
6 6 21 
15 28 100 
17 32 87 
In this small group, hospitality companies had keyworkers with a 
preference for activist learning styles (55%), with only one theorist and 
one pragmatist shown. Despite this, when compared with the whole 
group CEO sample, Activist was again the preferred learning style for 
CEO's across all hospitality companies (35%). 
In engineering companies, the predominant learning preference 
emphasised by keyworkers, was "reflector' (48%), This can be 
compared with the CEO's learning preferences for the whole group 
above, where the preferred learning style for engineering CEO's was 
also Itreflector", (47% of all engineering CEO's) 
The Care sector companies had keyworkers with a mixture of preferred 
learning styles, no single style is preferred by the keyworkers. However, 
there are more theorists than might have been anticipated give the size 
of the group (as compared with engineering and other services). In 
comparison CEO's from this sector preferred reflector (29%) and 
theorist (27%) learning styles. Other services keyworkers showed a 
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preference for activist learning styles (47%) while for the whole group 
CEO's had equal main preferences for theorist and pragmatist learning 
styles at 37% each. 
It should be noted that to aid analysis results were simplified to show 
strongest preferences only, hence, the results do not show 
co-preferences. For instance, those with Pragmatist preferences 
generally had a CO-preference for reflector or theorist learning styles. 
These are common combinations given the correlations between these 
styles (according to Mumford p 80). 
CEO's and keyworkers - links between their Learning styles 
All CEO's completed the Learning styles questionnaire, but as 
confirmed above, those selecting themselves for development were 
excluded from this part of the analysis to explore association between 
the learning styles of chief executives and their chosen Keyworkers. 
This led to a set of 87 results and a four by four table. Cross 
tabulation produced Table 13 below. but here the relationship between 
the two variables could not be explored using SPSS correlation 
techniques since more than 20% of the cells contained a count of less 
than 5. In addition further recoding seemed inappropriate as it would 
have oversimplified the four styles to such an extent that the results of 
doing so would not have been useful. 
From table 14 overleaf it can be seen that the number of CEO's with 
Activists learning styles in this subgroup is 31. This represents all but 
one of the activists in the whole sample, i. e., only one activist selected 
themself for self development, while the other 31 all chose someone 
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else to be developed, even though size of company and age of CEO 
were comparable across the range of learning styles. 
Table 14, CEO and Kepyorker learning styles compared 
CEO Learning styles 
Keyworker lear ning styles 
Activist Reflector Theorist Prag Total 
Activist 14 5 3 7 29 
% 16 6 3 8 33 
Reflector 8 11 5 4 28 
% 9 13 6 5 32 
Theorist 4 4 2 2 12 
% 5 5 2 2 14 
Pragmatist 5 6 1 6 18 
% 6 7 1 7 2 
Total 31 26 11 19 87 
% 36 30 13 22 
Looking at the matches for Activist LS CEO and Activist LS Keyworker 
etc, it can be seen that 38% of all choices were 'matches', which is 
higher than the possible expected outcome of 25%. However there is a 
difference in the way these matches are obtained. Activists were more 
likely to select activist than any other learning style (Activist : Activist 
matches accounted for 48% of choices by CEO with activist learning 
styles). Similarly reflectors were more likely to select reflectors (44% of 
CEO's with reflector learning style selected reflector keyworkers). This 
pattern is not repeated for Theorists or Pragmatists, however, CEO's 
with either of these learning styles were more likely to pick a Keyworker 
with different learning styles, Theorist chose reflectors and Pragmatists 
chose Activists. 
In addition to the comments on sector size, a similar imbalance is seen 
in the gender make-up of these sectors. When the gender of Keyworker 
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is considered, both care and other service companies selected 
predominantly female workers while engineering selected predominantly 
male keyworkers while hospitality had a more balanced result. 
Engineering sector companies selected 86% male key workers while 
Care selected 86% female key workers and Other service companies 
71 %female keyworkers. (See Table 14 below) 
Table 15, Gender make-up of keyworker selection by companies 
Keyworker gender Engineering Hospitality 
Male % of voc sector 86% 46% 




Here Chi square, directional and symmetric measures all indicate no 
significance to this relationship. Interestingly, the mismatch situation 
where a theorist selects a reflector or a pragmatist CEO selects an 
activist keyworker, is found in gender mismatches for the 'other 
services' sector, where male CEO's select female Keyworker. 
Members of different vocational sectors are described as having 
different occupational norms by Honey and Mumford (1995 p 76), 
however, the vocational group sizes in this study do not allow for 
individual comparison of sector norms. 
The effects of gender on learning styles for the whole group 
When the results were compared for gender of CEO with CEO learning 
style this shows a weak association ( Cramers V 0.24), A similar result 
is obtained when comparing Keyworkers' gender with learning styles. In 
discussions by Honey and Mumford (1995, p 77) comparisons of norms 
for professional people and junior management from a cross-section of 
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occupations in commerce and industry suggested no significant gender 
differences. A further comparison of means show women to be "slightly 
more activist than men )) and for men to have slightly stronger 
preferences for theorist and pragmatist preferences. 
Here the effects of the vocational sectors imbalance may be affecting 
results in that women emerged strongly as theorists and pragmatists, 
while men appeared strongly as reflectors. There may also be another 
reason for his however, as indicated by the comments of some of the 
female participants, who felt that some of the statements were too 
obviously biased to show what they considered to be a 'male' or 
'female' style. 
Waking up as Mrs Thatcher - Problems in interpreting the results 
After the questionnaire was administered, the different learning styles 
were explained and discussed. Female CEO's commented that they 
had adopted a different approach on becoming managers than they had 
employed earlier, particularly when making decisions. 
Despite research linking what may be perceived as male values and 
'macho' management style with more workplace stress and less 
prod uctivity'(Cartwrig ht and Cooper, 1994), and calls for all managers to 
use 'emotional intelligence more characteristic of women managers' as 
a way to improve organisational progress (Coleman 1988), the female 
managers interviewed seemed to feel that they needed to be seen to be 
very'macho', i. e., strong, definite, decisive and uncompromising. 
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One hotel manager explained "Yes, you have to be super sure of 
yourself otherwise they'll take the mickey out of you, in this game 
anyway. You wake up one day and find you've turned into Mrs 
Thatcher... there is this feeling that you have to be seen to be striding 
about doing the biz - you know, acting and doing rather than sitting there 
thinking about things, although actually that's what I prefer to do. " 
Another described "the flack her colleague took" when he "took his time 
over making a decision". "They call him all sorts because he hates to 
rush into events. He prefers to weigh things up then decide. I do that 
too but I find myself being forced into this macho woman position, just to 
balance things up with the boss. The boss is always jumping from one 
activity to another, usually successfully, so you feel you have to try to 
keep up with him. And he's got no time at all for (her colleague) - who 
1) he thinks is dull and indecisive - he calls him an old woman . 
Other studies have pointed to this possible effect on women managers, 
Hayward (1998) commenting that a crossover had taken place such that 
II young women make themselves much more aggressive and assertive. " 
Whether or not these young female managers in the study had actually 
acquired these traits or were just presenting the image of doing so, in 
completing the questionnaire both managers had given what they felt to 
be the appropriate response, i. e., what they should be doing, rather than 
what they actually preferred to do. Other participants may have also 
done so but this was not questioned. Only where participants actually 
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volunteered this information was it collected, for fear of influencing the 
result. It would provide an interesting area for follow up work, however. 
Snapshots 
it is not suggested that participants have fixed styles or that this will 
provide a lasting view of their preferences but that in his study a 
"snapshot" has been obtained of both sets of employees, since in earlier 
studies, these learning styles have also been described as flexible 
rather than as fixed points. Cullingford (1990) observed that people had 
preferred learning styles which suit different learning events and 
activities. Developing this further, Richardson and Bennet (1984) 
argued that individuals have learning styles which can differ dependent 
on circumstances and are flexible enough to suit different contexts for 
effective learning. 
This flexibility is seen in the advice provided by Honey and Mumford 
(1995) for an individual to develop his or her style to encompass other 
styles so that he or she can make the most of all learning opportunities. 
They also comment that individuals will often have a mixture of styles 
rather than one fixed style. Mumford identified that 20% of managers 
had 3 strong learning style preferences, and only 35% had one strong 
preference. 
Learning styles - conclusions 
Summarising then for this section, links were found between the 
learning styles of the chief executive and the Keyworker not only as 
measured by the learning styles questionnaire but also as indicated by 
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stated preferences for learning activities and aversions to other learning 
activities. Hence the hypotheses covering this aspect of selection have 
been supported. Similarly, the training preference of the CEO 
determined the training method for the key worker, and the content and 
purpose of training was also determined by the CEO. This also 
provides one possible reason for the identification of the 'Keyworker' as 
the 'right sort of person' - he or she have the same outlook in terms of 
learning and training. 
The next step was to identify how the participants felt about their own or 
the company's long term development given their preferences for 
learning and their view of training needs. This was done as part of the 
collection of data about lifetime learning. 
Lifetime learning 
Lifetime learning has become a feature of government planning and of 
international visions for the future. It ".. plays a key part in our wider 
social and cultural activity, yielding benefits extending beyond the 
economic field. The preservation and acquisition of knowledge and the 
ability of individuals to fulfill their personal capacity to learn are vital 
signs of a free and civilised society" (DfEE; 1995b, p 6). Employers 
(I must lie at the heart of all efforts to increase participation in Lifetime 
learning". They have the responsibility "to ensure that the workforce 
have skills needed to meet their business objectives" (DfEE; 1995b, 
11). Cridland (1990), considered how the UK could ensure skills 
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foundation and its updating throughout an individual's working life, 
through Lifetime Learning 
Given the emphasis on the vital nature of Lifetime learning to revitalise 
the economy, by creating successful companies through the continuous 
learning of individuals, CEO's were asked a range of questions related 
to this idea. They were asked whether they were familiar with the 
concept, how important they felt it was for their own development and 
how important it was for their company's development. They were 
asked which forms this would take in their own lives and those of their 
keyworkers 
Over half those questioned had heard the term in connection with other 
initiatives (e. g. Investors in people). However, despite the policy 
emphasis - de - scribed abov .e and othor-research -e. rs also str - essing the 
importance of this concept, among them Ball (1989) recommending that 
as a learning society should be created in which lifetime learning is the 
norm not the exception, the participants in this survey were not all sure 
what the idea meant and what possible benefit it would provide for their 
company. Awareness of lifetime learning was evenly distributed among 
different organisational sizes and locations but there were differences 
among vocational sectors, mainly due to the focus on particular 
vocational sectors by the Training and Enterprise Councils in two of the 
geographical areas. 
Understanding of lifetime learning varied. There was a certain amount 
of confusion between "Learning organisations, continual improvement, 
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Investors in people, lifetime learning and all the other things" "It's all 
initials" complained one care home manager' and you just get to grips 
with one lot then they (the government) invent another. " Hearing about 
the term and understanding the underlying intent and definition seemed 
to be very different. When they were asked to define or explain the 
term "lifetime learning", CEO's often admitted they didn't know what it 
was. Others defined it in different ways. These responses were 
compared with organisational size and sector but no conclusive results 
emerged, except that the most popular definition of lifetime learning was 
in terms of an individual's "useful" or "working" life. This view was most 
often cited by engineering or hospitality companies in those 
organisations employing 11 -25 or over 25 employees. 
Table 16, CEO's explaining Lifetime Learning 
Item % most often most often 
in sector in size 
Unable to explain 40 mixed up to 10 
Everyone keeps learning 45 eng / hosp over 25 
throughout working life 
Everyone keeps learning 15 other/ care up to 10 
through whole life 
When these three statements were compared with gender and age of 
employees this was more effective. There was no relationship between 
age of CEO and understanding however, there was a positive 
correlation between CEO gender and understanding of "lifetime 
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learning", with more female CEO's being able to explain the term, 
whether in terms of whole life or work-related learning. 
However, this result can be explained by the resources concentrated on 
those vocational sectors with female CEO's, i. e., care, hospitality. 
Those female CEO's unfamiliar with the term were from other vocational 
sectors. Of those CEO's questioned, the group of those working in care 
sector organisations had received more verbal and written information 
about lifetime learning and were therefore able to explain it easily, of the 
31 % who had knowledge of Lifetime learning, two thirds were from this 
vocational sector 
Next week surviving, not lifetime learning 
Once the concept had been explained (in some cases by TEC 
representatives for the respective local areas), participants were asked 
about its possible benefits. . 
Here 84% felt that it would not be right for 
their organisation (often beginning with "it's a really good idea.. But it's 
not right for us" or "maybe some of those big companies might benefit 
but the likes of a small company like ours isn't going to... " )A further 
14% expressed their feelings more forcibly, declaring that the idea 
would not be right for any small company. These were mainly 
engineering / manufacturing companies. A typical comment was given 
by the owner of an electrical components company employing 14 
people, "You're making the mistake of applying what works in large 
firms to companies like mine. It's just another Good Idea someone high 
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up has had. We're too busy trying for Next Week Surviving to be mixed 
up with Lifetime Learning J) 
The 16% who felt that Lifetime Learning was right for their companies 
were mainly from the hospitality sector. Some expressed their view that 
it was a natural extension of their normal working practice or that it was 
already in place in their company. The owner of a hotel / restaurant in a 
town centre employing 21 people explained I think that you're really 
describing what any good company does anyway. Continuously 
updating your staff. I'm not sure about the individual aspect of this 
because not everyone enjoys learning some people just like to keep to 
the same old rut, but then they aren't the sort of staff you need. Staff 
need to be able to change and learn, to think on their feet, otherwise the 
firm goes downhill". 
The hypothesis that companies would be found across all sectors and 
locations where lifetime learning had been taken on board as part of 
organisational training and development could not be tested by 
statistical means. No company could be found which had incorporated 
the concept consciously in its daily practice. However, as can be seen 
from the discussion above, some companies already practised this, 
regularly reviewing company and individual needs and supporting 
education and training as a result. 
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Lifetime learning for CEO's themselves 
Despite the pessimistic views of the effects of Lifetime learning on their 
company expressed above, however, 80 % of all CEO's did feel that 
Lifetime Learning was valid in terms of their own development. This 
was either expressed as good for its own sake or in terms of company 
need. More than half those questioned (60%) emphasised the need for 
their own development to ensure the success of the company in a 
competitive world. See tables below showing CEO percentages 
identifying Lifelong Learning as important or irrelevant to their own lives. 
Table 17 - Those CEO's identifying lifelong learning as important for 
themselves (n= 102) 
'I need to' Statement % most often most 
in sector often 
- update business skills regularly 60 
- develop as a manager 
- develop technical skills 12 
- develop other skills 
- develop outside work activities 46 
engineering 25+ 
other services 25+ 
engineering / care <10 
mixture <10 
mixture <10 
Of the 60% identifying the need to update business skills continuously 
throughout their working lives, most cited two examples, the introduction 
of new technology and communications and the introduction of the Euro. 
These were both seen as potentially threatening in ways which were yet 
to be confirmed but which could prove to be damaging for their 
company. Those in smaller companies (with up to 10 employees), 
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expressed more interest in personal development to achieve non-work 
aims than those in the other sizes. 
Table 18, CEO's seeing LL as unimportant for themselves 
No need to 
Statement Most often Most often 
in sector in size 
- update business skills regularly 75 care <10 
- develop as a manager 70 care 11 -25 
- develop technical skills 65 engineering / care 25+ 
- develop other skills 17 mixture 11 -25 
- develop outside work activities 54 mixture 25+ 
The hypothesis that Lifetime learning would be seen as a valuable idea 
by CEOs for their own development was tested and supported, with no 
significant difference found across sectors, geographical location or size 
of firm. CEO's also saw this in terms of both specific work-related and 
non-specific non work-related learning. Statistical tests showed this to 
be significant beyond the 5% level 
Learning without work-related purposes 
The aspect of non work-related training and education has already been 
examined in other studies. Lifelong learning has been described as the 
encouragement of the individual to continue to learn throughout their 
lives, whether this is defined in terms of individuals updating or 
extending skills and achieving qualifications (DfEE, The Learning Age, 
1998) or in terms of non-specific training and non-work related activities 
(Uden, 1995). 
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However, this non-specific training may still be the source of general or 
transferable skills which will make the individual desirable to a range of 
employers (G S Becker, 1993). This may be due to the individual 
gaining different knowledge, i. e., developing their ability to learn since 
they are 'learning about learning), equally desirable outcomes according 
to those advocating a Learning Organisation or an Action Learning 
approach. (Jones, 1994) (Morgan 1997; Pedler 1995). 
To explore CEO's views of learning not related to work (the "other 
activities" or "not related to work" seen as important by 54% of CEO's as 
shown in the table above), CEO's were also asked. about their personal 
aims and their aims for the company. They were also asked whether 
learning in the form of training, education or qualifications would be 
involved in fulfilling either sets of aims. As can be seen from the 
summary table below, over 30% of those questioned (37%) had as a 
personal aim, a family-related ambition, expressed as "to pass the 
company onto my son" "to pass something onto my son so he has got 
the capital to start his own business if he wants to" These responses 
were not limited to those in family run or owned companies but were 
equally distributed across both groups. 
Table 19, showing personal aims of CEO's 
Family -related aim, e. g. succession 39% 
Holiday-related, retirement, new sunnier location 30% 
New direction, writing a book, beginning new career 22% 
No personal aim 9% 
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Gender differences expressed through personal aims 
Daughters were not seen as appropriate in succession terms for 
company ownership or for company capital to begin their own business. 
In some cases CEO's described "setting her up like she should bell in 
terms of their daughter's lifestyles (type of home, clothes, car etc) but 
still did not see their female children as a route to prolonging the 
business name or company function. Despite this view, female 
succession has been noted by other surveys. A recent review by 
Barclays Bank (1998, February) of small businesses run by 18-24 year 
olds, of the 7% of those taking part who were "carrying on the family 
business"- 5% were male and 2% female. Within the 2% female 
proportion, hairdressing and hospitality companies were heavily 
represented. 
Where female owners were questioned, these were concentrated mainly 
in care sector organisations. Personal aims here did not involve 
offsprings but were more focused on relaxation "to retire early and really 
enjoy that part of my life, well cared for" "to be able to sell up and move 
somewhere nice" "to give up work" (38%), with self development in 
other ways also expressed "to get really fit" and "to write a book" were 
the most common comments in this category, each from over 20% of 
those questioned (23% and 29%) Those female owners in hospitality 
organisations also expressed interest in holidays / retirement as a 
personal goal, often expressing the desire to open a hotel or bar 
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somewhere in the sun as a part time occupation without their current 
responsibilities. 
Training was seen as a resource to achieve these goals by under 50% 
of those questioned. This included language courses and writing 
programmes which participants intended to follow in their own time, 
(often through open learning), and business and finance courses which 
participants described as "probably useful to help me to make the most 
of the laws regarding passing on / realising / maximising capital and 
business assets )I 
Qualifications were seen as important to only 10% of those questioned. 
These were divided into those who felt that they had "missed out the 
first time around and would like one )I , and those who wanted to develop 
a new career. Examples of this include the child care manager who 
wished to move into teaching and a supervisor in an old peoples' home 
who wanted to "retrain and qualify" as an aromatherapist and provider of 
holistic therapy for an older age group. However, 34% did not feel any 
form of learning would aid them to achieve their personal goals, while 
another 17% were either "don't knows" or "unsure, need to find out".. 
Keyworkers' views of lifetime learning 
When Keyworkers were asked about Lifetime learning, they had little or 
no knowledge about the term but saw the value of it for them to 
progress (often as a route our of their current company rather than just 
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their current post). They were dubious about it being a likely possibility 
in their current company and saw this as strictly work-related 
"He seems to regard giving me training as a reward despite the fact I 
pass it on to everyone else.... It's not going to help me here because as 
far as the boss is concerned this is my job, this will always be my job, 
there's nothing else down to me here, I'm going to have to move if I ever 
want to do anything else".. (senior technician, engineering design 
company). 
"Qualifications help sometimes if you're moving jobs but they aren't 
going to make any difference here. He (the CEO) hasn't got any and he 
thinks he's done really well, why should he value them for anyone else? )) 
(Supervisor, photocopier supply and maintenance company). As for the 
suggestion that non-specific training might be part of this lifelong 
development, most agreed - for their own benefit but not for the 
company's. 
"It's not likely that me doing a conversational French course is going to 
help me supervise is it, and the idea that I might be more valued as a 
result is just daft" (old peoples home, shift supervisor). Most shared 
their employers view that if the individual really wanted to learn things 
which weren't directly work- related then they should do it themselves, 
out of work time and paid for by them. Then the individual could 
legitimately reap the benefits, especially when such training helped them 
to find another job. 
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No yoga for Eric 
As with other surveys, (Stevens and Mackay, 1991, p 37) CEO's were 
really only happy to pay for those activities which directly affected work 
in progress and would not provide skills, qualifications or knowledge 
which might enable the employee to move somewhere else. - One or 
two were actively sceptical "It's hardly credible that Eric taking yoga is 
going to boost productivity is it? Perhaps a short supervisory course or 
a machine tools update or AutoCAD sessions but unless it's relevant it's 
pointless" This compares with other studies looking at continuing 
education in larger organisations; IBM UK found that CE had a positive 
effect on quality and productivity, other firms linked lower absentee rates 
with CE provision (Donaldson, 1993). 
Other CEOs however did cite examples of benefits gained unexpectedly 
which they had transferred from non-vocational leisure activities to the 
workplace. The manager of a large hotel enjoyed amateur dramatics so 
much she transferred the range of styles of speech and behaviour 
across to her daily management of staff ("Keeps them interested" she 
commented, "as long as you don't overdo it, "). Another had installed 
information technology in the workplace after attending evening classes 
I in IT awareness including 'surfing the Net . 
The third identified a change 
in the way he read and concentrated on written reports following 
completing the navigation module of his Yacht masters certificate. "You 
have to work it out, check and double check, that was something I had 
never really enjoyed. I'm a bit slapdash normally and not too thorough 
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but now I've realised that I've been trained to be more accurate and to 
read more thoroughly, I'm picking up much more from technical updates 
and reports at work. " 
These three comments above were from the only CEO's to identify a 
skills or ideas transfer. It may be that if this response had been 
prompted more examples may have resulted, however, as the focus 
group discussion on this led to more than half of the group citing such 
examples of their own. Given the experience within the focus group 
when this topic was discussed (see chapter 3), it may be a more useful 
way to introduce the topic to small companies than postal literature or 
one-to-one sessions. Once a group of CEO's are assembled, the 
identification of the values of lifelong learning by one or two members of 
the group may have the same effect in causing other members to 
identify similar experiences of their own. This however, was not tested 
in the study. 
Business goals and gender 
The last hypothesis in this section, identifying that CEO's would see 
lifetime learning as a requisite for staff development, was tested in 
different ways. CEO's were asked this as a direct question but the 
working practice was also reviewed to try to test the validity of their 
response. Questions asking whether lifetime learning for staff would be 
beneficial for their company received positive replies from 80% of all 
CEO's. This can be compared with other studies where small business 
owners expressed their opinions as to the beneficial results of training 
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and education but did not in fact support this in their own organisations 
(Hyland and Matlay 1997) (Matlay 1994,1996). 
Having collected keyworkers' comments about lifetime learning in their 
own experience with the views of CEO's on the same topic, the 
business goals of CEO's were also collected. Earlier research has 
indicated varying ambition of male and female CEO's in connection to 
the enlargements of their enterprises, here female CEO's lower 
performance in terms of quantitative financial measures can be 
attributed to their assessing success through attainment of personal 
intrinsic goals rather than for financial gain. (Sexton 1989, Brush and 
Vanderwarf 1992). Similarly the Barclays Bank review (February 1998, 
p2) also attributes the motivation of female CEO's to set up in business 
to "more flexible work arrangements and the ability to work from home 
rather than by "fame and fortune". 
However Rosa and associates (1997; p 5) did not support this, arguing 
that "descriptive and basic statistical comparison between male and 
female small business owners" were "too simplistic )y . 
Similarly other 
studies did not find an under-performance in female run enterprises 
(Johnson and Gubbins, 1991). However, Rosa and associates did find 
that one third of the participants in their study "did not want their 
business to grow" (1997, p6). 
There were many different replies to this question seeking to know 
CEO's main business aim. Initially these were coded to seven 
categories , 
including 'to grow, export, find new markets', 'to improve or 
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maintain the quality of services or products', 'to start a new company', 
'to sell up at a profit', 'to develop new lines, new products or services', 
none', and 'don't know'. The results show different imperatives across 
varying business sectors but are unsuitable for further analysis with 
SPSS as they provide more than the minimum number of cells with less 
than the required level. 
Results were simplified further by recoding into four variables, Growth, 
Improve and / or maintain quality, sell up and or begin again, no stated 
aim. Responses were then recoded with reference to their original 
replies (i. e., to identify whether someone 'selling up'was about to being 
something new or was retiring altogether and whether someone who 
wished to improve quality was doing so as a way to ensure growth). 
These were then tested against vocational sector, gender of CEO, 
educational qualification level of CEO, and prior ownership of business 
plan. Of these variables, both gender and vocational sector still did not 
meet requirements for minimum levels despite this recoding and could 
therefore not be statistically tested. 
Table 20, to show links between CEO aims and gender 
Male Female % of all aims 
Growth 34 29 33 
Quality 31 33 31 
Sell up 17 9 15 
No stated aim 18 29 21 
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Comparing ratios of male : female participants with their proportions in 
the whole sample, less female than male respondents saw'growth'or 
'selling at a profit before beginning again' as their main aim, while more 
female than male CEO's expressed 'Improvement or maintenance of 
quality' as their main aim or had no stated main aim. This appears to 
back up earlier research in terms of female CEO's lack of commitment 
to growth, however when examined against vocational sector 
membership, a different picture emerges. Those seeking to improve or 
maintain quality (not to ensure growth but to 'ensure we are the best ) 
'give us pride in our company') were located within care and hospitality 
sections for female CEO's. 
When training was then added to the discussion 47% of male CEO's 
thought that training would be required, compared with 49% of female 
respondents. However the male CEO's thought it would either be 
required by staff to ensure growth or by themselves to ensure 
successful company sale and / or a new start while female CEO's saw 
training mainly for staff as a route to quality improvement. 
More female CEO's came from these two sectors than the other two 
sectors, this suggests that the results could not be used over a wider 
small business population since those in care sector organisations 
differed in many other respects from the sample as a whole, as has 
been discussed earlier. 
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To summarise, when questioned, CEO's thought that lifetime learning 
for their staff was probably a good thing, but that staff would have to pay 
for their own development if this did not directly relate to company 
requirements. Some saw training and education as a route to achieving 
business goals but this was often a short term solution to an immediate 
problem rather than a belief in the benefits of continual updating and / or 
change. To identify whether this fitted in with a strategy within the 
company, CEO's were also asked about their use of business plans, as 
a route to achieving their personal or business objectives. 
Business planning and the place of training to achieve business 
aims 
When business planning was compared with CEO business aims, 62% 
of those seeking growth either had no business plan or never used the 
one they had. Similarly 55% of those seeking quality improvement had 
no business plan or never used the one they had. There were 
differences between those owning and using a plan and those without in 
terms of the stages identified for achieving goals. Whereas those with 
regularly used business plans tended to express the idea of a number of 
stages required to reach the standard of quality required, for instance, 
those without a plan tended to identify factors to be changed. 
Here training was not always seen by those without a plan as necessary 
to achieve a goal and there was a tendency to simplify the route to 
achieve the required change, as in the comments of one hotel manager 
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on how the quality of customer care in reception could be improved "the 
girls just need to be a bit more responsive and not lose their tempers 
when a situation blows up. )p or those of an engineering manager 
commenting on the continued lack of adherence to health and safety 
procedures despite HSE warnings, "the supervisor just needs to be 
firmer with the staff, he's got a leaflet on it, he can give them it or read 
them it" 
Plans were owned and used by more of those wishing to sell up or begin 
another company (68%) and 56% of those with no business aims. In this 
category, more than half those without a business plan or never using 
their business plan, did not see training as a way to ensure growth. 
However 61 % of those seeking 'quality' who had no business plan or 
never used their plan, did see training as necessary for their staff 
The relationship between planning and achievement of objectives is 
therefore not seen as important by nearly two thirds of all companies in 
the sample. Where CEO's had specific personal or business aims, 
plans were used and training was usually identified as a result. Where 
CEO's had no specific aims (but had general aspirations as in "we need 
to grow" rather than II we need to find at least two more customers 
because we're very tied in with one supplier, then growth will follow"), 
planning was not important and training was not seen as important or as 
having long term implications. 
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Keyworkers and lifelong learning - their goals for the future. 
Keyworkers were also asked about their view of the role learning would 
play in their own lives in the future. More keyworkers than CEO's saw 
themselves 'learning something new in the next ten years' (59%: 38%). 
Most identified concrete examples of this in terms of course or 
qualifications. More keyworkers also saw themselves 'continuing to 
learn throughout their lives' (61% : 48%). The apparent contradiction is 
due to the more abstract nature of the learning activities in this section, 
here participants were not identifying specific training but were 
expecting to learn and develop throughout their lives as a natural 
process. "Well, you can't help yourself really, can you? You just have 
to look at computers ten years ago - no-one could have persuaded me 
then that I would buy one, use it and value it the way I do now, these 
days you have to learn to cope with change". The percentage 
identifying learning as a future activity was also a larger proportion than 
those in Sargant's study (1991), when more than half of all 
non-partici pants 'did not want to learn about anything new ). 
When those answering positively were asked about these ideas, there 
was a clear division between those who felt that they needed to learn to 
I achieve an end', 'just for interest, 'to keep my mind active'. Beathe 
(1997; p 5) has already described similar divisions between those 
learning because they are goal odented and therefore need to achieve, 
because they are learning oriented and do it for its own sake or because 
they are activity oriented and prefer the activity of learning to the subject 
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matter. Homan (1993) suggested that an individual must have a 
positive attitude to education and sufficient self esteem to take part. 
This echoes a 1996 WEE report which commented that those not 
participating in learning may lack the confidence to learn and are fearful 
of approaching learning institutions. (1 996a: p 22). 
The comparative lack of enthusiasm by CEO's for their own and their 
staffs' development does not support the recent DfEE report (individual 
commitment to learning, 1998), which sees employers providing training 
and development for staff due to their vision or belief in the value of 
development as an investment in improving the organisation, due to 
their understanding that -training -creates greaterreffleiencya-M 
effectiveness or due to their creation of an organisational culture where 
learning has a positive impact on loyalty, commitment self esteem and 
motivation. 
However, the same report comments that employers in the study were 
seeking to "differentiate themselves from competitors partly on the basis 
of quality and added value and that they believed staff development to 
be an essential part of this process. " This is certainly true for CEO's 
seeking to improve or maintain the quality of their products or services 
as has been seen above. Here CEO's described quality as desirable to 
give the company a competitive edge or to retain customer base. It was 
also seen as the basis for the company 9s practice. As in the statement 
"It's what we're all about, that's what makes us different, we're not 
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cowboys, we really want to do the job properly" made by an electrical 
appliance repair and maintenance company, 
Review of hypotheses for lifetime learning. 
The hypothesis that CEO's in all organisations would be aware of 
Lifelong learning, with no difference between locations or business 
sectors, or size group, was partially confirmed since awareness was 
distributed evenly by size and geographical location. In terms of 
vocational sector however, there were differences since some sectors 
had received a great deal more information than others from their local 
Business Link / Training and Enterprise Councils. This also affected the 
results when reviewing the hypothesis that there would be CEO's across 
all organisations who would understand Lifetime Learning. Although 
there were no differences across geographical area and company size, 
there was a relationship between the gender of CEO and this 
understanding which is again related to vocational sector. 
The hypothesis that companies would be found across all sectors and 
locations where lifetime learning had been taken on board as part of 
organisational training and development was not supported. Companies 
were found with practice and expressed policy which supported this but 
these were more often larger firms and from particular sectors especially 
hospitality. 
Since 80% of CEO's saw future learning as important, in terms of the 
achievement of both personal and work-related objectives, (and given 
the statistical testing significant beyond the 5% level), the hypothesis 
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that Lifetime learning would be seen as a valuable idea by CEOs for 
their own development is supported. There were no significant 
differences across gender or age of CEO or across geographical 
location, vocational sector or size of company. 
The hypothesis that lifetime learning would be seen as a valuable idea 
by CEOs for staff development was only partially supported. Those 
CEO's with clear personal or business aims saw staff development as 
important. Similarly those with a need to improve or maintain quality 
identified continued updating of staff as vital. Both sets took a long term 
view of staff development in terms of training, education and 
qualifications. Other groups however did not see any form of learning 
as important except to meet very specific short term ends. There was 
no commitment to learning in this second group, neither was there any 
perception that planning, short or long term would be effective in 
achieving personal or business goals. 
The staff themselves (i. e., the keyworkers) however provided a different 
picture. They took a long term view of learning whether for personal or 
employment aims, and expected to have to change and develop 
throughout their working lives and beyond. Other staff were not 
questioned so it may be that this perception was not generally held 
among other staff. Keyworkers were after all, identified for change and 
development by their managers and had already experienced more 
training and education than any other staff. 
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The effect of this seems to be that these staff who had received most 
training expected this to continue, and were ready for the demands this 
would make of them. Further work would need to be done to identify 
whether this was true for others in this position and whether this would 
differ from staff who had received little or no training. 
Qualifications are a Good thing 
CEO's had already been asked about their own educational 
background, and this related to whether they would require their key 
workers to be qualified. 85% felt that IL qualifications were a good thing", 
especially as an indicator of the standard which could be expected from 
aperson. However only 41% felt that qualifications were required for 
their own staff, even the key worker selected for vital development. The 
paradox of SME owner manager attitudes to training (i. e., the 
enthusiasm expressed for it coupled with the lack of actual training 
carried out), has been noted by earlier studies (Hyland and Matlay 1997) 
(Matlay 1994,1996). 
To add to the picture of how CEO's valued qualifications, they were also 
asked whether they would recruit a graduate to help company 
development, and why. 60% identified that recruitment would be 
necessary for company development in the next 24 months and a 
further 35% thought that this new recruit would be a graduate. When 
asked for reasons why, these were split into altruistic ("Everyone has to 
start somewhere"), strategic ("We need the kind of analytical skills a 
graduate should possess"), and non-specific ("well, it would probably be 
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a good thing"). Of the 35% a third identified strategic reasons, linked to 
particular developments which were required for company growth or for 
quality improvement. This meant that only 13% of the whole sample did 
have strategic reasons for employing a graduate. 
Those not wishing to employ a graduate explained their reasons in 
terms of time need for graduate training, the inappropriateness of the 
company for a graduate, or the difficulties with fitting in experienced by a 
graduate. Since employers frequently expressed more than one 
reservation, they were asked to rank these. 
The time taken to train a graduate, was one reservation expressed by 
most employers, since they described graduates as qualified but arriving 
without the requisite skills needed do work. The inappropriateness of 
the company included the low skilled roles available in the company 
which would be a source of frustration for the graduate. The 'not fitting 
in' included the recruit leaving for a better job, causing problems through 
not being able to fit in with older workers, expecting too much from the 
job etc. 
Despite this, when asked to describe benefits which might accrue from 
employing a graduate, 75% identified positive benefits. The most 
C. - - frequently expressed statement was that the graduate would be "able to 
think or analyse), in a better way, and / or that he or she would be able 
to solve problems more creatively and deal with customers more 
privately 
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Pages missing in the 
original 
The hypotheses in this area are partially supported. CEO's can identify 
the positive benefits for employing a graduate but do not have strategic 
plans which might fit these benefits into their company's development. 
Where graduates are recruited, the reasons for doing so might be for 
reasons other than a planned approach. Despite this CEO's expressed 
enthusiasm for qualifications as part of training and education and were 
able to cite useful examples. 
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The constant theme from CEO's throughout the research was that there 
was a lack of understanding shown by governmental agencies and 
policies of how the small business sector works and therefore also of 
what smaller companies actually need in order to succeed. To place 
their views in context, this study began with a review of the literature 
concerning the need for the United Kingdom to develop a flexible 
high-quality, skilled and motivated workforce in order to maintain and 
increase "competitive advantage". 
Earlier research had equated a lack of skills - and an absence of 
workers trained and qualified to match international competitors - with 
deficiencies in labour productivity and therefore in potential national 
economic performance (Felstead 1997, Finegold 1992, Prais 1995, 
Ashton and Green 1996). In a typical comment Herschberg (1996) 
argued that human capital would be the most important source of 
comparative advantage in the twenty-first century. Also Hayes and 
associates (1996) commented that superior national performance is 
ultimately based on the performance of individual companies and 
therefore on each individual worker. McGivney (1990) and Gallacher 
and associates (1996) also comment on the importance of human 
capital for economic growth and development, and argue that increased 
access to education for disadvantaged groups will lead to economic 
competitiveness with international rivals. 
At the same time, this emphasis on the importance of human capital for 
economic growth was accompanied by a similar stress on the vital role 
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of small and medium sized companies for economic success and 
development. Here it was anticipated that small firms would contribute 
significantly to economic growth and to employment. (Atkinson and 
Storey (1994), Frankel (1988), OECD (Towards a knowledge-based 
economy: 1996), There was a general vision of the small firm as a 
dynamic organisation, able to react swiftly and flexibly to changes in 
market conditions. However, there were also dissenting voices. Matlay 
(1996) commented that managers in small companies were likely to lack 
business and managerial skills. Others pointed to the barriers to 
training and a lack of enthusiasm for higher qualifications within these 
organisations (Hawkes and Winter 1996) 
A lack of reality 
The group of 128 companies selected for study provided a mixture of 
those valuing and those ignoring training. However, few fulfilled the 
model of a successful, proactive, communicative, growing organisation 
typified in policy documents (investors in people, The Learning Age) or 
in some of the literature (Jones 1994; Schumacher 1989). As has been 
seen in the last chapter, most owner managers were happy with the 
status quo and were not looking for change or growth. Detailed 
awareness of change - and careful preparation for it - was absent. 
Training was described as useful, sometimes even as valuable, but it 
was also viewed as appropriate only for certain members of staff, not for 
all staff. There seemed to be a lack of reality in the picture drawn of 
these companies and the actual experience of research within them. 
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When choices were made for developing staff, formal and informal 
processes CEO's used to select staff for training were explored to 
establish how well these companies had taken on board the emphasis 
on planning and the importance of training. Given that many previous 
studies had already identified the ad hoc nature of training needs 
analysis operating within business organisations (Holden 1991, Taylor 
and O'Driscoll 1998, Saari and associates1988) it is perhaps hardly 
surprising that little evidence of these activities were actually 
discovered. 
Additionally, other research reviewing small firms practices, pointed to 
the sharp decline in the incidence of "planning of, budgeting for and 
participation in training" proportional to company size (Gallacher and 
associates, 1996, p 13). This was true for all companies participating in 
the study, despite consistent and extensive attempts by successive 
governments to promote business planning it was clear that little 
headway had been made with the 128 organisations in this sample. 
Few companies possessed a plan and made regular use of it. Most did 
not have a business plan, and those which did have a plan only tended 
to use it with the body who had been the moving force behind its 
creation. This was acknowledged freely by CEO's who saw the use of a 
business plan as peripheral to their day-to-day needs, managing within 
the small business sector. However, this may also be true for managers 
in larger organisations where the best managers might successfully 
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prefer to use instinct rather than planning due to "indefinable personal 
qualities". 
These qualities might not be accompanied by effectiveness in terms of 
compliance with procedures or even with a range of management 
competencies. (Jackall (1988; pp 186 - 8). The CEOs'own description 
of their role fits in more with the 'complexity and chaos' debate 
(Clarkson, 1998) than with the traditional strategic business planning 
model. When long term objectives were discussed, CEO's also refuted 
the usefulness of a business plan which was described as a 'snapshot'- 
not flexible enough to reflect the way the market went over any period of 
time - and 'for external consumption onlyl. 
The absence of links between business planning and employee training 
was noted as a factor in learning in smaller companies in a 1995 study, 
which also called for mechanisms to be identified "to enable managers 
in SME's to incorporate human resource strategies within their 
companies" (Osborne and associates, 1995, p 2). Here, however, little 
evidence was found of human resource strategies in any consistent or 
formal sense. However, since decisions were made about the future 
development of the business or about individual employees without an 
over all strategy or business plan, other processes must be at work in 
decision making. To discover more about these processes as they 
related to education and training, CEO's were asked about the routes 
they took to identify training needs both in relation to business 
development and in relation to their own development. 
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No trace was found of formal processes used on a regular basis to 
define training needs. Some however defined training in terms of the 
needs of a particular person or task or of the organisation as a whole. 
This showed similarities to the framework for training needs analysis in 
terms of 'organisation', 'task' and 'person analysis. ' introduced by 
McGhee and Thayer (1961) This same framework has been used 
throughout the literature as a basis for examining TNA (I L Goldstein 
1993, Tannenbaum and Yuki 1992, Wexley and Latham 1991). 
Goldstein and Gessner (1988) also expanded the model to link training 
targets with strategic objectives rather than just with present job 
requirements. Other possible tools might include analysis, such as 
repertory grids, as a way to evaluate staff and identify individual 
development needs (Peters, 1994). 
Despite the emphasis on needs analysis from TEC-delivered initiatives 
during the preceding two years (the Gateway programmes for 
individuals and for companies), needs analyses or skills audits were not 
company wide. There was also no evidence of Investors in people 
making an impact in this group, although CEO's were aware of the 
initiative 
In addition, discussions with CEO's and other staff also revealed that 
some of these companies had received funding and or consultancy to 
develop company-wide skills audits to identify strengths and shortfalls. 
How was it then that when they were interviewed, no such documents 
were available or were in use? CEO's of small companies provided 
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possible explanations themselves. These initiatives were not seen as 
relevant or useful. They had been "imposed from a distance" and "do 
not affect the success or failure of the business in the same way that" 
" loss of a customer or lack of available capital may do ............ 
When both CEO's and their staff were asked separately to build their 
own model of how this process of training need identification and 
selection of staff for training took place; the results showed marked 
discrepancies between the two groups) perception of what was taking 
place. 
Given Bryson and Millward's emphasis on the importance of two way 
communication to small firm economic performance (1998), it was 
interesting to see how little sustained two way communication 
apparently existed even in the smallest companies in the sample. Here 
managers might "talk and listen all the time" (Stewart, 1983) but often 
only with one or two staff, and the talking might far outweigh the 
listening. CEO's saw training as wholly depenclant on their involvement, 
with themselves as the centre of a wheel of activity for supervisors and 
other staff. However, employees often saw the CEO role as peripheral, 
and the CEO's intervention was often seen as damaging and unhelpful. 
The CEO was often described as "causing difficulties" either through 
misinterpretation of the situation or through deflection of training to a 
favoured recipient rather than the staff member for whom it had been 
identified. 
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Preferences for regularly training favoured members of staff were clear 
to the rest of the workforce in smaller companies, and the non-selected 
staff sought ways to circumvent the practice. This usually involved 
on-the-job training, or the addition of extra tuition into the workplace to 
ensure good practice was passed on. The reliance on on-the-job 
training might not in itself be detrimental to business success, as can be 
evidenced by the Japanese focus on this form of training (McCormick, 
1994, p 161-2). However rather than a carefully planned regime with 
"line managers as the major agents in HRM" carrying out on the job 
training in these companies, companies operated their training through 
informal and irregular processes without systems for evaluation, 
assessment or follow up. Most training tended to be ad hoc, designed 
to meet short term immediate needs rather than long term 
developmental requirements. 
In addition, a lack of consistency resulted from the reliance on a 
supervisor who must therefore have the time and skills to carry out a 
range of activities associated with OTJ training. They would need to 
possess or acquire the right skills, knowledge and ideas to identify and 
meet training needs as and when they were perceived; they also 
needed to possess the ability to pass these on effectively and to assess 
the learning process taking place with other employees. 
As has been described above, the idea that within companies 
"champions" exist who value training and are willing to influence the 
direction of their organisation did not hold good, (Osborne and 
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associates, 1995, p 3). Often training and development were the 
preserve of one or two individuals apparently not too different from their 
peers, yet consistently preferred. To try to establish reasons for this, 
comparison was made between the attributes of the CEO and that of 
the preferred workers. 
Selection of staff for development 
"Managers reproduce themselves in kind" according to Kanter's earlier 
work on large companies (1977, p 59,68). To explore this idea, the 
survey began by exploring those attributes which might be shared by 
CEO's and those chosen for training and development. Despite early 
expectations to the contrary no significant links were found between 
educational background and age. Further work was carried out in terms 
of gender and ethnic membership, since "usually the system leaves 
women out, along with a range of people with discrepant social 
characteristics" (Kanter, 1977, p 69). In this group of companies women 
were not left out, they were selected as keyworkers, and a significant 
gender bias was not demonstrated. There were however, gender 
differences. 
Despite the Keyworker being regarded as a valuable member of staff by 
the CEO and selected on a regular basis for training, there was a 
consistent pattern of male and female employees having similar roles 
but different job titles and status, echoing earlier studies, (Coyle, 1995; 
Hoffman 1995, Felstead, 1997). Similarly, female keyworkers tended to 
be better educated and less well paid than their male counterparts (as 
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has also been seen in companies across the European union, Eurostat, 
1998). Some female managers also commented on the expectations of 
them to act in ways suiting their male counterparts in order to achieve 
targets and be taken seriously. These smaller companies then still 
showed less inclination than their larger counterparts to fully value the 
roles carried out by women in their companies (O'Mahoney 1996). 
Where family roles were explored as part of succession planning, 
CEO's planned to pass on their company to a male relative (usually their 
son or sons) in 53% of all family-owned concerns. There was no 
instance of a daughter being identified as a beneficiary to continue as 
senior manager, although profits from the business might be passed on 
as money or in goods (house, car etc. ). This itself might be a problem 
for the company's survival and progress. Those without succession 
plans who were coming up to possible retirement did not reinvest in the 
same way they might if the business was to stay in the family, and their 
long term plans were often limited to selling up This may be seen as 
potentially detrimental to national economic success. 
American observers plot national economic growth associated with 
continuance of family firms since capital will remain in the business 
following succession, rather than the assets being disbursed. Without a 
recognition of the role female members of the family might play and an 
accompanying preparation of these members to succeed, 'selling up' 
seems inevitable for the companies interviewed in the survey, with the 
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resulting break up of organisations and potential loss of jobs and 
opportunities. 
Ethnic minorities 
Gender differences were accentuated, when considered with 
membership of an ethnic minority. It has been shown that although 
more men were selected as Keyworkers, 52% compared to 48%, when 
this was compared with the gender of CEO's, no significant relationship 
was indicated between the gender of selector and selected. A more 
serious relationship emerged when the ethnic backgrounds of those 
selecting and selected were compared since 83% of those selected 
were not from an ethnic minority, within those firms employing members 
of an ethnic minority. Here it could be said that a mirror effect was 
taking place since white males tended to choose other white males in 
this sample. 
This was most marked in engineering companies, where no male 
members of an ethnic minority were selected for training. However, the 
small sample selected may have included unrepresentative companies 
from this vocational sector. Further research is required to identify 
whether this is a common finding within engineering and manufacturing 
companies, especially if carried out with a larger sample focusing on 
non-service sectors. Certainly, where ethnic minority members were 
selected these tended to be female, and to be from service sector 
industries and selected by female CEO's. This may appear to be in 
conflict with other surveys identifying female ethnic minority members as 
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having significantly less opportunity within the workplace than their male 
counterparts. (Bhavnani, 1997) Here again, research with a larger 
sample would be needed to judge whether this was a common finding 
within service sector organisations. 
Omitting those who selected themselves for development, or those who 
selected family members, when the rest of the group were asked about 
how and why choices had been made regarding employment or 
selection of ethnic minority members, very few could identify reasons for 
this. Chief executives who employed ethnic minority workers but had 
not selected them for training explained there was "nothing wrong" with 
the ethnic minority workers - but someone else was just better for the 
opportunity. He or she was "right" for development. This might be 
because he or she was "a more experienced worker, has been here 
longer. " Examination of employment and training records and 
discussions with staff showed that this was not the case. In two 
companies the staff described as unsuitable due to newness had been 
in post longer than the person actually selected. 
Similarly, CEO's often felt that training was a reward and that rather 
than hoping for direct benefits from it within the workplace it might prove 
to be a way to reward individuals.. that person was described as 
"deserving" some training where his or her black colleagues did not. 
Further questioning of the chief executives and of the other workers 
involved demonstrated that these preferred workers had all received 
other training in the last 2 years and had better status within the 
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company officially or otherwise than their work colleagues. They had 
also often been the only recipient of formal training within the company. 
It is clear that investigating the links between selection and personal 
attributes led again to the more intangible values of "fitting in" and being 
"the right kind of person" described in earlier studies (Ram and Holliday 
1988). It was difficult to identify what ethnic minority members at the 
firms described above needed to do to 'fit in' in order to access and 
benefit from training and development. The senior managers found this 
difficult tO justify, especially as they had very settled and established 
workforces. Since their staff had been with that company longer than 
three years (on average), it is fair to assume that these same staff must 
presumably by now have fitted in as much as they might ever do. 
However this may also not be confined to small companies. Kanter 
(1977) found that "the structure of the management role made it more 
comfortable to exclude those people see as 'different" (p 59) similarly 
the findings of this report also confirmed the 'mirror' factor in selection, 
in very large organisations, where CEO's seek images of themselves in 
staff appointed to take new posts or selected for training and 
development. Further work with other organisations might establish 
how typical these findings are in terms of the preferment of one group 
at the expense of other ethnic groups - and potentially at the expense of 
the success of the company itself since little use or extension of the total 
human capital of the whole workforce was attempted 
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Similarities between CEO and preferred staff 
The main area of the work concentrated on the attitudes to learning for 
these two groups of selector and selectee. A relationship was found 
between the learning styles of the two groups, supported by a set of 
shared preferences and shared antipathies for the same types of 
learning experiences. Whether or not this is beneficial for the 
company's development remains to be seen. 
Those writers who accept the learning preferences model espoused by 
Honey and Murnford (1992; 1995) identify deficiencies within each style 
and present alternative strategies to enable learners to extend their 
ability to learn. Recommendations are also made that groups of 
employees involved in learning have a mixture of learning styles for 
effective activities to occur. This implies that having a manager and key 
employee (supervisor or main technician) with the same learning outlook 
might be detrimental to company progress, since effective learning may 
not occur and opportunities may be missed. 
It may also follow that, where ethnic minority members are excluded 
from the process, key skills and talents may also be excluded. Yet it is 
also the case that these individuals may also have shared learning 
preferences with their CEO's, but still remain unselected for 
development. Here the process of identifying shared views through 
communication may be seen as the missing factor. Coleman (1988) 
identified the importance of social capital in the formation of human 
capital. Mintzberg (1973; 1990) defined the managers role in terms of 
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the social interactions. Similarly, Carroll and Teo (1996) stress the 
importance of social relations at work not only for the manager but for all 
active members of the workforce. Social relations are described in 
terms of organisational member networks (i. e, ties related to formal links 
through organisational membership, ) and core discussion networks 
(links with individuals with whom people discuss important personal 
matters). Core discussion networks inform about the "the relative 
importance of social settings to an individual" (Burt, 1984, p 316-7). 
In these companies, however, the level of mutual communication was 
limited. Conversations related to work and occasionally to immediate 
family concerns. The two rarely discussed school or lifetime 
experiences in the way that the CEO and other members of staff 
reviewed their view of the world. If the ethnic minority member was 
identified by a Superior as valuable or needing development, then this 
might trigger discussion but frequently, the relationship did not develop. 
Since it would be difficult for ethnic minority members to change this 
given their working roles, research may be needed to identify how 
CEO's can be enabled to 'see, ' evaluate and communicate with, all their 
employees. As part of this process they may offer better learner support 
and act more effectively as mentors, which has been previously 
recommended to be effective by Osborne and associates in 1995. 
From a governmental perspective, where policies are put into place to 
encourage training within SME's and grants and programmes made 
available to support these, it seems imperative that the agency 
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controlling the grant should work with the company to ensure a greater 
spread of resources across different employees. To rely on the CEO to 
identify training needs and development may not be wise given the 
uncertain processes used in these companies to select both training 
topics and the ways in which perceived training needs are met. To 
simply supply resources without raising the level of CEO understanding 
of planning and of training needs beforehand seems ineffective. As has 
been seen from the comments made by CEO's it is also perceived to be 
inappropriate and ineffective by the participants themselves. 
This may also be another example where the same may be true for 
larger organisations. Others studies have found similar results for larger 
companies, especially in terms of lack of formal procedures and the 
existence of an 'in-group'who benefited from any opportunity before the 
rest of the workforce (O'Mahoney, 1996, p 29). In a large firm more 
staff are regularly selected for training so the results of CEO bias may 
not be so obvious, nor so potentially damaging for the company if errors 
are made. In a small company, development of new skills and ideas 
may be vital to help the firm cope with market change. If the person 
selected regularly for training cannot develop the skills or ideas needed, 
this may be very significant for the company's long term success. 
Similarly, whereas in a larger firm more staff are trained, in a smaller 
firm 'cascading' of new techniques is more frequently found, often as 
informal on-the-job training. If only one person receives the initial 
training and is unable to pass on the new skills learned, again this may 
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have a potentially damaging effect on the company. If previous work 
stressing the tangible benefits of wider access to training is accepted, 
(Donaldson, 1993, for instance identified lower absences rates and 
improved morale and motivation where staff are involved in large 
employee development schemes), this also identifies the need for all 
staff to have equal access to development 
Lifelong Learning 
In the eighteen months since research was completed, Lifelong 
Learning has become very important in terms of government strategy 
and policies from University for Industry to Learning Help lines etc. 
Awareness raising during the study had clearly had some effect. 
Lifelong learning as a term had meaning for most of the CEO's 
questioned and more than half the CEO's questioned were able to offer 
a definition for the concept of Lifelong learning, either in terms of 
learning in the workplace or in terms of all that occurring during an 
individual's working life. However, both CEO's and their staff were 
sceptical about the benefits of any training outside the work remit, 
except as a form of leisure and for personal gratification. 
However, there was an interesting contradiction between the views of 
CEO's related to their company and to themselves in relation to lifelong 
learning. While most could see the value of this for organisations 
generally, only 16% actually felt that this would work or be valuable 
within their own companies. Despite this, the majority saw it as a very 
important concept for their own lives, identifying the need to acquire non 
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work-related skills in addition to those required for their current 
business. 
The key to this was the ambitions or aspirations expressed by these 
CEO's. Most surveys gauging the success of small companies look at 
turnover or profit or rates of growth as indicators of success. However, 
CEO's were not especially concerned about his aspect in identifying 
personal aims. Rather than the desire to expand and be successful 
from a business point of view, CEO's had quite different hopes for the 
future. These centred around family succession, were holiday related or 
identified new directions to take (which were sometimes but not always 
business related). It may be that schemes and policies aimed at CEO's 
such as these will fail to meet their mark because the reality of the small 
business owner's development plans may relate more to individual or to 
family aims than any large corporate plans. Certainly, CEO's expressed 
the view that the current infra structure and support mechanism for 
SME's was remote from them and from their concerns. 
Similarly employees also differentiated between work-related learning 
and that done 'for pleasure' (a phrase used with depressing frequency 
to separate the two). Training was viewed as a worthwhile investment if 
it enabled them to progress to another post or another company, and 
most were willing to pay for this, unless such training was strictly limited 
to use inside their current firm. When questioned about their long term 
goals however, participants did see learning as important to achieving 
results, even if this might be a very short one-off programme to learn 
conversational German. Some had made the connection between skills 
learned outside the workplace as transferable to this environment, but 
most had not. 
One identified the project planning skills which his Yacht masters course 
had given him, forcing him to encompass the precision he had always 
previously avoided. This view was very much that of a small minority; 
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most saw no links between development of skills and knowledge outside 
the workplace and benefits inside their organisations. This emphasis on 
work-based lifetime learning is echoed in current governmental 
initiatives as described within Osborne's review of continuing education 
in the UK (1998). 
Similarly, HEFCE in 1994 offered funding to 'meet the lifetime learning 
needs of people at work, as identified by employees and individuals, 
expanding flexible teaching, learning and accreditation for people in 
work. (HEFC circular 1994b). The earlier views that lifetime learning 
would be a socially regenerative factor or would benefit an individual 
throughout his or her whole existence seems to have disappeared from 
many current government statements, although it can be seen in the 
initiatives attempting to redress social exclusion from education (Adult 
and Community Learning Fund, 1998) 
Learning Organisations 
Despite enthusiastic and expensive publicity in the wider geographical 
area about Learning Organisations during the course of the study, views 
about this idea were mixed. Learning organisations had enthusiastic 
supporters among some of the companies (particularly within 
engineering and hospitality and catering sectors) but the level of interest 
did not reflect the degree of implementation as has been commented 
upon by earlier studies of small business training involvement (Matlay 
1996). Where 'continuous improvement'had been attempted, both 
CEO and staff supported the practice but were not prepared to take it 
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on board throughout the company. Again, however, this was only really 
valuable for 'some staff rather than 'all staff and in the words of one 
engineering supervisor "weyre aI supposed to be continuously 
improving, but here, it seems that some improve more continuously than 
others" 
Ethical difficulties 
Similarly, within this group there were some areas which need further 
discussion. In chapter 3 the problems of avoiding difficulties with ethical 
considerations was discussed since some organisations had been 
carrying out possibly inappropriate activities. A surprising feature of the 
interviews carried out were the readiness of some participants to identify 
ways in which they had "fudged the paperwork" for their firm's 
advantage, to gain access to funds or to meet what was seen as 
"impossible demands" made by regulatory bodies. Here managers and 
workers within the same firm were seen as part of the team whereas 
external contacts, including the sources of funding or other resources, 
were seen to be outside the group. Jackall (1988; p 192-194) describes 
this process in larger corporations where managers act "according to its 
own institutional rules and logic" and "work to the rules of that world. " If 
these practices exist they may therefore not be limited to the small firm 
sector. 
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How widespread is "fudging the paperwork"? 
Whether irregularities occur across small companies or not, it may also 
evident in large organisations. Bain (1995) analysed the origins and 
aims of the deregulation campaigns for health care industries in the 
USA and Britain, the attitudes of employers and unions, and suggested 
that the issue of malpractice with respect to health and safety is unlikely 
to disappear easily. Some of the small companies showed a similar 
attitude to health and safety as Bain reported, presenting false reports 
of health and safety training when new equipment was introduced. 
Other companies had not been entirely straightforward in their dealings 
with governmental agencies. Some happily claimed for the same 
business plan more than once to attract more than one source of 
funding, others retained two training records to deceive licensing or 
regulatory authorities. It seemed that participants experienced relief in 
sharing the knowledge, explaining that they had felt compelled to do so 
to gain access to money, or that the providers had failed to check 
properly and to carry out their own rules. Most expressed a feeling 
expressed by participants that the bodies involved should be more 
scrupulous in checking detail. One described representatives form his 
local Training and Enterprise Council as "ticking everything on his sheet 
and disappearing" rather than reviewing records or meeting staff 
involved. 
Others were not sure that anything wrong had been done, describing 
this as just "fudging the paperwork" and explaining that the process was 
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not wrong since it was "our money anyway" (as tax payers). There was 
also a general exasperation with the support available since it did not 
seem to provide any real aid for the issues confronting them. The 
bureaucracy and the items offered for support did not match the 
concerns of the managers of these firms. One commented bitterly on 
the sheer waste of his own and his staff's time when he had sought help 
in preparing for technological change. 
The resulting pressure on the company to take the Investors In People 
route when the query was an equipment / hardware problem, meant that 
mistakes were made in purchasing new equipment and the company 
was held back rather than helped by the experience. "The government 
sets these things up but never talks to us about them, then sets up 
layers of bureaucracy to maintain and administer these ideas, when 
simple direct help in specific circumstances would be better' (CEO, 
engineering company) 
How widespread these practices are, remains to be seen. The sample 
was not typical of the small business population as a whole, since not all 
sectors were represented and sectors had been included to provide a 
balance of female and male chief executives not existing in the 
population at large. All owner managers were not asked whether they 
had 'bent the rules' to determine whether this occurred within their 
organisation - this arose by voluntary comments from those managers 
involved. Further research would need to be carried out to determine 
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whether this was a common phenomenon, or whether this had been an 
unusual group of companies. 
However, further studies might also need to include a review of the 
practices of those carrying out the process of grant provision in addition 
to the attitudes and practice of those involved in receiving awards. This 
might explore the comments made by managers involved that the 
officials who might have been expected to check thoroughly, did not do 
so since they also had an agenda and targets to fulfill. The comment 
was made more than once that since these bodies frequently operated 
on a twelve month cycle. If grants were not awarded and monies not 
spent in one financial year, then less would be forthcoming for that 
institution in the next financial year. Participants felt that this was one of 
the reasons for less than precise checking and feedback, since bodies 
might be too eager to ensure that grants were distributed. Without 
further research in this area, however, no further conclusions or 
recommendations can be made. 
Recommendations for further research in small firms sector 
Given the size and composition of the sample studied it would be useful 
to test some of the findings with a much larger group. However, this 
might be most effectively done with large groups from the same 
vocational sector. This might be carried out with a large scale survey of 
engineering companies to determine whether the lack of opportunity 
identified for male ethnic minority members is also shown in a larger 
sample. Similarly a larger sample of service sector organisations, 
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including equal proportions of male and female CEO's might determine 
whether the observed pattern of female ethnic minodty members being 
selected in larger proportions by female CEO's in these companies held 
good. 
The relationship between the Keyworker and the CEO found in this 
group seemed to indicate a strong link between the learning outlook of 
both. Given the limitations which may occur through too closely sharing 
attitudes and learning approaches, it may be useful for research to look 
at these aspects in 'successful companies' to identify whether a mixture 
or a similarity of approaches leads to more effective company progress. 
To establish the frequency of those unethical practices described by 
some companies in the sample, another survey might be indicated. 
This would need to include companies of different sizes to establish 
whether these were limited to this sector. 
It would also be helpful to include those administering grants to establish 
whether the pressures on grants providers also lead to practices such 
as "a quick check carried out with more optimism than accuracy 1) 
(hospitality manager). Clearly, carrying out such a survey would not be 
without its difficulties but there should be follow up to find ways to 
prevent the waste of time and resources observed in the companies 
where these practices had been described. 
The repetition of the feelings of exclusion from governmental 
decision-making expressed by CEO's also suggest that a more 
SME-centred approach before implementing ideas and setting up 
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initiatives might lead to more effective programmes and to the needs of 
small firms being understood and recognised. In many ways little has 
changed in terms of CEO perceptions since the Bolton report 
commented on the same problems in 1971 
Conclusion 
Small firms have come to the attention of governments over the last 
twenty years. Policies have come and gone, as have programmes, 
projects and measures designed to meet perceived deficiencies in some 
organisations to help them to meet an ideal model. Bryson and Millward 
(1998) comment on the negative and positive effects of these 
measures, arguing against the current emphasis on a 'best practice' 
approach applied to all companies, and suggest a more individual 
approach to employee involvement in smaller organisations. This is 
also evident from the literature cited earlier about business planning and 
the small firm. 
Similarly Hyland and Matlay argue for a more detailed and look at the 
small firms sector. Bryson and Millward concur, finding that employee 
involvement practices and combinations which work for small firm 
establishments are very different from those that work within larger 
establishments. Involvement with all forms of education and training are 
likely to be affected by this. One clear example of this was a 1997 study 
(Sadler-Smith and associates) identifying the ways in which universities 
meet small business needs to develop 'higher and broader' skills to 
remain competitive. They argue that the training and development 
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provided by universities has traditionally been founded upon an 
educational/large firm model but that in order to make significant inroads 
into the small firm training market universities need to attend more 
closely to the specific needs of client organisations, especially in terms 
of sector and size. Differences between firms occupying different 
sectors were observed in terms of funding of training, responsibility for 
training and types of higher level skills training undertaken. It is argued 
that these findings need to be taken into account if universities are to 
address the real, as opposed to perceived or presumed, needs of small 
businesses. 
If resources are to be given to the small firms sector then further 
research might aid future programmes by identifying those companies 
whose CEO's have a desire for growth. Expending resources across 
the whole spread of SME's uniformly does not seem to be a very 
productive route, neither is it perceived as such by CEO's in these 
companies. It may also be more effective to look at the CEO's 
willingness to communicate with all levels of employee. While some 
employees are seen as favoured others feel - apparently correctly 
according to the findings here - excluded from personal development. is 
this necessarily detrimental to the company's well being? For 
companies to perform consistently well, requires not only favourable 
external conditions but it also requires a committed workforce 
(according to Dundas 1994, Guest 1992, Martin and Nicholls 1987 
among many such studies). 
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A committed workforce is one which pulls together 'with everyone doing 
their best and getting satisfaction from common effort to do as well as 
possible (Martin and Nicholls, 1987, p 34). Exclusion of most of the 
workforce from that feeling of confidence and approval described by 
participants in this survey can not be compatible with the creation of a 
committed workforce. Lack of opportunity and participation in 
work-based programmes for those from ethnic minorities or those not 
perceived as 'deserving' this reward, will not develop the human capital 
available to the small firm owner. If human capital formation is vital to 
small company development and small company development is vital to 
economic success, then the future predicted so confidently in terms of 
competitive advantage looks uncertain. 
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Appendix A 
First draft for questionnaire (used only for discussion) 
1- Company name and address 
Telephone and fax 
Name of owner or senior manager 
2. What is your company's main business function 
3. Which business sector do you feel your company belongs to ? 
4. How long has it been in business 
5. Is it completely independent? 
6. Do you have a business plan? 
7. How is this plan used to establish training needs? 
8. Have staff taken part in education or training activities in the last twelve 
months? 
9. Which staff took part in education and training in the last twelve months? 
10. Which types of training have occurred? 
11. Which educational activities have occurred? 
12. How is training decided upon? 
13. How are staff selected for training? 
14. How much in house training occurs? 
15. How does in house training occur? 
16. Are qualifications important for those being trained 
17 Which qualifications have been gained by staff over the last eighteen 
months? 
18, Is this a family business? if so describe its structure 
19. Is this business linked to IIP or other initiatives? 
20. Your name and role in the company 
21. Number of years at this company, first role within the company 
22 Are you a member of the family running the business 
23 Describe your qualifications so far 
24 Which is your favoured method for learning new ideas or skills? 
25 Which is your least favoured method for learning new ideas or skills? 
Appendix C 
Visual evidences List of documentation to be seen 
Documents 
1. Business plan 
Where CEO's described their ownership and / or use of a business pan, I 
asked to see it (and looked for earlier versions to identify progression). This 
then became a basis for discussion from the point of view of the age, use and 
effectiveness of the document. The way in which the document had been 
compiled was also part of the discussion. 
2. Curriculum vitae (senior managers and keyworkers) 
Some form of this was usually available but if it was not, a form provided by 
the local TEC's was used (see overleaf) 
3. Proofs of training and qualifications (external) 
Dockets, receipts, accompanying documentation (letters, course descriptions 
etc. ), certificates of achievement and / or attendance, copies of awards 
Other 
4. Meetings 
These might be senior managers or other staff as a demonstration of how 
training needs are discussed and agreed 
5. Normal days 
Where other documentation was unavailable, 'sit in' observations would be 
agreed to see a 'normal day I 
6. CEO and Keyworkers workstations 
Normal working environment for CEO and Keyworker, how it is organised in 
terms of access and organisation 
Appendix D 
Company details, coded, function, sector 
ReMode Company function Vocational sect 
- 
131 Fish restaurant Catering / hospitality 
- 





140 Sandwich bar Catering / hospitality 
- 
141 Tool making Manufacturing / Engineering 
- 
142 Cafe / shop Catering / hospitality 
143 Tractor parts manufacture and repair Manufacturing / Engineering 
149 Bed and Breakfast Catering / hospitali 
150 Bed and Breakfast Catering / hospitality 
156 Networks and computer assembly Manufacturing / Engineering 
160 Networks and computer assembly Manufacturing / Engineering 
165 Bakery / cafe / shop Catering / hospitality 
166 Restaurant Catering / hospitality 
174 Farm teas /B&B Catering / hospitality 
177 Home for the elderly Care (for the elderly) 
179 Tool making Manufacturing/ Engineering 
183 Wood yard tailored products Manufacturing / Engineering 
186 Bed and Breakfast Catering / hospitality 
188 Nursing home Care (for the elderly) 
191 Restaurant Catering / hospitality 
193 Private school Care (for children) 
195 Pie shops Catering / hospitality 
197 Tool making Manufacturing / Engineering 
198 Wholesale butchers Catering / hospitality 
199 Nursing home Care (for the elderly) 
200 Electric motors manufacture Manufacturing / Engineering 
203 Wood yard tailored products Manufacturing / Engineering 
210 Toolmakers Manufacturing / Engineering 
211 Moulds supply and fit Manufacturing / Engineering 
218 Guest house Catering I hospitality 
220 Hotel & restaurant Catering / hospitality 
223 Restaurant Catering / hospitality 
231 Hotel and restaurant Catering / hospitality 
242 Pre-school play centre Care (for children) 
- 260 Hotel and restaurant Catering / hospitality 
- 265 Fish wholesaler Catering / hospitality 
- 270 Hotel and restaurant Catering / hospitality 
- 277 Carpet suppliers Other services 
281 . Home for the elderly Care (for the elderly) 
289 Customer service training Other services 
- 291 Hotel and restaurant Catering / hospitality 
- 293 Rubber products manufacture Manufacturing / Engineering 
- 295 Private school Care (for children) i i i /E 298 Rubber products manufacture ng neer Manufactur ng ng h ld l 300 Nursing home Care (for t ee er y) i 302 Hairdressers ces Other serv i 303 Solicitors ces Other serv f hild 310 Pre-school play centre or c ren) Care ( 
312 resin products manufacture Manufacturing 
/ Engineering 
i i i /E 314 Resin products manufacture neer Manufactur ng ng ng 
322 Restaurant (; atering / hospitality 
323 Financial consultants Other services 
324 Restaurant Catering / hospitality 
327 Nursery school Care (for children) 
329 Child care after school / holidays centre 
338 Nursery school 
. 
Care (for children) 
347 Private play group Care (for children) 
356 After school care / holidays Care (for children) 
365 Pre-school play centre Care (for children) 
374 Pre-school play centre Care (for children) 
380 Plastic components Manufacturing / Engineering 
391 Plastic components Manufacturing / Engineering 
393 Computer software design Other services 
401 Engine parts manufacture (large) Manufacturing / Engineering 
411 Engine parts manufacture (large) Manufacturing / Engineering 
415 Architects Other services 
416 Hairdressers Other services 
425 Nursing home Care (for children) 
426 Home for the elderly Care (for the elderly) 
430 Management consultants Other services 
435 Engine parts manufacture (large) Manufacturing / Engineering 
438 Pre-school play centre, Care (for children) 
440 Hairdressers Other services 
445 Car parts manufacture Manufacturing / Engineering 
453 Car dealers body shop Manufacturing / Engineering 
463 Auto parts manufacture supply fit Manufacturing / Engineering 
473 Car body shop Manufacturing / Engineering 
492 Nursing home Care (for the elderly) 
495 Distribution and haulage Other services 
502 Car dealers / body shop Manufacturing / Engineering 
512 Parts for car assembly Manufacturing / Engineering 
513 Mechanical engineers Manufacturing / Engineering 
516 Pottery Other services 
518 Vegetarian hotel and Restaurant Catering / hospitality 
525 Parts for car assembly Manufacturing / Engineering 
526 Nursing home Care (for the elderly) 
530 Parts for car assembly Manufacturing / Engineering 
536 Parts for car assembly Manufacturing / Engineering 
547 Small electric motors Manufacturing / Engineering 
551 Architects Other services 
572 Wholesale greengrocers Catering / hospitality 
579 Clothing suppliers Other services 7 1 592 Guest house and B&B Catering / hospitality 
600 Car industry components Manufacturing / Engineering 
602 Hotel and restaurant Catering / hospitality 
603 Nursing home Care (for the elderly) 
612 Cafe Catering / hospitalit 
621 Auto parts Manufacturing / Engineering 
632 Financial consultants Other services i li 643 Bed and Breakfast Catering / hosp ta ty 
654 Hotel and restaurant Catering / hospitality it lit /h 664 Cafe a y Catering osp 
675 Fast food cafe / bar Catering 
/ hospitality 
686 Management consultants Other services th ld l 697 Nursing home ee er y) Care (r 
708 .. Nursing home 
- 
Care (for the elderly) 
_712 Solicitors Other services 
7-19 Resin plastic moulds Manufacturing / 
Engineering 
732 Agricultural supplies Other services 
- 742 Market trader Other services 
751 Training cornPanY Other services 
762 Car dealers Other services 
796 Calo ir and supply Manufacturing / Engineering 
811 Tool and machine shop Manufacturing / Engineering 
818 Nursing home Care (for children) 
822 Home for the elderly Care (for the elderly) 
829 Distribution and haulage Other services 
832 Clothing suppliers Other services 
852 Solicitors Other services 
872 After school / pre-school / holiday care Care (for children) 
924 Nursing home Care (for the elderly) 
929 Car dealers and body shop Manufacturing / Engineering 
948 Car repair Manufacturing / Engineering 
949 Photocopier repair and amendment Manufacturing / Engi 
957 Home for the elderly Care (for the elderly) 
961 Toolshop Manufacturing / Engineering 
- 979 Design engineers 7 Manufacturing / Engi eering 
Appendix F Learning styles, 
from Honey P and Mumford A, 1982, 
The manual of learning styles, Ardingley House, Berks 
Activists 
Activists involve themselves fully and without bias in new experiences. They 
enjoy the here and now and are happy to be dominated by immediate 
experiences. They are open-minded, not sceptical and this tends to make 
them enthusiastic about anything new. Their philosophy is 'I'll try anything 
once'. They dash in where angels fear to tread. They tend to throw caution 
to the wind. Their days are filled with activity. They revel in short term crisis 
fire fighting. They tackle problems by brainstorming. As soon as the 
excitement from one activity has died down they are busy looking for the 
next, they tend to thrive on the challenge of new experiences but are bored 
with implementation and longer time consolidation. They are gregarious 
people constantly involving themselves with others but in doing so, they hog 
the limelight. They are the life and soul of the party and seek to centre all 
activities around themselves. 
Reflectors 
Reflectors like to stand back to ponder experiences and observe them from 
many different perspectives. They collect data, 
both first hand and from 
others, and prefer to chew it over thoroughly 
before coming to any 
conclusion. The thorough collection and analysis of 
data about experiences 
and events is what counts so they tend to postpone reaching 
definitive 
conclusions for as long as possible. Their philosophy is to be cautious, to 
leave no stone unturned. 'Look before you leap' 'Sleep on it' They are 
thoughtful people who like to consider all possible angles and implications 
before making a move. They prefer to take a back seat in meetings and 
discussions. they enjoy observing other people in action. They listen to 
others and get the drift of the discussion before making their own points. 
They tend to adopt a low profile and have a slightly distant tolerant unruffled 
air about them. When they act it is part of a wider picture which includes the 
past as well as the present and others' observations as well as their own. 
Theorists 
Theorists adapt and integrate observations into complex but logically sound 
theories. They think about problems in a vertical step by step logical way. 
They assimilate disparate facts into coherent theories. They tend to be 
perfectionists who won't rest easy until things are tidy and fit into their rational 
scheme. They like to analyse and synthesise. They are keen on basic 
assumptions, principles, theories and models and systems thinking. Their 
philosophy prizes rationality and logic. 'if its logical its good' Questions, they 
frequently ask are'Does it make sense? ''How does this fit with that? ' 'What 
are the basic assumptions? ' They tend to be detached, analytical and 
dedicated to rational objectivity rather than anything subjective or ambiguous. 
Their approach to problems is consistently logical. 
This is their'mental set' 
and they rigidly reject anything that doesn't 
fit with it. They prefer to 
maximise certainty and feel uncomfortable with subjective 
judgements, lateral 
thinking and anything flippant 
Pragmatists 
Pragmatists are keen on trying out ideas, theories and techniques to see if 
they work in practice. They positively search out ideas and take the first 
opportunity to experiment with applications. They are the sort of people who 
run from management training courses brimming with new ideas that they 
want to try out in practice. They like to get on with things and act quickly and 
confidently on ideas that attract them. They don't like 'Beating around the 
bush' and tend to be impatient with ruminating and open-ended discussions. 
They are essentially practical down to earth propel who like making practical 
decisions and solving problems. They respond to problems and opportunities 
as a challenge. Their philosophy is 'There is always a better way' and 'if it 
works it's good. 
Appendix G 
Learning Styles Questionnaire - Copyright Honey and Mumford 1986 
There is no time limit to this questionnaire. It will probably take you 10-15 
minutes. The accuracy of the results depends on how honest you can be. 
There are no right or wrong answers. if you agree more than you disagree with 
a statement put a tick by it ( ). If you disagree more than you agree put a 
cross by it (x). Be sure to mark each item with either a cross or a tick. 
1.1 have strong beliefs about what is right and wrong, good and bad 
2.1 often act without considering the possible consequences 
3.1 tend to solve problems using a step-by-step approach 
4.1 believe that formal policies and procedures restrict people 
1 have a reputation for saying what I think, simply and directly 
6.1 often find that actions based on feelings are as sound as those based on 
careful thought and analysis 
1 like the sort of work where I have time for through preparation and 
implementation 
1 regularly question people about their basic assump ions 
9. What matters most is whether something works in practice 
10.1 actively seek out new experiences 
11. When I hear about a new idea or a new approach I immediately start 
working out how to use it in practice 
12.1 am keen on self discipline such as watching my 
diet, taking regular 
exercise, sticking to a fixed routine, etc. 
13.1 take pride in doing a thorough job 
Honey P, Mumford A, 1992, ! he manual of 
learning StYles, Honey, UK 
14.1 get on best with people who are logical and analytical and I get on less 
well with those who are spontaneous and 'irrational $ 
15.1 take care over the interpretation of data available to me and avoid jumping 
to any conclusions 
16.1 like to reach a decision carefully after weighing up many alternatives 
17.1 am attracted to novel, unusual ideas rather than to practical ones 
18.1 don't like disorganised things and prefer to fit things into a coherent pattern 
19.1 accept and stick to laid down procedures and policies so long as i regard 
them as an efficient way of getting the job done 
20.1 like to relate my actions to a general principle 
21. In discussions I like to get straight to the point 
22.1 tend to have distant rather formal relationships with people at work 
23.1 thrive on the challenge of tackling something new and different 
24.1 enjoy fun-loving, spontaneous people 
25.1 pay meticulous attention to detail before coming to a conclusion 
26.1 find it difficult to produce ideas on impulse 
27.1 believe in coming to the point immediately 
28.1 am careful not to jump to conclusions too quickly 
29.1 prefer to have as many sources of information as possible - the more data 
to think over the better 
30. Flippant people who don't take things seriously enough usually 
irritate me 
31.1 listen to other people's points of view before putting my own 
forward 
32.1 tend to be open about my feelings 
33. In discussions I enjoy watching the manoeuvrings of other 
participants 
Honey P, Mumford A, 1992, The manual of 
learning styles, Honey, UK 
34.1 Prefer to respond to events on a spontaneous flexible 
basis rather than 
Plan things out in advance 
35.1 tend to be attracted to techniques such as network analysis, flow charts, 
branching programmes, contingency planning etp. 
36. It worries me if I have to rush out a piece of work to meet a tight deadline 
37.1 tend to judge other peoples ideas on their practical merits 
38. Quiet thoughtful people tend to make me feel uneasy 
39.1 often get irritated by people who want to rush things 
40. It is more important to enjoy the present moment than to think about the past 
or future 
41.1 think that decisions based on a thorough analysis of all information are 
sounder than those based on intuition 
42.1 tend to be a perfectionist 
43. In discussions I usually produce lots of spontaneous ideas 
44. In meetings I put forward practical, realistic ideas 
45. More often than not, rules are there to be broken 
46.1 prefer to stand back from a situation and consider all the possibilities 
47.1 can often see inconsistencies and weaknesses in other peoples' arguments 
48. On balance I talk more than I listen 
49.1 can often see better, more practical ways to get things done 
50.1 think that written reports should be short and to the point 
51.1 believe that rational logical thinking should win the day 
52.1 tend to discuss specific things with people rather than engaging 
in social 
scussion 
53.1 like people who approach things realistically rather 
than theoretically 
Honey P, Mumford A, 1992, arning styles, 
Honey, UK 
54. In discussions I get impatient with irrelevancies and digressions 
55. If I have a report to write I tend to produce lots of drafts before settling on 
the final version 
56.1 am keen to try things out to see if they work in practice 
57.1 am keen to reach answers via a logical approach 
58.1 enjoy being the one that talks a lot in discussion 
59. In discussions I often find that I am the realist, keeping people to the point 
and avoiding wild speculations 
60.1 like to ponder many alternatives before making up my mind 
61. In discussions with people I often find that I am the most dispassionate and 
objective 
62. In discussions with people I'm more likely to adopt a 'low profile' than to take 
the lead and do most of the talking 
63.1 like to be able to relate current actions to a longer term bigger picture 
64. When things go wrong I am happy to shrug it off and put it down to 
experience 
65.1 tend to reject wild, spontaneous ideas as being impractical 
66. It is best to think carefully before taking action 
67- On balance I do the listening rather than the talking 
68.1 tend to be tough on people who find it difficult to adopt a logical approach 
69. most times I believe the end justifies the means 
70ý 1 do not mind hurting other peoples feelings so long as the job gets done 
71.1 find the formality of having specific objectives and plans stifling 
72.1 am usually one of the people who puts life into a party 
73- 1 do whatever is necessary to get the job done 
Honey P, Mumford A, 1992, The manual of learning styles, Honey, UK 
74.1 quickly get bored with methodical, detailed work 
75.1 am keen on exploring the basic assumptions, principles and theories 
underpinning things and events 
76.1 am always interested to find out what people think 
77.1 like meetings to be run on methodical lines, sticking to laid down agenda 
78.1 steer clear of subjective or ambiguous topics 
79ý 1 enjoy the drama and excitement of a crisis situation 
80. People often find me insensitive to their feelings 
Scoring 
You score one point for every item marked with a tick ( ). There are no points 
for items marked with a cross (X). Simply indicate on the lists below which 
items were ticked 
2 7 1 5 
4 13 3 9 
6 15 8 11 
10 16 12 19 
17 25 14 21 
23 25 18 27 
24 29 20 35 
32 31 22 37 
34 33 26 44 
38 36 30 49 
40 39 42 50 
43 41 47 53 
45 46 51 54 
48 52 57 56 
58 55 61 59 
64 60 63 65 
71 62 68 69 
72 66 68 69 
74 67 77 73 
79 76 78 80 
Totals 
Activist Reflector Theorist Pragmatist 
Reference 
Honey P, Mumford A, 1992, The a styles, 
Honey, UK 
